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ABSTRACT
# This document is a transcript of hearings on.the

reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. The specific
Locus of the hearings was vocational guidance*and counselingas
specified in H.R. 4974, the Vocational Guidance Act of 1981.
Testimony was given by Jeffrey Drake, coordinator of career
development in Flint, Michigan; Norman C. Gysbers, representative of
the American Vocational Association; Nancy Pinsan, representative of
the American Personnel and Guidance Association; James Stevens, igest

York Area High School, York, Pennsylvania; and Robert W. Stump,
educational cons,uliant in Arlington, Virginia. All testified alout
the efficacy of vocational guidance and the need to implement the
provisions of. H.R. 4974. The bill proposes first, to Clearly identify
and define the vocational guidance component of yocational education;
second, to insert a.consideration of vocational-guidance at
appropriate places throughout the Vocational Education.Act when
reauthorized; and third, to increase the.set-Apide of federally
supplied state monies from 4 to 6 percent tb be used for vocational
guidance. These guidance personnel also spoke about the need.for
guidance on the pre-adolescent level rather than only onithe senior
high school level, and for the need to simplify reporting procedures
so that better accountability can be achieved. Cited were successful
vocational guidance programs as well as the probleis.vocational
guidance personnel have due to lack of- time and finanClal support.
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HEARINGS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF.THE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT.OF 1963

Part 7: Vocational Guidance and Counseling and
H.R. 4974, Vocational Guidance Act of 1981

THURSOAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room

2175, ,RaAurn House Office Bii1diIi, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members prese6t. Representatives Perkins, Kildee, Ratchford,
Good ling, Erdahl, and Petri. .

Staff present. John F. Jennings, counsel, arid Nancy L. Kober
legislative specialist!.

Chairman PERKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is continuing hearings today on the
reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.,This morning we
will be focusing on vocational guidance.

Part A, subpart 3 of the Vocational EdUcation Act, which author-
ize8 funds for program improvement and support services, requires
each State Ag spend at least 20 percent of its subpart 3 allocation
for vocational guidance. Subpart 2 funds under the act can also be
useefor, certain types of guidance and counseling programs.

Our colleagues on the committee, Congressman Kildee and Con-
gressman Good ling, last week introduced a vocational guidance bill,
H.R. 4974. This legislation would amend the Vocational Education
Act to give more emphasis to guidance and counseling activities.

L would like to commend these members for their leadership in
this area. Bill, I know there could be some controversy over this
proposal. There always has been in the past. And when we first
wrote the provision into the law, we had considerable controversy

on percentages. Ever since, we have had a vocational guidance pro-
gram of some kind. We would be flelighted to hear from you all.
We want to do the very best job we cal-i on this, subject matter.

['Text of H.R. 4974 follows:]

(1)

t.) ,
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97TH CONGRESS H R49741ST SESSION .

`

To arn;md the Vol ational Education kirt of 196:3 to pro% Me «onprehensie

%neat amal guidance ser% we, and programs for States and lot al educational.

agencie..

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

NMEMBER 13, 1981

Mr KHat tfor Iiirmelf and Mr Gouniam.lintrodmed the folloo ing bill. v.1111.h
%ia. referred to the Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to provide

comptehensis e ocational guidance sen ices and programs

fot States and local educational agencies.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresenta-

2 tires of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act mar he cited as the "Vocational

5 Guidanee Act of 1981".

6 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

SEr. 2. (a) The Congress finds that

f,)
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(1) when prevocational guidance and exploration

programs are offered to middle school and junitir high
..

3 school youth, the result has been a qualitative as ,well
. e

.4 as a numerical increase in vocatiohal program enroll:

5 ments at.the secondary and postsecondary levels;
_

. 6 (2) when cominuel d access to guidance and coml-.
7 seling services by those female. students, minority itu-

.

8 dents, handicapped students, and acadetnically and eco-

9 homically disadvantaged 'students enrolled in vocational
. ,

10. programs is assured, i higher rate of program approval

11 \and completion has ban reitorted;
,

19- (3) when vocational programs- l ve included coun-

11 slling for employabilit) development, human relations,

14 Nork skill transferability, and job-seeking, job-finding,

1. 15 and job-keeping skills, the number of satisfactory grad-

16 uate placements is significantly greater than the

17 number of such plaVements recorded by programs with-

18 out such counseling: N.

t

I 9 (4) when voca tional programs have consistently

0 pros ided comprehenshe guidance services preceding,

; 01 1 during, and follow ing their tenure, the job market ad-

/ 22 lantage of graduates has extended beyond the four

23 years presentl associated with those who terminatelis
,

24 their formal education at the high school level;
v 1

II It 1971-ih
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(5) then . guidance and counseling practitioners

2 has e had firsthand experience iR business and industry,

3 their effectiveness in providing career counseling,

4 placement, and followup services has been greatly in-

5 creased;

6 (6) in spite of the factors described in paragraphs

7 (1) through f5); the potential contribution Of guidance

8 and-counSeling to effectite vn`cational program delivery

9 at the State levelihas yet to be-flly realize&-in prac-

10 tice; and

(7) postsecondary educational instiletrons should

12 be encoura ed to consider establishing poli der
a

13 hich post aduate credit is granted to students vho

14 are involve in prpgramg which provide new oritenew-
/

15 al experienees in business, industry, the professions,

16 and other occupational pursuits which will icietter

---
6able the students to carry out guidance, eounseling,

..

18 and instructional services.
1

19 (b) It is the purpose of this Act to increase the benefits

20 to those enrolled in ocational education programs by amend-

21 ing the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to (1) specify com-

22 prehensis e guidance components in all portions of such Act

23 ox er which the States hate jurisdictim; (2) designate such

24 components a oeational guidance; and (3) authorize a mini-

25 mum percentage of funds to be set asi()Z for such purposes.

II R 19;11-111
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4 '' I
PURN)SES OF VOCATIONM, EDUCATION PROGRAM

2 SEc. 3. SeCtion 101.of the Vocational Education Act of

3 1963 (20 U.S.( 2301) is afiwnded
...

4 (1) in paragraph (3) thereof, by striking out "and-

5 'at the end thereof; and ----''

, 6 (2) -liy rredesignating paragraph (1) as paragraph

7 (5), and by in'serting after paragraph (3) the following

8 new paragraph:

9 "( I) pros ide comprehusive N orati n 1 guidance

10 programs and set.% ices (nicluding job de(clopment 4

11 placement seri iceN) to increase the capacit of N auth

,i
12 and adult. to benefit from Nocatiopal education, and.

13 FUNDING FOR 5 OCATIONAI, GUIDANCE ACTIVITIE:4 ,

14 Six. 4. Section 102 of the Vocational Education Act, ol

I. 1963 (20 1..S.('. 2302) is amended by adding at the, (;nd
, .

16 thereof the following new subsection:

17 "(e) 01 the total amounts appropriated for State pro-

18 grains of Nocational education in- this section, at least 6 per-

,19 centum of the funds allocatq shall be reser% ed to carr out
...

20 (1) voeat tonal guidance acti% it ies described in section

21 120(b)(1) and in section 125, 'and (2) other vocational wild-

O.) twee requirements specified in other pro% isions of't his IA et..

, AL1.OTMENT:5 AMONG STATES

244hi SEc. 5. Section 103(0(2) of the Vocational Education
,

25 Act of 1963 (20 r.S.C. 2303(0(2)) is amended

II K 197iill.'

k
9

.......,
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5

c

1 (1) in subparagra ph (A) ' thereof, by striking out

"50 per centum" and inserting in lieu thereof "42 per

:3 .centum" and by striking out "fifteen to nineteen" and

inserting in lieu thereof "eleven to seventeen";

5 (2) in subparagraph (B) thereof, by striking out

20 per eentum"- and inserting in lieu thereof "28 per

7 centum" and by striking out "twenty to twenty-four"

8 and inserting in lieu ther4"eighteen to thirty-foue%

9 and

10 (:3) in subparograph (C) thereof, by striking out

11 "tmenty-five to sixty-five, inclusive" land inserting in

12 lieu thereof "thirty-five or older".

13 STATE AND LOCAL ADVISORY COUNCILS

14 SEc. 6. (a) Section 105(d)(4)(A) of the Vocational Edu-

15 cation Act of 1963 (20 17.S.C. 2306(d)(4)(A)) is amended by

16 inserting "Nocatioual guidance," after "vocational rehabilita-

17 tion,.".

18 (b) The la entence of section 105(g)(i) of the Voca-

19 ti
:0

nal
kEducation

Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 42.305(g)(1)) is

20 amended 13% inserting "%ocational instruction and guidance"

21 after "established for".

N.

GENERAL APPLICATION. ,

23 SEC. 7. Section 106(0(8) of the Vocational Education

24 Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2306(0(8)) is amended

.

1971Ih 1
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(1,

4.

1 , (1) 1). inserting "%oeational guidance programs

under'seetion 125," alter "except"; and

3 0. (2) by strikity out "in making" and all that fel-

4 kms througli the end thereof and inserting in lieu

thereof "plantied preoratMnal experiemps designed to

enable theta to make informed and ineninngful orcupa-

7 tional preparation ehoices;",

FIVE-YEAR STATE PLANS

SEC. 8 tal Section 1070001 of the Vocational Eduea-

10 tion Act of 198:3 (20 2:307(a)(1)) is amended-

I I (I) by tedesignating saparagraph (13) through

12 subparagraph kJ-) as sublmragraph (Crthrough subpara-

13 graph (K), respectively;

14 (2) h inserting after subparagraph (A) the follow-

15 ing Ito% subpa ram ph.

I ti "(B) a r('presematke of the State agency lit such

17 separate agenc.% e .kt s) ha% ink; priinan

IS tor school guidance and counseling progistunt , designat-

.19 ed'hy such agency:";

20 I:31 in subparagraph (.1) thereof, as so redesignated

21 'm paragraph (1), by striking out "and" at the end

9 9 t hereof;

2:3 (4) in subliaragraph (K) thereof, as so redesignat-

24 NI in paragraph (1), by striking'out the period at the

25 end thereof and hiserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and

II R. 1971-th

11
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7

CO by inserting after subpiiragraph (K) therrol, as

so redesignated in paragraph ( I), the Ioll(ming

subparagraph:

"(14) a representative ot practicing secondary

school counselors, as (leternUned by State .".

6 .(b) Section 107(b)(2)(A)() of the Vocational Education

7 Act ot , 1963 (20 I 2307(b)(2)(A)(iii)) is amended by

S striking out "allocations" and all that follm% s throug'h "op-

9 port unities" and inserting in lieu thereof "assignment ol re-

vonsibility tor the offering of those courses, training opportu-

11 811(1 gualanee servires,".

12 (c) Section 107(b)(2)(A)(i% ) of the Vocational Education

13 Act of 1963 (20 r.S.C. 2307(b)(2)(A)6% )) is amended by in-
,

14 serting "guidance services," after "opportunities,".

(d) Section 10711))(4)(11) of the Votilonal Eduration Act

16 of 1963 (20 'LS ('. 2.307(b)(4)(13)) is amended by inserting

17 "guidanrcand training" after "meet the".

IS FEDERAL AND STATE EVALUATIONS,

19 SK(' 9. Section I If2(b)( MB) of the Vocational Educa-

20 lion Act of 1963 (20 U 2312(b)(1)(1i)) is amended-

2 t (I) in clause (i) thereof, by striking out "aml" at

the end thereof,-7

23 (2) in clause (n) thereof, by inserting "current"

2.1 atter "their" aml by adding "and" at the end thereof;

and

II ft 197 1th

2 \

t
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'(3) by insertiNg after elituse (ii) the following new

2 clause:

3 '"(iii) exhibit desirable skills related to e-mployabil:

4 ity, as determined jointly by employwedueators, and-

5 employers:".

6 BASIC GRANT ACTHORIZATION

SEC. 10. Section 120(b)(1) of the Vocational Education

8 Act of 1963 (20 IT.S.C. 2330(b)(1)) is amended

9 (1) in subparagraph (ID thereof, by inserting

10 support, and followup" after "placement";

11 (2) in subparagraph (I) thereof, by inserting "and

12

13 (3) in subpa raph (L) thereof-

14 (A) by striking out "and" at the end of'
15 clause (iii);

'other i)revocational" after "arts";

16 '03) by inserting "and" at the e»d of clause

17

18

19

(iv); and

)14-, neN't clause: 414,

."--. "(v) persons seeking skills enabling mid-

(0) by inserting after clause (iv) the following

21 career changes, such as early 'retirees;";

20 (4) by rhesidating subparagraph (N) and su par-

23 agraph (0) as subparagraph (0) and subparagraph (P),

24 respectively; and,

11.11. 1971-ih
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9

1 (5) by ,inserting after subparagraph (M) the follow-,
2 ing new subparagraph:

3 "(N) vocational aidance and counseling programs

4 and services as described in section 125;".

5 COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

6 SEC. 11. Section 122(d) of the Vocational Education

7 Act of 1963 (.20 U.S.C. 2332(d)) is amended-

8 (1) by striking out "ancillary" and inserting in

b lieu thereof "support"; and

10 (2) by inserting "counselor," after "coordina-

11 tors,".

12 RESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

13 SEC. 12. Section 124(a) of the Vocational Education

14 Aet of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2334(a)) is atnended by adding at the

15 end thereof the following new sentence: "AN students in resi-

16 dence shall be provided appropriate guidance and training.".
-

17 VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING UNDER BASIC

18 GRANTS

19 SEC. 13. Subpart 2 of part A of the Vocational Educa-

20 tion Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2330 et seq.) is amended by

21 adding at the end thereof the following new section:

22 "VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ANkCOUNSELING

23 "SEc. 125. In accordance with the provisions of section

24 102(e), programs for vocalional guidance and counseling shall\

25 includeL-

H.R. 4971-Ih
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,

a

10

1 "(1) initiation, implementation, and improvement

2 of high quality vocational guidance and counseling pro-

3 grains and activities;

4 "(2) vocational counseling for children, youth, and
4

5 adults, leading to a greater understandi4 of education-

6 al and vocational options; '
4

7 "(3) provision of educational and job placement

8 services, including programs to prepare individuals for
.

9 professional occupations or occupations reciuiring a bac-

k) calaureate or higher degree, including follow-up serv-

11 ices;

19 "(4) vocational guidance and counseling training

13 and work experiences designed to acquaint guidance
v 1

14 counselors with (A) the requirements of employers,
.--

15 businesses, and industries; (B) the changing work pat-
ke

16 terns of Nvomen; (e) ways of effectively overcoming oc-

17 cupational sex stereotyping; and (D) ways of assisting

18 gis and women in selecting careers solely on their oc-

19 cupational needs and interests; and to develop irn-

20 proved career counseling materials which are free of

21 bia;

22 "(5) vocational and educational counseling for

23 youtir offenders and adults in corteetiona1 institutions;

24 "(6) vocational guidance and counseling for per-

25 'sons of limited English-speaking ability;

II R. 197$-1h
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to ineet the special in.c,dis of out--school

12

- 1

"(7) -establishment of vor.41.i.onal resource centers

3 ' including individuals seeking second careers, indiN id-

4 mils entering, the job' market late in life, handicapped

5 individuals,. indi iduals from economically depressed,

conyntufities or hretg, and arly retiree; and

'18) leadership for vocational guidance and eNplo-
..

8 ration programs at the local lever.

9 RESE ARCH PROGRAMS

SEC. 14.`ta) Section 131(a), of the Vocational Education

11 Act of 1963 (,20 2:35100) is amendkl-

12 , (1) in paragraph (1)' thereof, by striking out "and

13 de\ elopment", and by inserting "afid career develop-

14 ment" after `.`education"; and

15 (2) in paragraph (2) thereof, by ,striking out "test"

16 , and all that iollows through "overcome" and inserting

17 in lieu thereof "replicate or install useful research

18 methodologies and findings, including effective guid-

19 ance compoiwnts of vocational programs, programs

20 which show promise of overcoming".

21 (b) Section 1310)) of the Vocationit) Education Act of

1963 (2(1 1".8.C. 235L1b)) is amended hy inserting "and guid-

23 ance" after "teaching".

II IL 1971-1h
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19

EXEMPLARY AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

2 SEe. 15. Section 132(a)(5)(A) of the Vocational Eduon-

3 tion Act of 1963 (20 r.S.r:. 2352(a)(5)(A)) is amended by

4 inserting "prevocational guidance and counseling" before

5 "programs".

6 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

,SEC. 16. Section 133(a) Of the Vocational Education

Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2353(a)) is amended-

9 (1) in paragraph (1) thereof, by striking out "and"

10 at the end thereof;

(2) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting' "and

counselors" after "'teachers", and by striking outthe

13 period at the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof

14 "; and"; and

15 (3) by additig at the end thereof the following new

16 paragraph:

17 "(3) the review and development of materials or

18

19

s3stems s hich can effectk ely catalog and disseminate

new or existing occupational information, job-seeking,

20 job-finding, and job-keeping skills, and other tools nee-

21 essary Jd vocational maturity.".

92 ADDITIONL VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE .AND COUNSELING

93 SEC. 17. Section 134 of the Vocational Education Act

24 of 19630 1%SP. 2354) is amended to read as follows:

H U 971-th

wi IQ 0 .2
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A

14

13

1 "VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

2 "SEc. 134. In addition to the provisions of section

3 102(e), and as described in section 125, programs for
1
voca-

4 tional guidance and counseling shall use funds which have

3 been set aPk for such purpose, insofar as is practicable, for
,t'

6 funding programs, services, or activities by eligible recipients

7 which bring individuals with experience in- business and in-

dustry, the professions, and other occupational pursuits into

9 schools as counselors, teachers, or advisors for stude ts, and

10 which bring students/into the work establishmcuts o business

11 and industry, the professions, and other occupational pursuits*

12 for the purpose of acquainting students with.the nafilfe of the

13
N

work that is accomplished in such pursuits, alnd for funding

14 projects of such rec,ipients in which guidance counselors arid ".

15 other vocational personnel obtain new or renewal experiences

16 in business and industry, the,professions, and other occupai
,

17 tional pursuits which will better enable these indNiduals to

18 carry out their guidance, counseling, and instructional

19 duties.". ..-- -

20 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL TRAINING

21 SEC. 18. Section 135(a) ofi the Vocational Education

22 Act of 1963 (20 U.S.C. 2355(a)) is amended-

23' (1) in paragraph (1) thereof, by inserting "a,pd

24 counselors" after 'Teachers" the first place it appears

./ .1.,...

H R. 197 t-ih 1
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14

1 therein,., and by inserting "and counselors," after

9 "te'aehers" the last place it appears therein;

3 (2) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting ", eoun-

4 selors," after "teachers"; and

(3) in paragraph (3) thereof, by inserting ", eoun-

6 selors," after "teachers".

DEFINITION
*a*

SEC. 19. Section 195 of the Vocational Education Act

9 of 1963 (20 1..S.('. 2461) is amended by adding at the end

10 thereof the following new paragraph:

11 "(22) The term ''oesational guidance' means those sery-
.

1.-102\ices and pi ograms w hich. are coordinated b professional

13 counselors m ith appropriate ereGntials and whicic fo'cus

lit upon-

15 "(A) the unique guidanee, pJaceinent, aQd follow:

.16 up need; of indiN iduals enrolhd in ocational programs;

.17 and

"(B) the prevoeational l'ounseling and oxientation

19 of oNier individuals who could benefit from the pursuit

20 of skills in fields which do not require a baccalaureate

21 degree for entyy.".

fa)

II II, 197 Iah
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Chairman PERKINS. This morning we have a pahel Our first wit-
ness is lir. Nancy M. Pinson, trustt,e, National Vocational Guid-
ance Association, representing the American Personnel Guidance
Association. We also have Dr. Jeffrey W. Drake, coordinator of
'Career development, Michigan, Mr. James H. Stevens, York, Pa.,
Mr. Robert W. Stump, Arlington, Va. and Dr. Norman C. Gysbers,
professor, counseling and professional services, University of Mis-.
souri.

Come around, all of you. Mr. Kildee, do you want to make an
opening statement at Chis time?

Mr. KILDEE. Yes, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As yotiuznentioned, on November 13, during this Nation's 16th

annual observance of National Career Guidance Week, I was
pleased, along wi;11 my distinguished colleague, Mr. Goodling, to in-
trodUce H.R 4974, the Vocational Guidance Act of 1981.

This bill proposes to amend the Vocational Education Act of 1963 ,
with three basic purposes in mind.

First, to clearly identify and define the vocational guidance com-
ponent of cocational education, second, to insert a consideration of
Nocational guidance at appropriate places throughout the act, and
finally, tu increase the set-aside of federally supplied State moneys
to be used for vocational guidance from 4 to 6 percent.

This bill is offered to our colleagues on the subcommittee for
tlieir consideration and their comments. Their suggestions for any
improvement in it are very welcome. We all share, I am sure, the
ultimate goal of an improved and more effective-Vocational Educa-
tion Act.

I am very pleased for these hearings this morning. I would like,
if I may, Mr. Chairman, to welcome two of our witnesses. First, a
person who worked very hard with my staff, putting together this
bill, Dr. Nancy Pinson. Dr. Pinson is well-known among her col-
leagues as an expert in the field of vocatimal guidance and coun-
seling, and we are enriched by having 'her testimony here this
morn ing.

I want to thank her for her help in working with Mr:Goodling
and me on this bill.

Mr. Chairman, I am especially pleased, also, to havg at this hear-
ing, a witness from my own congressional district, the Seventh Dis-
trict of Michigan, Dr. Jeffr,ey Drake. Dr. Drake, in his capacity as
coordinator of career developmerit At the Genesee Intermediate
School Distfict in Flint, Mich., bas direct daily experience with vo-
cational guidance programs in the 22-school districM in that iinter-
mediate school district, one of which 1 used to teac in myself.

Ile is here tu share those experiences and his expertise in the
field uf cocational guidance withthe members of this subcommit-
tee. I look forward, as I am sure my colleagues do, to his remarks.

Welcore, Dr. Dra e.
Dr. D AKE, Thank you.
Chairman PERfl. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Of course, I am very

happy to have one of my former counselors who is still at West
' York here today. When I was therincipal at West York, were you

.still teaching or had you already gONae to the guidance d6partment?
I am very happy to have Mr. Stevens with us this morning.

a
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' As I look at your sheet here, you were the immediate past presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania School Counselors' Association. Since I
came to Congress one of,the things that I have been trying to im-
press upon 'iny colleagues is that sending more money to buy film-
strips, pamphlets, and magazineg and so on isn't going to help us in
the business of vocational guidance. We have to do a lot more to do
than that.

And one of *the reasons for my helping to introduce this legisla-
tian with Mr. Kildee was that as we look at the reauthorization of
this act, we need to see how can we bring about the necessary voca-
tional guidance that I think is sorely missed at the present time.

How we do this, I am not sure. Set-asides are nothing new, be-
cause we have had set-asides for disabled, for the handicapped, and
for sex equity. So shbuld be no reason why we cannot also have
some set-aside to tryi to improve this whole vocational guidance t-
program.

I think, it is very important that counselors get out into the field,
having been a counselor, I realize, that our field has been educa-
tion I suppose we can become experts in educational guidance, but
sometimes we don't have the necessary experience then to guide.
students to other than higher education, and certainly we should-T
,k guiding a large percentage of our people into areas other than
higher education-.

As we look ahead to reauthorization, I would hope that with Mt.
Kildee's leadership, we can do something that will be very helpful
in the area of vocational guidance.

Mr. KILDEE [presiding]. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Minnesbta, do you have an opening com-

ment, Mr. Erdahl?
Mr ERDAHL, Thank you very Much, Mr. Chairman, but obvious-

ly, we have a measure that is supported by the gentleman, M.
Kildee, from Michigaki, and the gentleman, Mr. Goodling., from.
Pennsylvania.

We know We have a good, sound concept when the two of you can
agree on something with this forcefulness. And I mean that seti-
ously, tbo.

It seems' to me one of the things that we need to try to assure,
for our young is somei linkage between the completing of school
and future job SucceSs, and to begin this process early in the school
expericence.

We hear about horrendous dropout rate's. I am scheduled to go
up to Baltimore in a coupl, of weekswhere the drop6ut rates are
estimated as high as 40 percent amoneblack males. These are
young people and it certainly is a tragedy for them and for society.

I think Ife have to ,do a better job in our educational system by
giying i.ncentives, encouragement, showing that there is a relation-
ship to young-people between the successful completion of.at least
a high school education and future opportunities in life.

tri.Tht that such linkage is one of the things that we will be ,deal-
ing with in this hearing. I am very pleased to be,here, and thank
you, Mr. Chairman.
,cMr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Erdahl.

The Chair will explain our situation today. We will Ipegin session
in about 10 minutes on the House floor. If we do not agree with the
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Senate,.and indeed, agree with the President of the United States
as to what the continuing level of spending for the Federal Govern-
ment is by, I think, tomorrow night, we have to close it down.

So, I hope that our witnesses would understand that we may be
interrupted from time to time to cast votes on the House floor.

All yourwritten testimony will be made a permanent part of the
record, and I assure you that becomes a very, very important part
in flnally,putting together-the bill. If you wish to in any way sum-
marize, you may do so.

As you speak, if you will give your name for our reporter, that
will be of assistance.

/ STATEMENT OF NANCY PINSON, TRUSTEE, NATIONAL VOCATION-
AL GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

'Dr. PINSON. Thank you very much.
I am Nancy Pinson, representing the National VocatiOnal Guid-

ance Association, and the American Personnel and GI/dance Asso-
ciation. Flanking me at this table are colleagues from whom you
will hear.

I would liks also to introduce Charles L. Lewis, who is the execu-
tive vice president of APGA, who is with us thjs morning.

I am absolutely delighted to be here. I am going to try to summa-
rize my remarks. You have the written remarks for your study, in
which several annotations are made. I would urge the distin-
guished members of this committee to look that testimony over

Let me summarize by posing five basic points.
Our concern about guidance for workbound youth and adults has.

a basis of more than 60 years. This is not a new trend. In 1913, 4
years before the Smith-Hughes Act became a law, we were con-
cerned with the delivery of guidance to workbound youth apd
adults.

,

The excitement I feel this morning is that from now on, in the
counselor lexicon, Friday .the 13th is no lthiger going to be viewed
as an unlucky day. It was on that day ebill which altogether says
what we have been 'trying to say for many, many years, and says it
so eloquently and has improved on the liCriguage of counselors so
well, the bill, H.R. 4974, amending the current law, as opposed to
asking for more money, or asking for a separate, freestanding
status, instead institutionalizes career guidance and counseling
throughout the act.

And also makes that individual more accountable for the deliv-
ery of better vocational education programs. Moreover, that indi-
vidual is charged to get out into the private sector, into the corn-.
munity, to develop the resources that hard-pressed leaders at State
levels will need, because of reduced revenues.

Our excitement is based on the fact that we are convinced of the
support of close allies that lines between turfs are disappearing All
of us know that one of the main reasons why the youth bills Of
1980 did not go through was because educators were squabbling
among themselves.

We absolutely must sit down and work together. We are offering
to the vocational education community our hand, our head and our

1) 9
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heart, to get the job done for the more titan 19,000 youth and adults
enrolled4n vocational education.

We are saying that if everyone enrolled receives vocational guid-
ance and counseling services, we are going to get bett r m mber

?of this work force. ,We are going to get a better a d mor light-
sened member of the employer-employee comip.unify, because of .th-r°1
dialog thA has gone on between them.

Moreover, we are urging that prevocation experience be consid-
ered just as important as the actual secondary contact with skill
trdining. That further, any young individual who wants to learn a
job skill should not be told becauie you have learned an occupa-
tional skill, we don't want you to tell us that you want to go on to
college.

" We are saying these are faljte barriers to place in the way of
. those people who want to befautonomous and economica0 inde-

pendent. We are urging those dynamics. They are present in this,
law, and this bill that has been introduce4. And the involvement of
the private sector, the requirement that`counselors becornak more
involved in both preservice and renewal experiences with business
and industry.

That representatives Of that Community Come into the schools,
and become part of the counseling team:

Distinguished me'mbers of this comtnittee, itlis very hard for me
to hold myself down from the excitement I feel. The importance of
this bill. I would hope thaf the vocational education community
recognizes that in actuality, mone than 100,000 people in this coun-
try describe themselves as counselors. They ate ready and willing
to be looked at as members of the vocational education team.

I would like to stop at this point and ask the committee if it has
any questions of me, I urge you to look at the testimony with hard
data provided that counseling and guidance seryices do make a dif
ference in the effectjveness Of the vocational graduatethey do
extend the job market advantage of that individual, and they do
develop a more positive, a more work-oriented member of the work
force.

Thank you very much.'
[The prepared statement of Dr. Nancy Pinson followg:J

(") e
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF N'ANCY M. PINEON, PH. D., FOR THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL
AND GUIDANCEASSOCIATION

Introduction: . 4

Good morning Mr. Chairman and distinguished dtmbera of the U.S. Rouse

of Representatives Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

Education. I am NaAcy Pinson, Ttustee*Of the National Vocational Guidance

Association. In this testimony, I represent our parent group, the American

Fersopand Guidance Association, and speak in behalf of more tIkn -

100600 counselors located in schools, rehabilitition agencies, community

centers, job clinics, postsecondary institutions detention centers, area
c,

agencies for the aging, business and industry settingsand to the point

of this occasion -,those you will find'in the comprehensive high schools,

if-
community eofleges;,and area vocationk dChoolst3cross this Codntry.'

.

re-We are grateful /for this opportunid to make'iecommendations to the.
,o

committee as it develops reauthorizing language for Vocational Education.

The counseling profession has been concerned with werk-bound youth and

adults for at least as long as Congress has.been on -record -in their

support. In fact, the first formal counseling organization: the National

Vocational Guidance Association, Wi3 formed in 1913 - four years before the

Smith-Hughes Act became a law of the land.' Today, that association is

one of thirteen divisions of our parent associaiion, and'its status and

1
influbgas a founding group continues. ,Clfarly then, our ihterest and

our investment have an historical base of more than sixty years of

experience with vocational programs and those they aertl.

In these years, we have.seen yocational education grow into a 7 billion

dollar industry, a tribute to investments by states and local agencies

which overmatch the federal vocational dollar by an estimated ten to one

1While the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1870 authorized the first 6Heral

1 participation,in vocational educallon through the establishment of land

grant colleges, the categorical conception of occupational skill
development was yet to coue.

* 1979-1981
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(see the Vocational Education interim Study, NIE, 1980). We have also seen

vocational education's mission expand from giving male youth a trade and

female youth homemaking skills to weat the American Vocational Association

now describes as a national and international agenda leading to increased

productivity, a larger and better trained workforce, an laproved military

capability, and to visible improvements in energy conservation and resource

development -- among other objectives. r

We agree with the spirit of the recent statement of purpose for future

legislation issued by AVA: vocational education programS do indeed have

omething constiuctive to contribute to a nation newly conscious of its

changing position in the world economic order. But we also believe that

without informed and ehtical guidance to those who will enroll in these

programs, we will have failed significantly in our obligation to that

majority of citizens who will be involved. In our headlong rush toward the

rapid solUtion of massive social challenges - chief among Ehem structural,

demand-deficient, and fractional unemployment - it would be easy to fall

victim to a dangeroUs tunnel vision: that a numerical increase in a

nation's trained workforce will eliminate these problems.
'4

History has shown us6the cost of such shortsightedness, for it

overlosks th4 essential investments of individual choice, motivation, and

perseverence %hat distinguish the purposeful from the aimless; the

productive worker from the alienated laborer; the youth who know

themselves, their capacities, and their options from those youth described

(by themselves or others) as "out of skill, out of luck, and out of hope."

It is our contention that these distinctions are not irreversible but

can be dramatically affected by access to that major support system 6118

country knows as guidance and counseling. This distinguished committee is

)
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thus alerted to our longstanding and unwavering objective: to assure that
6

comprebensive,guidance programs and seivices are made central - not

peripheral - to the delivery of vocational education whatever and for whom

it occurs.

In every sense we are propogfig that Congress continue to reiterate '

through its actions its seasone4 knowledge of two fundamental piece; of

conventional wisdom; no Oult knowingly becomes fodder for a larger

national purpose without some assurance, that this participation will yield

s fairly immediate personal, social, or economic rettirn; no youth con-

sidering the tw'O, toothree years needed 6.acquite a particular job skill

should be expected to persist without confirmation that this training has

some real connection to known interests and aptitudes, to a job that Aan be

won on the basis of competence 7 not race, sex, or jiandicap, and in the

words of many youth today,- VI a job that goes somewhere they would like to
-

be. It is from this perspective that we offer the following rationale for

certain key modifications in the reauthorizing language for vocational

education.'

Rationale for a Redirection of Vocational Rducation's Authorizing Langualt
t.

As it approaches the reauthorization of its national-program, voca-

tional education must eal as this committee knows with a newly conser-

vative Administratpn; one Which has already proposed drastic cuts in thb

federal investment in sociail programs. And if vocational education has

retained its categorical - or residual classification, it does so under

threat of a 20 to 25 percen5cut in the FY '82 budget put forward by the

President.

As counselors, we have become painfully familiar with the periodic (

reappearance of this cahservative trend within a given Administration.). It

26
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has.been a tough lesson, but we have learned that when educators put Aside

smal l. territories of interest in favor Of,uniting to defend the total

federal investment in education, Congress will listen. (In fact, well

before the November elections, Mr. Chairman - you reminded us of this basic

lesson in a widely read article in iltie July 14, 1980 !moue of Education

Times.)

On this particular issue: vocational education, we share the outcome

Seals of our colleagues in thai field, differing only in our conviction

that certain methods which could help realize those goals have yet to be

fully explored. We don't believe it to be realistic to argue - for example

for increased Appropriations in vocational education at a time Of fiscal

austerity. We do believe, however, that current appropriations levels can

be defended if reauthorizing language takes on a bold new look. If such

redesign expands upon the definition of who gives and who gets vocational

educationand for what purposes and in what settings It can be offered,

its impact could be extended without incurring additienal costs. Through

this approach, states would be encouraged to continue An their traditional

overmatch of the federal vocational dollar simply because a far broader

constituency of educators, counselors, and employers

will have become involved,as either providers or beneficiariesof these

programs.

What must occur 13 the-genuine sharing of responsibility and

accountability implied In the '76 amendments and later reaffirmed in a more

targeted fashion by the Youth Bills of 1980,osharing which gives more than

a peripheral role to those of us within and outside of our schools who are

eilually committed to the development of the informed, motivated, and

yurposeful individual who will become a member of tomorrow's work force.

4
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Not only mutt we revolutionize the thinking that has confined the

majority of these programa to the upper secondary school level, thus

totally eliminating the preadolescent from an orientation to tfieln

benefits, we must also look again at the distinctly different skil,l needs

of older adults; at alternative ways of.providing vocational skills which

Isay preclude traditional institutional methods and the purchasing (and

repurchasing) of costly equipment; atIthe basic question of the future

direction of vocational education.

Is it to be - in fact - geared toward global concerns of unemployment,

uilitary readiness, energz con vation, and new technology (as an

October 17, 1980 paper prepared by AVA proposed)? Or will it be the

redoubling of it* efforts to reach underserved or never-served groups, the

.expansion of its relationships with CETA, with Economic Development

agencies, with other corporate groups in both the public and private

sectors (as is suggested in a more recent position paper circulated by AVA

on January 5th of this year)?

Regardless of the direction chosen for this important legislation by

the Congress and by our colleagues in vocational education, it is essential

that evidence gathered as a result of two small provisions in the '76

Amendments not be overlooked. The first is associated with increased

access by"both sexes to the vocational programs of their choice, however

non-traditional those choices appeared to be. The second is related to thee

influence of a required - if modest - set aside for comprehensive guidance

services within these programs over the last folic years. While the two

provisions are sioilar in that they have forced state and local program

directors to consider and prOlde for new and complex dimensions of the

individual consumer of vocational education, I would like to focus the

11
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attention of this committee on the overwhelming case for increased guidance

provisions Al the new legislation.

The Case fc"Vocational Guidance

Tit1e II of the Amendnents of4976 marked the first formal recognition

by Congress that meeting the guidance needs of work-bound youth and adults

could no longer remain a function of choice or situational ethics. Prior

to that time, v6luntary vocatioal guidance expenditures by the states (of

combined federal, state, and local resources) suamed to less than 3.4

percent of their total vocational education budgets. When it was further

documented that this low and variable support was in direct conflict with

4%
national studies of student need (Prediger and Roth, 1973; Harris-Dowlesby,

1975) and to deficits articulated throughout the National Advisory

CounciVs Sixth Report (1974) and in the GAO Report on Vocational Edu ation

(December 31, 1974), Congress took action. This action, we believ , was

based both on a proposal submitted by APGA early in 1976 and the earlier

drafts of Career Guidance legislation introduced by Chairman Perkins in

both the 93rd and 94th Congress (HR 17575 and HR 3270). The effects of

these and other efforts upon the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976

Vas a mandated set aside of at least 20 percent of a state's program

improvenent funds (Subpart 3) for purposes of vocational guidance.

Essentially then, 4 percent of the state's total block grant (Subpprts 2

and 3 in combination) was thus tacgeted.

On the credit side, what has occurred in these atervening ye rs is a

narked increase in vocational guidance services and programs wher

virtually none had existed; that is - in those states with limite local

resources. Those states, whose positive school-community relation hips

encouraged higher than average enrollments in vocational education, were

4_7
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now able to hire cOunselors who were motivated to workiclosely with

vocational students. As a result, these students - located primarily in

our southern, rural states; in our mid-AtlantiZ urban Centers, northeastern

states, and in some isolated p4rtions of the midwest and far west - were

familiarized with training options they had never considered within their

reach. Through Vlese Mew counseling programs, they were helped to

overcome fictional as well as real barriers to occupational proficiency ...

including those associated with race, sex, handicap, ethnic or

socioeconomic level; making marked gains in self-confidence and in training

related placement as well.

On the debit side, however - many of our wealthier states were diluting

4
their vocational guidance efforts by not only viewing the 20 percent set

aside as a maximum, but were meeting other program set aside requirements

through these funds; e.g., paying state staff from this source vs. through

A
the separate provision for state administrative purposes; and not availing

the:selves of the option to expend vocational guidance funds below the

seventh grade level. Indeed, a majority of the states were imposing

limitations to the use of these funds to the nidth or tenth grades and

abovp.- (For documentation on the above, the Committee is referred to the

Technical amendments to Title II: P.L. 95-40; to question 27 on page 53866

of the Federal Register of October 3, 1977; to a summary prepared by

Richard Carlson of BOAE on March 7, 1978 in a letter to Donald Kerr; APCA

Government Relations Committee member and counselor in Iowa.)

Added to this difficulty in transmitting vocational guidance resources

to students was the failure of the assigned federal agency to secure and

publish evidence of positive impac't that we,belleve does exist at state and

local leyels. More typically in this period, data collection did not

30



succeed in distinguishing this funding source's impact from that obtained
'

from (s) general guidance fund'', if any, (b) pooled sources; i.e., various

state, federal, and local programs in combination, (c) inferences made

about 'effective guidance through counting program completions and related

placements, and (d) the number of stateinitiated piojects in guidance

funded through other parts of the Act. As Drier (1979) pointed out, those

vho really wanted to know what impact these funds vere having short of

,poring through each state's annual accountability reports2 needed to

cotresnond directly with state guidance personnel.

In view of this deficiency of data, APCA surveyed this latter group in

the Spring of 1980 to determine how these funds were being spent and how

adequately they were meeting the needs of the students for whom they were

intended. We believe the committee will be interestid in these findings,

for they succeed in confirming our proposed redirection of language and

,terminology as vocational education is reauthorized.

*. Of the 28 states and extra state-jurisdictions responding, only
V. 14 indicated that they could meet documented student needs with

the sums they were provided. Local requests for help in those
states exceeded resources by at least 10 percent and at the
aost, by 90 percent.

41. -

* Respondents indicated that given a choice they would have
given highest priority to developing local guidance leadership;
followed by program implementation, job placement services, and
the creation of Resource Centers fot target groups. Aitual
prioritizing of the use of funds was.more often a decision
weighted heavily by the needs perceived by state vocational
staff; i.e. increased placement efforts, assistance with meeting
sexequity objectives, rapid and highly visible vocational
guidance program development at the local level.

* Ouidance staff at state levels reported that while they were
involved "somewhat' equitably in the planning for and monitoring
of vocational guidance fund distribution to local agencies,
state vocational educator colleagues held the edge in approving
the vocational guidance programs submitted by local guidance

2The committee's attention to the results of a recent examination of 8
state plans and their accountability reports is respectfully requested.
These lindings can be located in Appendix 2. .
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A majority of the respondents preferred the RFT (request for
proposal) approach over formula distribution as a means for
receiving vocational guidance funds at the local level. While
this method of applying to the State required more work and a
more creative and'accountable proposal to meet student needs
(see comparatile method in P.L. 95-207, Career Education), most
guidance supervisors believed that formula allocations
restricted locals in their petitions; e.g., low enrollments
earned low formula distributions while in many cases ;hotta LEAs
had unusual problems; or in the converse, many LEAs believed
themselves capable of bidding to resolve State or even natiOnal
challenges in the delivery of vocational guidance.

In making recommendations for the new legislation, these
respondenis suggested (a) a reasoriable increase in funding along
with more shthority in fund distribution and program approval,
(b) adherence to the spirit and intent of the'law and related
regulations, (c) local vs. state autonomy in the selection and
documentation of those permissible activities (ander the
currently designaled section 134 of Subpart 3) as,appropriate to
need, (d) inservice training not limited to sex-equity
objectives/more emphasis on pre-service education of counselors
and vocational educators, and (e) state-leption to select a mix

t.
of RFF, forpula,,r direct grant,nathods of allocation of funds
that respo °firths varying skills and resources'Of local

.jurisdicti ns.

A Proposed Solution

In order to issure that'the effects of vocationayguidarce s'rvicws and

programs are clearly visible in terms of the gains/trade.by students

enrolled in vocational,programs, the new IegislaCion cannot limit the

reference to guidance to one section,of)he n,4/law. It will be necessary

not only to establish this reference in all,Parrs of the Act where programs

lanaged by the states are described, but to freely ack"nowledge that

comprehensive guidance programs and services are integral to_ke law's

purpose. Once the language changes in House Bill H.R. 4974 hera are actually

included (see Appendix 1), the state's dapacity for tracing and monitoring

guidance impact will be vastly increased.

4 If, lot* example, states can report the effeets of guidance on consumer

and homemaking prpgrams, on workstudy and cooperative*rograms, and on

r*,
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programs for the disadvantaged or handicapped -- valuable information will

have bten generated. Carrying this an additional step, guidance

representation on state and local advisory councils, in research efforts,

in personnel development initiatives, etc., can also be jr.aced for purposes

of determining its influence over measured vocational program

effectiveness. In substance, we are proposing, that vocational guidance's

accountability be institutionalized throughout the state's jltrisdictional

area, bei'inning with the Statement of Purpose, continuing thro...-h the

resent Subpart 5, and through Administration.

To realize this increased investment and emphasis, APCA li :oposing

that a minimum six percent set aside of appropriations for vocational

education programs described in Section 102 (Subparts 2 through 5, plus

102(d)) be assigned to accompiish these extended purpoles. According to

our estimates, this would not only increase each state's current federal

vocational guidance support base by about 60 percent,3 it would more than

double the state's capacity for voctitional program acebuntability and

impact.4 (We performed these estimates based on the current level of

appropriaiions, believing the only "costs" to be those astociated with

shifting priorities vithin a state as opposed to increased costs to the

taxpayer.)

have deteit-sined a broad-based support for this position within

several groups, chief among them the members of AVA's Cuidande Division.

3If.one axecutes the 20 percent let aside for vocational guidance at the
national level; e.g. from FY '61 funds allocated to Subpart 3, the
current national allocation is 26 million. Our proposalwould ha,.e the

net effect of increasing allowable federal expenditures on vocational
guidance to about 42 million nationally, without increasing the current
level of appropriations.

4 This assumes at least one assigned and accountable counselor on each
state, local, intermediate unit, and building level vocational program
staff.

3
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At this jucture, Mr. Chairman, I would request that our co-authored

publication entitled, "Strengthening Work Related Education and Training in

the 1980's Through Improved Guidance Programs," be'placed in the

committee's record. yet another quarter, several who were assigned by

the (former) Bureau oibcupational and Adult Education to develop Papers

on the future of vocational education have also stressed the importance of

strengthening the guidance components in the new legislation (Buziell.and

Denbo, 1979; Cornelson, 1979). Additionally, in September of 1980, a

majority of the 45 State Advisory Councils responding to a survey issued by

the Natiorial Association of their Executive Directors agreed to a

A '
recommendation-thit the current set aside for Guidance be increased by five

percent. APCA is particularly struck, however, by the repeated,concerns of
.

many members of Congress that certain aspects of existing educational

programs (vocational education chief among them) which could help the

pre-adolescent are not sufficiently emphasized; i.e. the pre-vocational

guidance eriphasis we saw in the '68 Amendments which could do much to

reduce the effects reportSB.in NIE's Safe SchOol Study.5 At the oPposite

erui of the spectres:, the student enrolling.in high school vocational

education programs, or An two-year programs at the community college level,

is often forced to declare a non-hiccalaureate job related objective (or to

immediately seek employment related to training) when, in fact, his'or her

111
long-term career objedtive may include the pursuit of a higher degree in

that general field. Evidence persists that these youth and adults would

gain if these motives were asfigned legitimacy (Richmond, 1979; Grasso and

Shea, 1979;, Healas, 1978; Conroy, 19)6) and.that vocational education's'

image for the'eighties cOuld cdrresponlingly prosper.

5S,ee U.S. HoUse of Representatives Committee Report #96-1034, Hay 16,
1980;.Dissenting Views: Congressman George Hiller.

t"
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Conclusion

Ai counselors not unmindful of the challenges this society has placed

in front of vocational education, we join with our colleagUes in that field

to restate certain common concerns:

. 4
1. How can guidance be provided early enough, fully enough, and long

4 enough to assure that employable skills transcending specific job

competencies are in the portfolio of every American?

2. Not only do we have to extend the too brief advantage enjoyed by

the vocational program graduate in the marketplace (currently four
years from program exit), wd need togind out why these programs
are not attracting or holding minorities, the gifted, the,

alienated.

To thdse we add two questions paraphrased,from a legislative issues

agenda proposed by a National Center for Research in Vocational Education
A

Task Force convened late last Spring:

'Tcowhat.extent should an educational program designed to give
skills in non-baccalaureate fields be expected to contribute to

.the individual, to the economy, to society?

"And once this extent is known, what should drive federal dollars,

federal requirements, federal control in vocational education ...
national goals, state goals, work force goals, or individual

.goals"?

We-at APGA believe our suggestions for strengthening vOcational

education can help Congress answer :many of these questions. As.Norman

Gysbers, President of AVA's Guidance Division and former APGA President

wrote,in a letter to Gene Bottoms, Executive Director of.AVA:

-...* Like Vocational Education, Guidance is a program specifyinF
'learner outcomes which can be measured ii specifically as job

skills: knowledge of career options and labor market data;

ability to make informed choices based on known aptitudes,
.interests; improved interpersonal skills, confidence, self-esteem;

skill in seeking, finding and holding a job; correctly
anticipating the demands of the workplace, the employers, one's

fellow workers; improved work habits such as punctuality,

pemseverance, job completion.

4

s Like Vocational Education, Guidance has its own professionally
recognized personnel, trained to assist students in aehleving
these and other competencies related to 4 full and equitable
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representation in the adult work world. These professionals rely
more on the principles of teamwork than do other practitioners,
however. They recognize that without the involvement and
cooperation of other staff, parents, employers and community
agencies and groups, these outcomes will be,far more difficult to
achieve..." (June 4, 1980)

I urge this committee to carefully consider the specific 'recommends::

tions specified in H.R.4974, to weigh its merits as an amendment to the law. ,

That bill represents nearly three years or stuay oy tne counseling profession.

I further request this distinguished committee to give equally

careful consideration to other appendices cited earlier, and to a docuMent

r staff has received entitled, "The Contributions of Guidance and

unseling to the Employability of Youth." In tnat paperand In Section

Two of the AFGA/AVA monograph, are citations-Of the cost-benefit associated

with increased guidance services which will be of particular interest. I

would be hapPy to answer any queations you might have or to seek out

further information not contained in this testimony. Thank you for this

opportunity to present our views. stand ready to support Congress to

the fullest extent possible as it moves toward the reauthorization of

Vocati al Education.
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APPENDIX ONE

Recommendations for Language Changes
in the

Reauthorization of Vocational,Education
Based on Current Law: P.L. 94r482, Title II

Pert A - State Vocational Education Programs

by Nancy Pinson

for

APGA

"Declaration of Purpose"

Section 101 *

Amend (4) to read: "(4) provide comprehensive guidance programs and

sirvices (including job development'snd placement services) to
increase the clapacity of youth and adults to benefit from vocational
education, and---"

vlormer (4) becomes (5) ---

Subpart 1 - General Provisions
-

'Section 102

,add new (e): of the total amounts authorized to be appropriated for
State programs of Vocational Education,in Sections 102(a) through (d)
- at least six percentum of the sums allocated shall be set aside to
carry out the vocational guidance acclivities described in Section 12

0
0

) (1) as amended through (new (0'ind described in (new) Section
125, and such other"Vocational gui nce requirements specified
elsewhere in this Ac

Section 103 - Amend formula to reflect new age groupings, as follows:

(a)"(2)(A)---population aged eleven to seventeen, inclusive (42Z)"
"(2)(8)---population aged eighteen to thirty-four, inclusive opr
"(2)(C)---population aged thirty-five and over (15%)"

(D)---as written
.11

-

Section 105

(d)(4)/(A)---(insert after vocational rehabilitation, the term
"vocational guidance."

(0(1)---(8econd sentence) such local advisory councils shall be
composed of--; and such local advisory councils may be established for
vocational instruction and guidance program areas,---

4
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pection 106

(2)Minsert in parenthetical phrase "(except vocational guidance'
programs under Section 125, ---, or be of significant assistance to
individuals enrolled in planned prevocational experiences designed to
enable then to make informed and medningful occupational preparation

choices."

Section 107

(a)(1) new (B) "a representative of the State aglncy having
responsibility for vocational guidance, designated by that agency,

(change current B to C, etc. through K) and add L: a representatiVe

of secondary school counselors, as determinirgy state law."

(b)(2)(iii)(revise) to "the assignment of responsibility for the
offeriqkof those courses, training opportunities, and guidance
seivicee, among the---"

(iv)---among these courses, training opportunities, and guidance

services

4)B: Set forth a program to assess the suidance and training
needs410.f-ltrsons described---which shall provide for TTY sptcial

courses in guidance and counseling for such persom.in learning hOw to

seek employment, and---

4
Section 112

(b)(1)(B) "(i) find employment in occupations related to their

training, and/or"

(ii) are considered by their current employers to be well-trained and

prepared for employment, and/or

(iii) manifest desirable skills related to emplo lity; as

determined collaboratively by educators, employers and employees.

SubEart2 - Basic Grant

Section 120(b)(1) .1

(H) revise to: "placement, support, and follow-up services for

atudents---".

(1) revise to: industrial arts and other pl'evocational programs'

(1) vOcational education for:
(add new (V)), persons seeking skills enabling mid-career

change, such as early retirees.

P"?
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(new)(N) vocational guidance and counseling programs and services as .
described in Section 125.

Section 122

(d) revise to: support services and activities---enter after teacher
coordinators, -covaselors"

Section 124

(a) extend by one sentence: All students in residence will be
provided appropriate guidance'and counseling.

(nem) Section 125

According to the provisidhs of;Section 102(e), programs for vocational
guidance and counseling shall dnclude--
.(Enter here the eight activittes as describtd in former Section 134(a)
in P.L. 94-482.)

Subpart 3 - Program Improvement
and Supportive Servicea

Section 131

(a)(1) extend'by adding:

(a)(2) rewrite kbsgoter
and projects design to

findings, including effec
programs, inograms which
bias and sex stereotypi

nd career development

ental, developmental, and pilot programs
eplicate or install useful research
ive guidance components of vocational

how promise of overcoming problems of sex

(4) enter: and pridance between teaching and techniques

Section 132

4a)(5)(A)---prevocational guidance and counseling programs
rojects designed to---

Sectiln 131

(a)(2) "---, and support services designed to enable teachers and
counselors to meet the needs of7--"

- /

cato up and diSseminate occupational information, job
(a)(3)new: the p/lopmentomaterials or systems which can
effectively al
seeking, finding, and keeping skills, and other tools necessary to
vOcational matur

and

j

/

1.

4 0

4 p
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Section 134

(a) rewrite: In addition to the provisidns of 102(e) and as described

in Section 125, programs for vocational guidance and counseling shall

use the set aside funds, insofar as is practicable, for funding
programs, services, on----(continue on with line 4 in Section 134(0

In P.L.,94*82 as written to the conclusion of that paragraph).

Section 135

/lone: In itCms (1)(2)(3) insert "counselors" after the word

"teachers," Wherever it appears in the text.

Part C Definitions

a.;id (21) The tern vocational guidance means those services and
programs coordinated by credentialed professioncl counselors which

focus on the unique guidance, placement, and followup needs of

41100Lndividuals enrolled in vocational programs; and on the prevocational
comseling and orientation of others who could benefit from the

pursuit of skills in fields which do not requite a baccalaureate

degree for entry.

$1.

ust

3
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APPENDIX' TWO

The Impact of Vocational Guidance Funding .

on

Eight States* during FY 1979
I

r

1

*California, Iowa, Kentucky, kle`w Mexico,
Oregon, Utah, Vermont, and West Virgtnia

v

!
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Theresa Gushee
for the

American Personnel and Guidance
Association
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The ImpaciO3f Vocational Guidance Funding on Eight States
During Fiscal Year 1979

Introduction

This report was compiled at the request of the American Personnel and
Guidance Association in order to illustrate the distribution and use of fed-
eral funds for gdidance and counseling under the provisions of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, as &mended. Specific analysis has bgert made of funds
allocated to these States under Section 134, Subpart 3 (104.762) of the
subject law. The data has been assembled as a supplement to formal Congress-
jonal testimony on the topic, it is intended to characterize the vocational
guidance and counseling enterprise as stimulated by the setaside for that
purpose which was established through Title II of Public Law 94-482.

Procedure

Given the concern of Congress over vocitional education's data quality;
a cpncern leading to the mandated study currently under way in the National
Institute of Education, this Association (APGA) report was conceived as pro-
viding rgsponses to specific questions related to guidance and counseling's
effect:

'Who is being served through vocational guidance, counseling, and

placement services?

'Through which of the eight activities described in Section 134,
Subpart 3, are these individuals being reached?

°How well are the subject Statei achieving their goals in these
areas?

°Is guidance and counseling activity discernible in the disposition
of funds assigned to other parts of the law?

'What is the State's total investment in vocational guidance and
how is it distributed acroSs federal, state, and local funds?

Arrangements were made with the federal Office of Vocational and Adult
Education (OVAE).to examine a select sample of FY 79 annual plans and their

companion accountability reports. Because analysis of certain states was
believed to be of particular interest to members of authorizing and appropria-
tions committees in both the House and Senate, eight were selected as both
representative of the Nation as a whole and as germane to the cited members
of Congress. California, Iowa, Kentucky, New Mexico, Oregon, Vermont, Utah,-

and West Virginia.

Each State's plan, accountability report, annual financial status report,
and SACVE annotation were exhaustively studied. The average number of hours

V
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spent on each State was eight (8), with a range f 200 to 700 pages covered
in each instance - including tables, graphs, a

/
appendices. Supplementary

material ,.as alo st.:ed in orr to grasp national picture. Among these
latter documents were. Vocatiodal Education 1 rogram Improvement, a document
prepared by the National Center tor Research in Vocational Education (NCRVEN,
1980) which discussed Subpart 3's impact during 1979-80; the Interim Report --
of the Congressionally Mandated Study of Vocationat Education (NIE, 1030);
and various tables (see table 11) excerpted from testimony provided to the
House Subcommittee on Elementary, Sdtondary, and Vocational Education; e.g.,
Wulfsberg for the National Center for Educational Statistics on September 17,
1980.

Design

Two kinds of charts were employed for purposes of entering 4ata from
source documents. One chart was designed to record information from each
State in terms of funding, activity focus, target group(s), etc., with a
master chart serving to record a summary for all States. 'A second chart
obtained State fiscal data in tenms of federal, state, and local contributions
to vocational guidance.

Findings

A. Who is being served? In these eight states there is substantial
evidence that most secondary, postseconplary and adult vocational students are
receiving accelerated guidance services. Within these age categories, handi-
capped, disadvantaged, and female recipients are occasionally noted. Also
of interest is the implication that many non-vocational students are receiving
the benefits of a portion of these setaside funds (See Iowa, for example).

B. What are recipients receiving in services? As Table 9 indicates
through its sumrhary of all States, additional staffing of counselors at the
local level was the most highly selected use of funds. Out.of the eight states
studied, six spent most of their 20 percent setaside to increase the number
,of counselors placed in area vocational schools orin postsecondacy settings;
locations in which no counselors had previously been employed. (In the case
of New Mexico, for example, a Boys' School for Youth Offenders was staffed
with a counselor for the first time. That individual focused on work attitude
counseling as well as on vocational assessment and job placement.)

The seccind ranked activity chosen by the subject States was preservice and
inservice training of counselors in vocational guidance skills (see West Vir-
ginia for a good exathple of this expenditure). Tied for third place on acti-
vity selection were job placement services (4 states) and program initiation
aad/or imprpvement at the local level (4 states).

C. What are the accomplishments of the States in Vocational Guidance?
The following tables (1 through 8) illustrate the difficulty this investigator
encountered in extracting data of achievement from State accountability r4.-
ports. Nonetheless, each table is followed by a brief discussion of that
State's apparent direction, diversity, and the degree of comprehensiveness
of its report. Table 9, immediately following, summarizes all States. ,
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TOLE 1: CALIFORNIA
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TkIlLE 2: IOWA
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TOLE 8: WEST VIRGINIA
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West Virginia advisory councll. December 1978, ca.:emended that each area ocational
education center in the suits have vocational guidance-services available oa regular basis

"te insure the delivery of guidance to allotudents enrolled in vocetional education centers." /
rhis was accomplished through additional seaffing.

.

In 1179 the StateVocational Education Advisory Council Report recommended that certification
preperatioa for counselors include competencies in the following three areas 1 concepts and
proc f vocational guidance and career education, 2) a went of:student n mds, placement an
a low-up, 1)planning and management of comprehensive vocational guidance programs. Staffing

_f-i-and nsrvice/preservac training were West Virginia's primary activities.
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0. What is the cost of vocational guidance and whcLpays the bill?

Table 10 clearly. shows that all states studied honored the 20 percent
setaside for guidance and counseling, with half of these Jurisdictions elect-
ing to spend a larfer percentage of Subpart 3 funds for these purposes than
was required. furtheroote, while the regulations do not require the states
to watch federal guidance monies, half of these,States over-matched the fed-
eral gurdance dolAr with their own state and Anal funds targeted to this
area. (California's state and local contributions, for example. were four-,
teen state and local guidance dollars to every federal gold+ dollar re-
ceived.)

TABLE 10. SPECIETETI AND ACTUAL

-N/OCATIONAL GUIDANCE SETAS IDES

BY THE STATES 1N FY 79

STATE

TOTAL --20%
%...SUBPART 3 '

AL.L.Q*ENT

GUIDANCE

SETASIDE

_REQUIRED

ACTUAL FEDERAL

IDOLLARS SPENT

FRM ,sup . 3FUNDS

ACTUAL % OF

SUBP.3 SPENT

ON GUID/CNSL.

CAL I FORN I A 8991.128 1.798.256 3 . 561.108 39.8

. . 10HA 1.336372 . 267.14 288.199 -. 21.0

' KENTUCKY 1,901.759 380 .232 513,433 ..... 27.0

NEW MEXICO 700.414.. 140.083 149.712
- 21.4

OREG0Nr 1.092.163 218.433 218.535 20:0*

UTAH 72'4.079 144/816 242.728 33.0

VERMONT ' .289.851 1,970 70.188 24.8

HEST VIRGINIA a 964.632
,

192.926 194.980- 20.2

MAY [CUBE CARRY-OYER FUNDS FROM PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR

54
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Discussion

ft is this reviewer's obseription that the sample of States examined
points up the major difficulty associated with reporting accomplishments at
the local level. Rarely are substance and the spirit of the law engaged in
final reports, nor are impact data present to any degree. Focused as they
are on compliance statements related to each section of the law, state
accountability reports offer minimum information about what actually haopens
to students enrolled in vocational programs as it relates to guidance ser-
vices.

An additional dilemma is illustrated in the lack of correspondence be-
tween the State's plan and its accountability report,,the difficulty with
which funds are traced between year of allocation and year.of_laol expendi-
Lure; and the laok of standardization of reporting in terms drnumbers and
kinds of people served with - in this case - vocational guidance setaside
funds. Often, the relationship between funding and program was obscured - for
examPle - when a given State "carried,over" its allocation to the next fiscal
Year. (Of the 8 target states, only California kept spending current; the
other sevelt cannot be said to be fully examined until FY 80 reports, now
housed with NCES,"are made available.)

Certain ljey differbnces between these States are worthy of mention here,
however. They-are offered as illustration of both the creativity and the
limitations associated with that State's.4nterpretation of a federal mandate.
In only two states (Oregon and Iowa) was the writer able to determine the num-
ber and kinds of persons served by vocational guidance funds with any degree
of certainty, tpe requirement for such data is clearly a function of the
state's disposition to provide it. As noted earlier, only California was able
to document full expenditure of funds during the year of allocation, with
Vermont the only other state.that provided full explanations about why and for
what purposesiunds were caroed over into the subsequent fiscal year.

In terms of choices made by the states of the eight activities credentialed
as legitimate uses of the setaside funds, an interesting patterii emerged.
Only two states (Hew Mexico and Oregon) elected to expend a portion of their
allocation on youth and adult offenders and/or the limited English-speaking.
Kentucky - on the other hand - elected to spdfid most of its setaside on voca-
tional guidance for.the handicapped and disadvantaged student. Oregon

V assigned funds to all permissable categories with the exception of job place-
ment. Utah transferred all of its vocational guidance funds into another Sub-

. part 3 category. personnel development, concentrating on staff development of
counselors and assignment to positions at the local level. Of all the states
studied, West Virginia showed the highest frequency and positive nature of
SACVE involpment and, support for its vocational guidance initiatives.

In spite of these important distinctions between the states, the study
failed to reveal the Lomprehensive data expected from.source documents prepared
for the federal office. The real impact from these funds cannot be traced
through the present system, nor can the strong case for increased guidance
services be effectively documented under current reporting constraints. The

-
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following recomendations are made to th Congress in the hope that future
reauthorization and regulatory language wi 1 not only simplify the reporting
process but will clarify the effects of fun ing upon each group of bene-
ficiaries. They are a composite of the writer's ideas and of serious
thought by the counseling community as a whole:

,

1. Standardize the State's reporting system so that both the
public and the oversight agency can easily relate state plan
data to fiscal/program -accountabi 1 ity reports.

2. Require the State's Guidance Supervisor's sign-off as part of
the list of signatbries to the State's Plan for Vocational
Education. 4

3. Specify an equitable percentage of all separate program allo-
cations under the iaw to be set asiIifor guidance purposes by
the states; i.e., in all Subparts or Titles.

4. Require evidence that all students enrolled in vocational pro-
grami are receiving direct or indirect benefits from vocational
guidance expenditures before extending these benefits to other
students.

5. Establish limits ,to the proportion of guidance setaside funds
which may be expdnded on the purchase of equipment..

6. Provide incentive5 to those states which target moreof their
vocational guidance funds to underserved groups; e.g'., youth
and adult offenders, limited English speaking, migrant youth.

7. Require evidence that programs are being implemented as a result
of new guidance and counseling staff at local levels.

8. Emphasize the job placement function as a primary role for the
school counselor who is funded in part or in whole by vocational
funds.

9. Remove current restrictions on the use of vocational education
funds for that student who wishes to learn an occupational skill
but who also expresses the intent to acquire a baccalaureate
degree.

10. Remove implied restrictions on the use of federal vocational
funds for middle school and elementary school aged youth if
such programs can be demonstrated as bonafide prevocational
guidance in orientation.

11. Adjust age range specificatiOniand
to more realistically reflect today'
ondary - 42%); 18-34 (postsecondary
adult - 1 5%).

Attachments:

A. Table ill "Entollments in Vocational
and State in 1 978-79.

related formula distributions
s learner; i .e., 1 1-17 (sec-
- 28%); 35-onward (older

Education PrOgrams by Level

B. Sample check sheet for the VEDS Annual Financial Status Reports
required of the States.

- St/



Attachmone a TABLE 11

Table 3.17
Enrollments in vocational education program (vDa .by level and States 19711-79

Stateitsrritory Total Ilalov &&&&& 11

Totals

Alebass
Alaska
Aritorm
Arkansas
Cal ifornia

Colorado
Connettieut
DI1
Distrkt of Calmat*
Florida

Ceases
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
indium

foga
Kansas
Kentucky
L.:n. 1411466
Mains

Maryland
Massachusetts
Mlchlgan
/11nnesota
711611161ppl

17,261,042

221,414
:560420

*24309

138,735
1,929,655

145,732
209,316

. 2653.'274986

1,132,424

432,217
4547:722161

102,153
123,079

321,215
111,5911
292,546
257,973
43,359

282,785
334,324
361,027,

. 462,214
173,742

I
4,977,571

13,110
12,112
55,806
34,913

367,414

19,771
120,810
31,101
9.404

445,274

221,184
10,424
12,078

250,014
49,147

27,133-
26,707
92,503
95,173
5,219

110,914

4646,862267

0
61,465

Cradas 1142

5,413,135

75,787

651 492 i53 411 0 203

630,776

49,394
62,782
12,516
11,374

247,329

121,901
25,775
16,657

305,596
60,363

307:734216

91,584
99,401
13,505

80,026
235,117
166,439

14653,370531

57

From R. H. Wuffsberg. ICES
before U.S. Rouse of
Representatives.
September 12, 1980

Positsecondary
Adult

lons-tsrm
Adult

short-ten

2,027,510

17,614
10,884
79,452247

540,698

19,275
10,153

6,459501

62,140

36,702
9,398
4,627

140,199
38,154

9,487
. 9,366

4,372
0

1,116

43,707
21,272
12,653
41,181
6,308
N...

972,790

29,610
2,1108

8,469

19267,111193

44

970

5653 44

100,122

47,009122

218
36,0011

6,190

23,974
13,781
11,532
25,796

0
2,216

12,6303

10,716

4116

3,806,934

15,293
1,06

14,392
30,253

193,130

30,430
8,937

50'194127

1,125
10,631

7602:20305.

2 20 44 93 50 41

15,555
37,601

31,0711
50,474

24572:474502,..



Table 3.11
Enrollments in vocational education programs (VEA), by level snd

1"

tate: 1978-79 -- continued

State/territory Total Below grade II
./

Grmdes 11-12 Postsecondary
Adult

long-term
Adult e.

short-tern ,

Missouri
Montanal
Nebraska
Nevada
New Manpshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma

0regon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

---4,

242,543,
23,885

91

35,2

48,698

818,536
56,353

1,521,940
631,929
46,772

825,487
202,973
216,665
441,687
43,318

296,490
28,764

285,110
1,073,933

85,792

29,736

450,969
404,066
130,812

601,272

0

8,272
16,669

12,499
14,911

440,524

21,822
305,789

186,2001

8,735 -

372,924
50,808

33,595
81,475
10,717

68,387

11,073

101,294
320,339

32,630

5,895

77,229
0

'21,796

378,639

160,749
11,704

35,560
13,271

26,841

191,597
20;728

685,748
,96,746
21,663

197,094/

43,944

106,169
181,113
21,768

88,891

11,597

73,106
253,576
30,848

11,598

/195;9q5

134,692
43,535
14,365

,)

Z1 ..)

.

12,759
0

15,527

3,954

s 5,875

3 ,797
536

147, 4

66,727
3,144

48,933
40,122
38,002
43,557
3,504

39,645
0

28,739
154,223

19,354

0

35,864
46,596
12,009
44,918

19,990
989

4,216
1,568

485

10,408
10,351

85 918
2:1504

2 218
.

23,463
4,476

9,367
17,447

0

J7,305
3,043

19,275

50,03e

751

174

21,496
57,564
3,827

31,601

'

Jr

32,(9111

27,619
3,928

586

140,210
2,916 I,

297,121

25?,752

01,012

212,973

63,623
29,532

118,095

7,329

82,292
3,051
62,696

,295,757

2,209

12,069

120,475

165,214
49,645
1.31,749

1
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1-23.-81

STATE
-Date CBacked

FY 1980
CIMCK SHEET

It FOR --
ANNUAL maxam, STATUS REPORTS -- VEDS

\-N
Previous Year Obligations Not Liquidated

120
130
140
150

National Priority Programs (Previous Year)
Percentages
Hatching

1979 Carryover Concerns
I.

1980 Conceims

59



I. Maintenance of Effort

Non-Federal. Outls
Sec t ion 120
Serction 130
Section 140
Section 150

Total

Change

2.. Matching Requirement

56

STATE

Program Year 78-79 Pro.tram Year 79-80

FY 79 outlays in py 79
FT 79 outlays in PY 80
FT 79 outlays in PY 81

Totals

Percent

Itational Priority Programs

Percent

Federal Non-Federal.

1.
FT 79 Allotments iemuirements

Section 120 Handicapped (10%)
Sec ;Jon 130 (Disadvantaged)

Total (LEP )(NI)

FT 79 outlays in PY 79
PT 79 outlays in ET 80
Fen outlays in ET 81

Totals
r

Status

yy 79 out lay s
FT 79 outlay
FY 79 outla

Tota

Status

Postsec/Adult (157.)

Handicapped Pos tsec/Adult
Federal 'Non-Federal Federal. Non-Federal.

Percent Percent

in py 79
in PY 80
in PY 81

Disadvantaged LEP
Federal. Non- Federal Federal. Non- Federal

hrcent Disadvantaged and LEp

GO
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4. Sex Equity (Full-Tine Personnel)

Requirement: $50,000

Federal
FY 79 outlays in PY 79
FY .79 outlays in FY 80
FY 79 outlays im FY 31

Total

Status

5. Displaced Homemakers

FY 79 outlays in FY 79
FY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 79 outlays in PY 81

Totk

6. GUidance Sec-Aside (Fereral)

STATE

Federal

FY 79 Section 130 Allotment Guidance Set-Aside

FY 79 Outlays in FY 79
FY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 79 outlays in PY 81

Total

Status

7., State and Local Administration

State Administration (Federal)

FY 79 outlays in FY 79

,g
79 outlays in PY 80
79 outlays in PY 81 .

Totals

Percent

Section 120 Section 130

isr:ht

Local Administration (Federal)

- FY 79 outlays in FY 79
FY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 79 outlays in PT 81

Totals

?Accent

Section 120 Section 130

#1



State Administration

Section 120
FY 79 outlays in py 80
FY 80 outlays in py 80

Section 130
PY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 80 outlays in PY 80

Totals (Secs. 120 & 130)

Percent

58

Federal

Local Administration I

Section 120
FY 79 outlays in El 80
FY 80 outlay in PY 80

Section 130
FY 79 outla in FY 80
Ey 80 matte in PY 80

Totals (Secs. jap & 130)

Federal

Percent Nit

8. Special Disadvantaged (Section 140)

FY 79 Allotment

9. Consumer and Roaeraaking

' Economical ly Depressed Areas

FY 79 outlays in PY 79
FY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 79, outlays in PY 81

Total

Status

STATE

Non-Federal Total.

e

Non-Federal Total

FY 79 odilays in PY 79
FY 79 outlays in PY 80
FY 79 outlays in PY 81

Total

Allotment
Requirement

,
,

Federal Non-Federal

4

Percent Section 150 Allotment Spent in Demisted Areas

:

..

62



FY 1980 FUNDS

10. Nacional Priority Programs

Fy 0 Allot-eats
Section 120
Section 130

Total

59

STATE

Mguirects
Handicapped (lo'h)

(Disadvantaged)(2
(LZ? )
Postsec/Adult

Pandiczoled Los tsec/Adult
Federal Non- Federal

FY 80 outlays in PY 80
FY 80 outlays in PY 81
FY 80 outlays in PY 82

Totals

$ ta tus

Percent

FY 80 outlays in PY 80
EY 80 outlays in FY 81
FY 80 outlays in ri 82

Totals

ta tus

Percent

Federal, Non-Federal

Disadvantaged LEP
Federal Non-Federal Fedenal Non-Federal

Fercenc Disadvantaged and LEP

11. Sex Equity (Full-Tine Personnel)

Requirement: $50,000

FY 80 outlays in PY 80
,so ,out lays in 2Y 81

FY 80 outlays in PY 82
Total

Status

12. Displacei Homemakers

FY 80 outlays in PY 80
FY 80 outlays in PY 81
FY 80 outlays in PY 82

Total

Federal .;

\ 'Federal

trif
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13. Goldance'Set-Aside (Federal)

STATE

o
FY 80 Section 130 Alloument

Guidance Set-Aside

FY 80 outlays in py 80
FY 80 outlays in py 81
FY 80 outlays in T.: 82

Total

Status
Percent

14. Special Disadvantaged (Section 14

RS

FY80 Allotment FY 80 outlays in PY 80

-FY 80 outlays in 81

FY 80 outlays in P 82
Total

15. Consmmer and Homemaking

Economically Depressed Areas

FY SO outlays in PY 80

FY 80 outlays,in PY a).
FY 80 outlays in Py 82

Total

Status

Allotment
Requirement

Federal Non-Federal

9'
Percent Section 150 Allotment Spent ,in Depressed Areas

16. State Planning and EYaluation

FY 80 Alloument

/Y 80 odtlayf in PY 80
ry 80 outlays in PY 81
FY 80 outlays in PY 82

-

i

(

\ 4
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National Vocational Coids.leit Survey

Of 56 States aud extra-State jurisdictions survOed by Gerald Frisby, v.
AMA Task Force Memoer, 26 responded; a return rate of 667..

Following is a summary of findings as they relate to each of seven
questions raised. Items have been re-grouped to facilitate study. Note .

that all respondents did not reply to all items.

1. Method of allocation used for disbursal of vocitional gui3ance funds

State Agency
Discretion or Formula RFP/Formula Not Known/
Assignment 2E11 R.F.P. Mix Not Provided

5 , 5 2 11* 3

2. Allocation method preferred

RFP Formula Mixture of Both No Preference

11* 5 5 4

3. Allocation sufficiency/excess of reouests over available funds

Sufficient

7

No Response or
Shortage/(in dollars or percents) Not Apelicaslo

13* 6

Note. All "shortages" were at least 407. in excess of actual allocations; at
most: the 907. shortage level was cited.

4. Eight possible uses for funds were,paraphrased in the questionnaire. la-

advertently, thu first two activities suggested in the legislation (1240))
were collapse4 and expressed as "initiation, implementation, and improve-
ment--.7 Further, the eighth, item in the legislation: "leadership for
vocational guidance and exploration,..programs at the local level" was in-
correctly stated as two separate options in the questionnaire (activity
2: additional counseling Staff; activity S; developing leadership for
vocational guidance) . Respondent rankings provided below are therefore
treated conservatively in terms of high to low frequency use Of these
options:

(Highest) I. Initiation, implementation, and improvement (of high quality
vocational guidance and counseling programs ate activities).
This implies the inclusion of vocational counseling for
children, youth, adults--.

2. Job placement and follow-up services

1. Leadership for vocational guidance (includes "additional
counseling staff" at local and State levers).

4. Resource Centers for specifiPd target populations

5. In-service training for sex-equity

894)32 0-82-5
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6. Counseling for public offenders

(Invest) 7. Vocational guidancafor limited English-speaking

5. Respondent views of five activity options most needed in their states,
by rank order:

FY 1979 (High) I. Developing leadership in vocational guidance

2. Initiation, implementation, and improvement (of programs)

3. Job placement and follow-up services

, 4. 'Resource Centers

(Low) 5. .Sex,Equity inscrvice

FY 1980 (High) i. Initiation, implementation, and improvement,(of programs)

2. 9eveloping leadership in,vocational guidance

3. ob placement and follow-up'services

4. Resource Centers

(Low) 5. Sex Equity inscrvice

6. Involvement of counselors and vocational educators in planning, approval,
and monitoring local use of vocational guidance funds:

Yes No Vocational Educators Yes No[Guidance

Planning 16 5 Planning 19 3

Approval 14 10 Approval 17 6

Monitoring 15 9 Monitoring 16 8

7. Roccomendations for revisions of Section 134, if any

* OK as yritton, or no comment: 13 states

* Increase set-aside percentage: 3 states

Assign funds to SEA Guidance section for distribution.
Increale specificity and clarity of the eight options;
More emphasis on leadership development at the counselor prepara-
tion level.
Specific proportion of/set-aside assigned to placement activities.

* Inservice option should not be limited to sex equity training: 2 states

* Allow states to assume leadership through a plan which may mix formula,
grant, or RFP methodology to meet identified needs: 2 states

Eliminte citation of specific target populations; emphasize pro-
gram development.
Reiterate,disadvantaged and handicapped students as legitimate
targets for vocational guidance programs.
Reduce options in number and generality. Be more forceful and
specific.
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4=1,..btonmo!*44asdk arid Counseling*

to the

Employabilit4of Youth

PREFACE

.
..

Chief among the present Administration's domestic policy tont s is
....

the critically high level of youth uneiployment, particularly its ncidence

among disadvantaged minority youth. Despite competing prioritie and ehe

d4stractinns of an electionyear, the Executive Branch has main ined this .

concern, with the result that legiOatAemrtargeted to this pop ation has

been introduced by both Houses of the Ninety Sixth Congress. /fie Youth Act
.....) . . fr

...

of 1980 (Hit 6711 and S.2385) is now At the threshhold of becoming law.
' -----------

. *The purpose of this paper fs to document thk importance,and centrality

c. so by providing evidence that pla ed interventions, coordinated byc\n

of guidance and counseling to the state intent of this legislation. It

will ti

trained professional counselors in school and community settings, can
. .

significant.ly reduce both early and full-blown symptoms of unemployability

within this target group. Furthermore, it will bE proposed that these

intensified Auidance and counseling programs and,services can be provided

at a fraction of the costs,associated with current compensatory and

reclamation efforts.

The Lelislation: A Brief Synopsis

,The Youth Act of 1980 was created to meet a need that do current
i

legislation has effectively addressed; the present end future

eaployability of an estimated 3.5 million'youth characterized as poor,

deficient in academic, social, and vocational skills, and between the ages

r

of eleven.and twenty-one (sic). (These youth will not only bear the

disptoportionate burden of unemployment in the 80vs, their number includes

that 20 percent of all early adolescents who,are more likely to consider

suicide. become involved in substance or alcohol abuse drop ut of school,

by

Nancy H. Pinson,
for the National Institute
of Education
Updated in September. 1980
(Original document prepared in
Februaly)
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become pregnant, incarcerated, or institutionalized. (See the Safe School

Study, National Institute of Education, 1979.) The subject legislation

aims to forestall as well es bCeak into that portion of the

disadVantagemeni cycle which can be modified: the skikls, attitudes,

chowledges, and' motivation that distinguish between the employable and

unemployable youth or young adult.

Two titles make up the programmatic aspects of the new Legislation.

Title 1, the Labor initiative, carries the CETA stimulus forward by

expanding the quality and dePth of assistance to the impoverished

out-of-school,youth of high school age and beyond (to age 21). It provid s
1

for massiJe infusions of targeted services through contracts or agreements

% between prime sponsors/and educators, between,the public and private

sectors, between youth and employers... all with speciiied benchmarks of

achievement py which each participant group is measured. The Education

title, Title II, also focuses on the high-school aged youth falling within

or below certain poverty levels, but adds'the criterion of aS'rked,academic

skill deflciency to the eligibility factors dictating recipient

school/student selection for program funds. Additionally, the Education

title is astinguished not only by its focus upon remedi:1 education but by

a minimum set aside of 25 percent for vocational training and the required

involvement of community-based adviaory groups in target school planning

and implementation of programs.

In spite of the controversy still surroupding the Education title

(see House Committee Report No. 96-1034, May 16, 1?80, for examples of its

perceived limitations), the educational dimensicon of the Youth Act auceeds
.

in effecting a dramatic departur7 from a federal tradition of 'argely .

covert or fractional investments in the secondazy school aged,youth of this

V

p 0
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nation. (Historically, the bulk of federal aids-to education has focused
,s

upoa elementary or postsecondary students - with the exceptions of ,
.

.Vocational Education and, more recently, Career Education. However, these

latter involvements appear to have been more effective siith youth who are

relatively free from the disadyan'tagement of hard core _poverty, of

pient or disablinK educational, -emotional, or physica) handicap; youth

who a-k, - in ,fact - sufficiently (activated tcs attend sepol and benefit by
,

choosing hese educational alternatives-v)

Clearl then, 'Title II's intent is unique in thlat secondary school

educators are ing challenged not only by the target population itself but

- by the redirectio of their energies toward approache typically associated

with _elementary scho ls. .Not o,nly must they launch'n al-scale assault on

basfc skill deficiency, they will-be required to trans

employability that places s muCh emphasis upon persona

.

and work habits.as it does on specific job competencies.

one partictlar resource in our hools expert , availab

co;t. effecii.ve - must assyme a cen al. role. The vastly

- school counselor may well be the key gent in this legis

the Labor and Education gap on one leve b t more fmpor

the f ocus where it belongs, upon that you ter f or whom

; is designed. "
Part One: The Eyidence

In a recent study u'ndertaken by the Nationa
". -

.group of scholars made up of legislators,

soci.oldogists, philosophers, and co.unselors

ident if ytng and proposing resolutloas for

educational, and occtipationaf cOncerns of

instit

t a conliruck of

and social skills

To these ends",

e, and

underutilized

ation, bridging

ntly 7 keeping

his legislation

e of Educition a

forensic scient sts Aiducators

grappled ith he task of

the Rost Or ssi g

the eighties ong the issues.

7-



they addressed were minority youth unemployment, the aging of America, the

.1" .

restructure of the secondary school, the growing demand for lifelong

educational and career,access, the needs of special populations-including

females, the handicapped, the poor, and the foreign-born; each couched in

terms of a future in which scarce resources will mandate the test of

cost-benefit to their propdsed solutions.

An unmistakable pattern in their recommendations was the affirmation,

of a\strong guidance and counseling presence wherever and whenever youth

and adults are to be educated, trained, or rehabilitated. It is -

ferticularly appropriate here to highlight the evidence persuading them of

this presence As a contributing faLor to youth employability and to

supplement plese data with documentation obtained from other sources.

In,his comprehensive study on the cost-benefit pf guidance and

counseling, Herr (1980) notes that it is equally important to determine the

specifiC as well as implied economic effectiveness of guidance programs.

Such measures need to include monetary 8, well as non-monetary benefits.

The following elements are those be describes as representative of such

benefits:

Private benefits -- Those received by individuals in the form of

improvement in scholastic achievement, less dependency on drug use,

incresse.in labor market activity..

o. External benefits -.- Those' benefits incurred by a third party (family,

employee, school) which derive from the changed behavior of the individuall

For examOle, if a school counselor were successful in preventing 10

students per year from dropping out of school, the school would continue to

receive the State reimbursement associated with some weighted form of
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Average Daily Memberhsip. And, if the State Aid Ratio is $910 per student

per year, retention of these 10 students would represent an economicAo

benefit of $9,100 minus the estimate of coeerte_schieve such a result.

Social Seneiits Tho-se benefits which go beyond private or external

benefits but accrue in broader terms to society as a whole are social

benefits. Examples Right include reductions in psychological injuries or

general social anxiety or inconvenience to other persons from specific

individual behavior.

While many of the benefits of guidance and counseling can be measured

in monetary forms, many others.cannot. Changes in personal satisfaction,

feelings of competence, or improvements in interfamily functioning are

difficult to monetize even though they are clearly outcomes which derive

froa the application of guidance and counseling.

As compared with traditional forms of process or outdone evaluation,

these can be considered impact evaluation indices. luch indices eight

include changes in;

Future welfare payments School attendance

Work loss, absenteeism, or uneMployability Scholastic Performance

Drug use Mental illness

Incarceration Medical treatment

Socially undesirable behavior Earnings Differential

Impact evaluation of the primary prevention aspects of guidiance and

If,
counseling incltides the costs which might otherwise arise from treating or

curing the dysfunction and the negative effects which accompany it

(McDonnell, Swisher, Hu, 1979). The estimation of such benefitis Often

/

more difficult than in the estimation of costs. Such programs cannot be

dealt with in the limited terms that are true of a pure experzment with

4
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finite samples and controlled conditions. Nevertheless, if the potential

of guidance.and counseling is to be fully accepted and understood by policy
..,_

makers and by practitioners, such analyses must be put forward:7'f"

Sussna (1977) has e'ç.1ned 'the question of measuring the benefits of a

community mental health center. He begins from the,"national view" of the

costa and losses resulting from mental illness. His estimates for the year

1976 are as follows:
/

Losses of Productive Activity:

Reduced output by thilabor foime $28.60 billion

Loss of homemaking services _of women 1.94

Reduction in unpaid activities .48
(volunteer vork, recreation, etc.)

$31.02 billion

Sussna contends that the $31 billion figure cited is a conservative

estimate of the production lost and, therefore, the potential social

benefits of improved mental health. This is true because he believes tha-t

the values of homemaking services and notforpay services are understated.

It can also be argued that many of the important outputs of community

mental health centers, like other guidance and conselihg settings, are

preventive of the future losses we associate with the unemployed, the
4* r

underemployed, or the malemployed young adult -- whether disadvantaged by

race, sex, handicap, or educational deficiency.
I

.

It is important to point out that'Sussna's estrmates of the far lower

costs of treatment and prevention (7.86 billion) can be even more

dramatically cut in the school or educational construct (to less than .5

billion) because neither inpatient care nor oUtpatient facilities would be

involved.

51
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Results of Guidance; Some Illustrations of Need and Consequence

-- In coebatting alienation:

-- In a 8.altimore project providing counselling and support services,

non delinquent youth were matched by age and background to
pre-delinquent and potentially delinqUent children. It was found
that in comparison to a control group, those exposed to th1s
program had a lower rate of recidivism for truancy, runaway, and
ungovernability (Mayor's Office ofi Manpower Resources, 1974).

2 -- A program of short-term behavioral intervention with families of
delinquent males and females was found to significantly inckesse

family interaction and reduce recidivism (Alexander & Parsods,
1973).

1 -- A counseling program specifically combined with supportive

instruction has been found to be successful in motivating truant,
low income boys back to regular attendance in school (Grala &
McCauley, 1976).

4 --Male (N 321) and female (N 23) offenders enrolled in adult
basic education, general educational development and vocational
courses ilreight Pennsylvania correctional institutions concluded
that a lack of sufficient counseling services was a problem.
they ranked career counseling as number one among seven needed
services (Lewis & 8141e, 1976).

5 -- Braden (1979) notes-two projects inhis home state of Kentucky
which were designed for high-risk junior high school age youth
and for first-time offenders, respectively. "Project Succeed"
(Louisville) operates as a school within a school and offers a -

specialized curriculum emphasizing career education and job
preparation, intensive home-school coordination and guidance and
counseling. Attributed to counseling services were improvements
in attendance and reductions in police and court contacts.
"Project Way Out" (Jefferson) fills a service gap between
probation and group home supervision foriuvenile offenders.

Counseling effects were reported by employers of 90 percent o(
these graduates as increased dependability and task completion.
Later observations showed these youth AS "sharply reducing the
incidence of offenses requiring detention with substantial gains
measured on attitude and self-concept scales administered on the

. .work site."

6 -- Gibboney and Associates (1977) studied the Philadelphia Career
Inteto Program over its twp year pilot stage. This program was

"targeted to 2,50 actual/potential school dropouts and emphasized
counseling, career planning, classroom learning and work
experience. Three age cohorts were matched with controls to
determine treatment effects. Distinctions between the groups
were found in school recidivism (85 percent of cant,' Iredropped
out of school versus 33 percent of program participants) and goala
setting; i.e., further education and training after high school
Iwere targeted and realized by 30 percent of male participants and
SO percent of female participants.

3,
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-- In building self-esteem:

7 -- Adolescent Black males who have been assisted to decide upon
vocatjponal objectives have been found to have more positive self -

concepts than do those who have not (Jones, Tailt, Washington &
Silcott, 1975).

P
8 In one Chicago school district, a counseling program was designed

to improve the selfi=esteem of students in hopes that it would
reduce the number ofschool dropouts which previously had been
shown to average 9.2 percent in the secondary school. It was
found that as a result of the individual and group counseling in
the program there was a significant reduction in the dropout
rate. Because of the success of the secondary school program, a
simiIar but modified counseling approach was instituted in the
elementary schopls. Among the results were a mean improvement in
excess of 10 daJ/s per semester in attendance which represented a
minimum increase of 4,350 instructional hours for the students
involved; 77.4 percent of the pupils improved on a measure of

pupil conduct and social adjustment; there was a significant
increase in general achievement and in reading among the students
involved in the program (Benoett, 1975).

9 -- Inner city male youth served as indigenous role models to
youngsters in a Philadelphia Day Care Center. Positive changes
in attitude and behavior were observed in the male role models by
their mentors and teachers. Both these youth and the younger
children agreed on the need for increased counseling in the
program (Pittman, A. and McWhorter, S. t974).

10 -- Berryman (1978) and Killer and Simon (1978) suggest that
counseled youth holding their first jobs were mord like their
"satisfyingly" employed adult counterparts in two areas than were
non-counseled youth. Specifically, such youth tend to show lower
levels of absenteeism from the job than do non-counseled employed
youth; expressing similar definitiOns of what makes a job
attractive (opportunity to do something meaningful, a chance for
personal growth, and sufficient intellectual stimulation).

11 -- The University of Catifornia, Los Angeles (1978) matched
experimental and control groups for purposes of stiudying the
effects of intensified career counseling on the voljtional
maturity of inner-city high school youth, The results of the one
year experiment indicated that controls raised their attitude
and competency scores by only one-half of,,)one percentage point,
.while targeted students shaved 20 percent post treatment gains in
both areas.

12 -- Andrisani (1979 and Ellwood (1979 suggest differential effects
upon counseled males and females when brief periods of
unemployment followed high school tenure. Unsuccessfu' males
were more able to adjust their expectations4downward o minithum

wage or below), apply different job search techtiquea, or even
"hold out- for higher wages if they had worked even briefly
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during high school. Females, on the other hand, were more likely
to cease the job hunt entirely, turning to parenthood or
continued education as alternatives. Neither group 'reported
decreased self-confidence or negative attitudes toward work'.

In improving academiC achievement

13 In Philadelphia, a dounseling service project has been
established to provide remedial and preventive services as needed
by ESEA Title I eligible children in participating schools.
Counselor teams work closely with teachers, principals, and
parents in providing psychodiagnostic and counseling services.
They share mental health principles and practices (e.g.,
classroom management, child development) with teachers and
parents to enhance the positive development of the children.
Counselors also provide crisis intervention services as needed.
Results have been as follows: teachers rated the services as
"good" or "excellent;" of 378 parents who .responded to a
questionnaire, 90% said that the counselors helped their
children; 81% of the 54 pupils who completed an individualized
learning therapy program gained at least one instructional level
(Philadelphia School District, 1976).

14 New York City schools have also reported similar findings to
Philadelphia in their institution or the Auxiliary Services
Program. In this program, counseling, remedial math, and
remedial reading, as well as high school equivalency study were
combined to focus on the academic achievement of Title I students
who were two or more years below grade level.' Students
participating in these remedial prograMs showed statistically
significant growth in achievement (Bertold,i, A. R., 1975).

15 Adolescent mbthers receiving 12 months of coneentrated counselini
in parenting skills agreed to complete a high school or
vocational program in a quid pro quo arrangement. Of this group,
65% fulfilled their contracts, with 59% of these females electing
to continue their education in a college setting (Lewis, 1975).

16 A review of educational research conducted by a large state
school system showed that when career guidance and counseling
services were provided in the nine districts studied to a target
group of disadvantaged youth identified in each location, 73% of
these youth completed their education. Their employers imported
their entry Job skills as marketable, but gave higher marks to
their academic standing and their personal confidence (San Mateo
Educational Resources Center, 1979).

-- In Organized Guidance Programs for In-School and Out-Of-School Youth:

17 In one study a group counseling intervention was combined with
teaching materials designed to aid student* in improvI g their,
career.maturity ancl dicision making skills. High sc )1
students, both academic and non-academic in orientation, were
involved over a ten week period. As a result of the program,
student reported outcomes were that they now knew more about

Th
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occupational choices (62%); could go abolpetting information
(73Z); could recognize their values and u them in snaking
decisions (76%); consider and rank alternatives according to the
ones that are best for them (68%); could make career decisions
(82%); and, that they could see that their first and second
occupational choices made before the prOgram may not be the best
for them (Egner & Jackson, 1978).

18 Female stud-its exposed to a systematic career guidance class
dealing with alch topics as values clarification,
decision-nakinr, job satisfaction, sources of occupational
information, wOrkpower projections and career plauning are found
to have greater gains on self knowledge and the relation of self
knowledge to occupations, and to engage in a greater number of
career planning activities than do students exposed only co
individ 1 counseling or to no treatment (:nosh & Grimm, 1976).

19 Teenage Women in Nontraditional Employment (TWINE) is operated by
the Economic Opportunity Board of ClarkCounty, Nevadi. TWINE's
goal is to familiarize low-income teenaged mothers with the
skills and tools needed in construction trades and home ,

weatherization, prepare them for apprenticeship tests and place
them in jobs. So far, the young women have completed four home
rehabilitation and weatherization projects. Part-way through the
project there had been 200 apprenticeship placements, two
referrals to other programs and two "non-positive" terminations.
The most serious problem has been a lack of in-depth counseling
to overcome the doubts many young women have about their

_ abilities to handle construction jobs. Also, program officials
note, many wumen lose interest in construction jobs when they get
first-hand exiserience of the actual working conditions.
(Sheppard, 1979).

20 -- All youth programs established in Orange County, CA reported the
need for more counseling, both personal and career. !lost
barriers to learning and adjustment were found to be non-job
skill related. "We need helping adults with the sensitivity and
understanding to counsel an alcoholic youngster, a kid who has
been busted, or kicked out. These counseling skills are as much
in demand as are skills which teach the proper method to hold a
hammer, strip a wire, or lay a carpet." (Orange County tianpower
Commission, Nov. 1 1978). /

21 -- Computer-based career guidance systems using experimental and
control groups of students have shown that targeted youth make
larger gains in plangulness, knowledge of career resources, and
the costs and risks associated with these options (Myers,. R. ,
Lindeman, R., and Thompson, A., 197 5).

21
.

-- Kane and Fruee (1978) surveyed a national. Sample of females
(N3070) enrolled in nontraditional occupational courses in area
vocational schools to determine what factors contribs ed to their
choice, persistence, and future plans. Counselors w,..e
indentif ied as second only to "mothers" as the most influential
support system by these young women.

e
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23 Lennon (1979) reports on six federally-funded programs located in
Columbia, Missouri; Westport, Connecticum; Portland, Oregon;
Fullerton, California; Syosset, New Yoilc; St. Paul, Minnesota.

.Each focuses on either the handicapped, disadvantaged, or
drop-out prone youth of high school age, but alT programs are
characterized by counselor coordination and management.Final
reports issued showed significant gains by participants in areas
of school attendance, achievement, socialization, and career
planning skills.

In Transition to Work; Search and Placement

24 -- The sechnology of job search counseling techniques was followed
up wiElLover 3,000 clients in nine major American cities. A
consistent finding in the 6 cities where clients were matched
with controls was that two-thirds of the clients instructed were
able to find work as opposed to one-third (or less) of the
controls. Virtually all 9f the successful counselees obtained
jobs in less than 4 weeks while controls took 53 or more days to
find work (Wegmann, 1979). ,

.
$if

.25 Mason (1974) has reported a number of studies done in various
state offices of the Employment Service focused upon the
question; Does counseling help pecple get jobs? In one study,
10,000 applicants were studied wtro had received an average of two
counseling interviews each during 1972-73 in one of four statieT:
Iowa, Missouri, Utah, or Wisconsin. The study showed that in
Missouri and Iowa, the placement rate for counseled applicants
was twice that for all applicants Serviced. La Missouri, 40
percent of those receiving counseling were placed in jobs
compared with only 20 percent of all applicants. The comparable
figures in Iowa were 53 percent and 27 percent. In Utah 41
percent of counselor assisted individuals were placed compared
with 24 percent for all applicants.

,

I

In Wisconsin, the records of a random sample of recent applicants
who had received counseling were compared with an equai sample of
those who had not. Thirty percent of those counseled were placed
compared with 16 percent of those who had not been counseled. It
might be noted here 4s well that the outcomes of this study are
particularly importaht because they refer to counseled applicants
who were more difficult to place than those not counseled. In
Wisconsin, for example, 64 percent of the counseled applicants
had two or more emplosent barriers (such as beihg poor,
disadvantaged, handicapped, school dropout) as compared with only
28 percent of the group not counseled.

A
Among disadvantaged applicants in Wisconsin, 38 percent of those
who had received counseling were placed in jobs whereas none of
,the "not counseled" was placed! For t ndicapped :he story
was even more dramatic with 69 percent of those coun led being
placed compared with none who received no counseling.

(

1
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26 One program in Missouri which devoted forty weeks of intensIve
training to changing self defeating attitudes into self
confidence as well as having the participants rehearse simulated
Job interviews resulted in 84.9% of the participants obtaining
employment. Another related progFam concentrated on teaching
unemployed persons (many of whom had been unemployed for 3 to 10
years)'self-placement techniques which could facilitate their
search for employment. Clients increased skills in writing
application letters, preparing resuaes, participating in
simulated interviews, and assessing past experience. Employment
was obtained by 80% of the participants (Aiken, et. al, 1976;
Lazarus, 1966).

2 7 Philbrick (1975) surveyed the records of the Utah State Bureau of
Employment Sec,urity for the year 1973-74. He found that those
clients receiving counseling services were 57.4% more able to
find placement than those who did not receive Such service. It
was also discovered that employability increased with the number
of interviews conducted with the client.

28 Kunce, Miller, and Cope (1974) studied data from across the
United States on the effects of counseling on rehabilitation
clients. The results of their research indicated that both long
term and short term counseling contact has advantages in
rehabilitation but in differing directions. Long term
interventions tend to correlate with higher salaries among
rehabilitants, while short term contacts tend to lead to more
placements among those considered rehabilitated. In addition it
was found that "the percentage of monies a.11ocated for counseling
and ,training tend to favorably influence final salary."

29 The U. S. Depirtment of Labor's Manpower Administration (1974)
reported on the findings of the Texas Counseling Research
Project. This project, which studied the outcomes for 668

oersons referred to counselors, indicated that approximately
?trice the number of the counseled persons were placed as compared
to a non-counseled central group.

30 Frisby (1979) reports that withe' Balance of State of
Maryland (nine counties on t14'Eastern Shore and three Southern
Maryland counties) a total of ;373 economically disadvantaged
in-school Juaiors and seniors are receiving employability
development training and work experience. The success of these
programs has been attributed to the comprehensive guidance
services that have supported the "hands-on" work experience. The
eilasis on self-concept development, work and personal values,
and on job seeking, fLnding, and keeping skills has res lted in
an overall 75% placement rate for these "employable" y uth.
Frisby credits this placement rate to the identificatio and
subsequent reduction of -six barriers to employment: pc) work
habits . lack of occupational information, poor self-c zep
unrealistic aspiration levels, lack of adequate role models, and
limited exposure to assessment materials normed on similar
groups. i

I,

1,
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31 -- Lowell, Massachussetts is one of-fifteen sites in the U.S. where
the job search club method is being tested by the Department of
Labor as an alternative to referral of eligibles to traditional
CETA programs, skill centers, or to public service eMployment.
Five weeks of intensive counseling and job inquiry techniques are

'offered to grchipa of 10 12 individuals at a cost of,$500 per

client vs. $4,500 a year for welfare payments, or $10,000 to
$20,000 a year for pulilic service job placement. Placement rates

for these participants is currently at the 80 percent level, with

an estimated savings to local taxpayers of $1.5 millinp (Pine,

1980).

32 -- Richmond (1979), Buzzell and Denbo (1979), Healas (1978) and
Conroy (1979) suggest strong guidance elementz in vocational
programs can counteract the short lived labor market advantage

(about four years) enjoyed by graduates. Specifically, in thoO

programs where counseling was provided prior to, during, and
following training, smaller differences existed between male and
female earning power, a trend toward electing cohtinuing training
and education was observed; measurable improvements were recorded
tn assertiveness and selfimage, knowledge of job skill

transferability.

33 -- Appelbaum and Koppel (1978) and Stephenson (1979) found that work
experience during high school tenure, combined w5.61 counseling in
job interview skills, personal behavior and dress, working with
authority figures, apd developing job contact networks were
significantly associated with securing immediate post high school

employment, regardless of vocational skill level.

Note: The writer wishes to acknowledge that several of these illustrations
of counseling's effectiveness were drawn from a book chapter, in

press, by Edwin L. Herr: TWIemonstrated Effectb of Guidance and
Counseling on Three Dimensions, in The Foundations for Policy in
Guidance and Counseling (Edwin Herr and Nancy Pinson, Editors)4.
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Part Two: Elements of a Comprehensive Career Guidance System

A. ?Be Ideal . . . for Many Students.

Host career development theorists agree that systems evolve from a

combination of identified needs, available resources, and the.management

skilla of those who operate them. (Less often discussed is the power of

thoinagers to restore depleted resources, to shift or modify system

components, and to continually evaluate those systems as to their utility

to their intended beneficiaries.)

While the model attached (Burtnett, et al, 1980) assumes the necessary

resources, staff skills, and community involvement as a given -- it is a

use ful illustration of the expectations held of the counselor in terms of

full services to an entire iouth population. Mere are no explicit goal

statements foi the disadvantaged youth, for example, ngsr are certain skills

of eaployability.as defined by the proposed legislation, the National

Assessment of Education Progress (1979), and Hoyt (1979) -- among otbers

--ideitified as counseling objectives. That is, the transmittal or support

of basic academic skills, good work habits, job seeking/finding/and keeping

skills, skills in ovei6oming bias and stereotyping, skills in relating the
,

work place to one's abilities and preferred life styles may only be assumed

as a function of this and other traditional guidance Models.

4S)
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B. Needed for Disadvantaged Gtudents

----- Davidson (1980) has proposed a brave departure from the typical

guidance program for these youth. In her model, counsetors would serve as

youth advisors and family Counielors turning much'of the actual

youth-directed counseling over to the students themselves. Some

extrapolations from hir thinking fclow:

1. Counseling and Guidance

The nature of the counseling services proposed in what may

become a new version of youth employment legislation can gain

through being diverse and nontraditional. The focus should be on

developing decision-makik, problem-solving, and self-management

skills; coping with change and engineering one's career and

future. Counseling responsibilities will be delegated mainly to

youth with consultation from professionals and Counselors. This-

wil sult in the development of peer networks, self-help

groups', advocacy bodies which rely less on counselor presence

than on counselor advisement and support. Guidance activities

.11 lnclude information collecting, analyzing and evaluating

resource materials and planning dissemination strategies.

Counselling and guidance services will also be provided

paraprofessionals, professionals, employers, paren s, the clergy

and community lay persOns.

2. Parent/Comaunity Involvement

The development and potential success of the proposed

legislation is dependent on the support and cooperation r

parents and the lay community. These are critical rerlirces

which can provide tha c redentials , reinforcement , and linkages

mi
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necessary Cir its accountability as,well as iZs sUccess. They

, .' ,nutE be an, integralpart Of. the planning,.development, And

'implementation of this federal initiaçive at the, local level.
. ; -..... .,. :attioNgh young people will be the key actors, they will utilize. , ,.,.,

7. *consultints; for the :expertiav needed in many areas;.. they will
. .'' ,. . ..e negotiate with parents; school personnel, business, and inCustry ,

$fn.i education and %paining serVices; they, will "broker" the'
,

servi6evof other programs and agencieh(and they will provide a

t
vested trrterests.in inCreasing profits yeind improving "rbe.

of the lobar supply, combinqd with.a desiie to Nelp ypuzg:people,

.protida'timely,oPportuniti to use this Zesource, Eusizitsri and. .,

industry ire cOncerned abhut youth ieVelottient a ah investment,

.reapurce to help pretent programs andservices. in the commuiiity.

fAminess'and,41ndustrY ' ' r
;

ainess and 1,nduitt;;/;,ire beginning to focus very actively

on foxecasting 'and p.rojecting future needs and servic-es.
.

Their
,

ISO
in addition to their:commitment to fai nesi. and akality, From

.

, ,_

the labor market, projections fOr the 19801?,, selettetVcompanies

frit' .the keygrowth -Industries: steel, metals and mining;. '
ierolsptce; instruments; puSlishing; piper and forest--products;

real estate and housini; leisure time and services,, dhoukci, be

. equal' partnerswieh,parenta'and community in a EutJrét Employment

Task Force. CO-o-it.tinsed 'Planning by this t3Mit rorce would focus

on minimizix the prOhlems presently; inhereng. in .getting youag

people' into the labor market.. The goal would be'-to deSign'xbe

o kind of training and.education program that preperes uth

-.future occupationi.

-

." 0 9tj ';

A
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Program Model

1. Youth Planning and Development

Any igitial local planning phase will be strengthened if

80

f

A.

involved youth are permitted to contribute.

Through work te'ams, yoUth colt assume much of the

responsibility for proposed programs. Some participants could

' idminister and manage. Others could do research and analysis of

labor-narket trends, deliver scum:pre-determined services to

others in the community and offer other support services

,(clerical, maintenance). A Board of Coordinators can be a'chief

resource with members assigned to each team to serve as

arbitrators, annectors with other teams and activities, and, if

necessiry, serve as the final authority to resolve conflict.

Also provided should be experiiacesyquipping youth with

the skills necesikry to del4ver counseling and4guidance services

to other youth, to become Apare of and capable of initiating
gr,

#
effeCtive COI= ty resourcevel1inent and utilization, to

perform community ne s assessment ith appror;riate'planning and

follow-through, and to in ate dia ogue with,and negotiate for

education add training with the.sth l system and privae
A

industry.

At the end of this intensive training period, these young

people should have designed and be prepared to impleAent a

comprehensive advocacy system. They should be able to provide

specific serVices (guidance, tutoring) job development, brokering

services) to other youths perhaps by age groups: 16-18, 2-14,

and 10-12... They could provide services for,other, groups:
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parents, teachers, senior citizens, comzunity programs and

organizations. Host importantly, they will have determined what

the local labormarket future needs will be and will have

initiated negotiations with businesses, industry and educational

institutions to develop training/education and job opportunities

in their community to meet these needs.

During implementation of programs, selected adult advisors

could be instrumental in helping participants to develop amd

implement training designed tc) provide appropriate internships,

to expend the resource network, and serve as teacherj/counselors.

Try would develop onetoone relationships with the program

elping them shape and refine their personal

futures sc pts.. It is anticipated that

corporatioaeusinesses will view this u a development of a

skilled, h-ighly motivated future ltbor supply, both fbr new job

opportunities as well as replacementstfor workers who need

retraining..

2. Parent and her Community Members

Parents f participants enrolled in targeted schools would

be particularly encouraged to become involved. In additidn to

inviting them to attend and participate in scheduled meetings,

special newsletters, seminars, and telephone chains ,(A calls IS

with a news tem; B calls C and CD) would be utilized. They

would beetcouraged to provide their children witledetailed

,inform- a tion about their jobs, allowing them to spend a day or two

with thee there, and provide the information necessary to write a

biography or family ,anecdotal record.
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Retired and elder.teenfieis of the cotersunity could also be

tapped for consultatton. Nonunion, experienced carp'enters,

electricians, and engineers could be used to teach special

skills. Tpacher4 and counselors could'be called on to write

prOposals, edit reports, design training sessiAs, plan seminars,

etc. These could be as paid consulta'nts or in exchange for,

services youth could provide to the community, _particularly with

senior citizens (Davidson,,1980, p. 2i.28)

£*

C. The Actual Status of a Majority of Secondary_School Guidance Vrograms

While most ,high schools.can claim at least one trairld and
.,

'certifici counselor, a fairly) respectablelibrary of educational and

careil ci:aterials, a space or office where counseling can occur, and

where confidential files (if any) may be kept 7 rarely dos.these
. .

counselors enjoy: n

full or even parttine clerical or paraprofevion'al help

)

I

s.

. ,...sufficient space for group activIty es
r.

advanced systems for accessing Career information 0
;. A

the time necessary to 'work with students

%administrative support ant priority
1

authority to mobilize staff and community resources

\)-- familiarity with labor-eia- rkee trends and issues

opportunitiss to upgrade elle skills

exposure to the sociology of occ ations; the vocabulary of the
1

vork place, the employer, the labdr union
'

",... the funds needed to update their connseling tools, tests, and

s inventories to reflect culeureEree and sexfiar advances

.4 sophisticated levels of ability in marrgeaent, evaluation, and
staff coordination, or

a ..e

4

1.

/
r

.s.
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iufficient understanding of and experience with those from other

...ultures, with different value orientations, or unique special

needs.

Cleariy, the discrepancy between the ideal and actual capacity of

a typical guidance staff is i function of resource allocation (of

time, funds, and'professional development Opportunities). The

motivation to accomplish the apparently impossible dies
4

hard in this

group, however. Tbeir suggestions and recomnendations follow in a

paraphrase of a 'California publication.1

'Part Three: What the Schools to Assure iiaxinum Capacity Output from
Their Guidanoe Staf f as the Youth Initiative Becomes Realized

/

A.

1. The administrative support necessary to incorporate guidance

i(sues into the/curriculum: Schedule*.prOgram topits focused on

studentidentified concerns. Conduct inde_Pendra_gmidance

.projects, in the' community. Offer rice relations and human

relitions eourses. Lead social studies research'clavles in which

students compile information about the labor market.

2. - The time ne)ded to' improve coordination with local community

resource people: Identifycareer advisors, _old girl/old boy
t

networks living witnesses; establish advisory committees, work

with citizen activists, urban leagues, cthmmunity, agencies;

IA bajortty of these recommelidations were stimulated by "Lost in the
SNUffla: A Report on the Guidance System in Californir Second4w Schools,
Santa Barbara Th Citizen's Pol.icy Center, 1979.

7
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identify work.eiperience sites; telp, students set lp their

ova businesSes, peer counseling systens; arrange for thei-r

volunteer work with indigent and aging.'
J

-3. A polfcy which decreases the burden of clarical and

r administrative duties so as te increase counselor availability to

students. Set up a syst m that lets students register themselves

for classes, conduct ssemblies to explake-graduation

requirements, vocational training opportunities, work study and

Internship options. Offer time iinigement training.to counselors

and.administrators. Seek clerical resource help from4musine:s

and coeputer science classes, through colleague CETA personnel,

and parent volunteers.

4. The encOmragement af student involvement and input: Develop

student osbUdsman, infgrEiition specialists, and a reoc4 equitable

student government replikentation. Request student help in

designing services, iantifying cOmatiMity services to be

performed, establishing student performance codes, an4 in

adjudicating any violation to these codes.,

5: frovidb incmntives to schools which develop new roles for their

A

counselors as Community Resource Coordinators.

6. Reituim school systems to submit plais which specify the

resources needed to update the training, recruitment,

certification-and continuing education of 'tlieir.guiaance staffAn

7. Provide funds to hightir aducation'institutions tUtat corçit
- /

themselves o: recruitingsminorities into Counselor training

programs, developing c selor training sequences whicyquip
4 .

future practitioners with the skills needed to reach workbounE,

youth and adults; enteiing into cooperative agreements with local

busines Xnd industry for ineermships, exchange programs; '''

1
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collaborative research on the discrepancy between job readiness

and actual job availability.

8. Earmark special infusions of vidance funds, resources and

facilities to schools where disadvantaged students ate present in

large numbers.

11. Suggestions for Research and Exemplary Activities to be Supported by
the Secretary of Education through Discretionary Set-Asides

Note: The Februsry, 1980 Report of-the Joint Economic Cosmittee of Congress
devoted considerable ettention to the employment issue, particularly
to the effects upon national. productivity Of the current high levels
of youth unemployment. fire& pf nine recommendations (numbers 16,
17, and 18) speak particularly to the counseling and information
deeds of these. youth, with emphasis upon "making .connections between
basic educational skills and future employment opportunities",
"identifying and assisting'the economically disadvantaged minority
youth", and "programs which prevapnt premature school leaving or
provide alternatives to conventional educational methods for schoor
dropouts."

RAsearch on Youth Employability

1. Longitudinal studies are needed on the effects of .school-based

counseling intervenlions upon disadvantaged youth; how do these

compare with covaunity-based services to the same cohort in terms

of tneaningful job placentent.and/mobdity?\''''

Career aspirations of minority females and males should be

studied tocompari their (a) source,.(1i) thei' reliü, .(c. their
(d) their durability, and (e) their capacity for

modification by certain advocates and/or systems!'

3. Study is needed on the differing effects on urban, minority youtt

of sePf-contained career' guidance and those programs

which combine career guidance with other services such as

education, employment, family coutiseling, peer coun Ling/
community service, etc.

.

fj
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4. Identify tile most effective delivery systems for job

traimingl job seeking, finding, and keeping skills as they
0

relate to youth and young adults who are handicapped,
4

disadvantaged, or members of a racial or ethnic ginority

group.

5. Design tesearch that attempts.to answerthe fqllowing questions:

.a. What are the factart determining an individual's. chanceein

today's Labor market?

b. Have-federal laws made at appreciable'difference in hiring

patterns? in actual numbers of job openings?

c. Does the voc:tional education systim thacayked ence for a

white male constituency still work today for black

white females, black feiales?

6. Study is needed on the relationship of guidance services to later

job status of vocatioriPr1duates, libeial arts gr\u.ates, and'

graduates exposed to career educati ethods,of instliiction.

-

No0 1: Cronin (1980) and Ashenfelter (1976) would probably sld three

-other research questions to this agendi: Why id the current
labor market advantage enjoyed by vocatOnal progrim graduates

. "limited" to tale four years iinediately following high schOol?

4flnat will be the longitudinal Nitta of earlier career
exploration programs,launched eletentary and addle schools?
Why aren't disadvantaged, giftedk or "alienated" students

attracted to today's vocatAnal ograms?

Note ;: Smitli (1980) suggests that the much publicized distinctions
between the effectiveness of summer job programs for youth in
Saltimore and Washington, D.C., might be more correctly
attributed to the predominant anti vilible work force modelein
each city. ,In laltimore, youth see blue-collar workerstewarded
by 1 community undergoing a renaissance of re-building whereas' P

Washington's models ate a hidden, but known elite of white-collar
government workers for the n'Olt part. Washington.yonth iarely
see or hear praise for those who undergird that,city, and see no
connection between their subsistence level job ass nments and

what they perceive as the more desirable "top" jobs in the
bureaucracy.

St
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Note 3; There is mounting evidence (Gr.sso and Shea (a), 1979, p. 156)
that participating females benefit more from vocational education
than'do maleo; that vocational education is "better at securing
initial job placement than establishing a long term labor market
advantage" (Grasso and Shea (b), p. 159); and that vocational
education- by itself - can only predict potential access to a

third of today's job market (Mangum, 1976). School-based

programs combining counseling, job-search techniques, remedial
education, work experience, and skill training - on the other hand
- would not only appear to be better predictors of sustained and
satisfying employment for both sexes but would expand job
opportunities to-81 percent pf the current market.

Exemplary and Innovative Studies and Models

1. Involve youth, particularly minority youth, in the planning,

implementation and evaeuation of community resource development

, -

programs, Focus could be placed on employment, consumer

awareness, economics, family life, health and nutrition, housing,

and transportation.

2. Establish day care centers fot the infants and children of

disadvantaged ceenage parents. Staff,these centers with

counselor supervisors, with the teen-age parents serving as

paraprofessionals and aides.

3. Construilt an ancillary teaching/counseling staff of service

industry personnel. Arrange for their regular instruction on the

need for communication and interpersonal skills in today's

Servide-oriEnted economy. -

4. Develop work experience sites in nursing homes, area agencies for

aging, hospitals, and nutrition centers. 4(

Sumhary

Readying disadvanLged.youth to-compete successfully with their molt

advantaged peers for unsubsidized employment must become ble long-term

objective of the Education title of thersubject legislation. Vile the

companion effort launched through the LABORttitle :t11 attempt to correct
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'for these inequities of readiness in vivo, the Administration has properly

assigned a first Pricrity to identifying and treating their root causes

among the in-school population of these youth.

Research suggests that the presence of a highly competent and

reaourceful guidance and counseling staff in each of the targeted schools

Ind communities can increase, the power of education to e;ddress these early

symptomswell before they become the entrenched human statistic provoking

the present action. Because this profession's primary concern lies with

the individual, its practitioners are better able to mediate connections

made by the student between the ultimately personal decision that is

mployability and the academic, social, and vocational skills that make

uP its substance.

Counselors have learned, through first-hand experience, that minority

youth unemployment - unlike youth unemployment in general - cannot be

attributed solely to lack of specific job skills, wirk motivation, oi even

the ability to communicate these accomplahments to potenLal employers.

They have also learned that they and their colleague educators will need to

employ radical new approaches if the perception's of these youth that

IP
schools are detached, if not unsympathetic learning environments - are to

_change. Their own proposed contributions: ;among them the mobilization of

cammunity resources and peer support systems, heightened family Fontact,

the use of indAgenous role models, and a completely overhauled construct of
a

job information, readiness, exploration, search, plicement, and follow-up

are but a few of the essential actions education will need to take if the

cycle of disadvantagement is to be arrested in mid-course.

4'

1
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Attachment:- 5

The American Personnel and uidance Association

ABSTRACT: The Six Percent Setas e for Vocational,Guidance:
Rationale for its application to all State brokered

*Vocationat Education Programs

Under current vocational education law (Title II of P.L. 94-482),

there are four (4) major subpaas devoted to State Vocational Education
Programs in Part.A. Subparts 2 and 3 (the Basic Grant and the Program
Improvement and Supportive ServicesGrant) receive a single appropriation
which is subsequently divided - 80/20 - for those purposes. Within Sub-

qrt 3, Section 134 requires that at least 20 percent of funds appropriat-
for that Subpart be expended on vocational guidance. This percentage

can be translated -- in real ternts -- to a 4 .percent setaside of the

amounts appropriated for Subparts 2 and 3 in combination.

BeCause no Such assurance that guidance services will be provided
to recipients of "regular" programs (Subpart 2), disadvantaged programs
(Subpart 4), consumer and homemaking programs (Subpart 5), or for State
Administnotiye Purposes (Section 102-d), exists, the request for a six
percent setaside for these purpdses from each State *program subpart's
appropriation is viewed as both reasonable and essentW.

' Documentation supporting this need to institutionalize vocational
guidance programs and services within regular programs, work study programs,
cooperative education programs, programs for the disadvantaged and handi-

Capped, consumer and homemaking "grams, and residential vocational
schools has been obtained,from:

* two national surveys of state guidance personnel (see attachments,
1 and 2).

* The NVGA/AVA Joint publication on vocational-education (see attach-

(tient 3),

* The research literature on youth unemployment vis a vis the cost-
effectiveness of guidance and counseling (see attachment 4), and

* H.R.4974 The Vocational Guidance Act of 1981, introduced on
November 13,1981 by Congressmen Kildee (D-MI) and Goodling (D-PA).

The recommended six percent setaside from each major state vocational
program appropriation or guidance programs would -- we believe-- assure
that all progras recipients will receive the minimum guidance and coqnseling,
placement and fo)low-up services to which they are entitled. Furthermore, if

current appropriations for Subparts 2 through 5, plus 102 (d) - Administration -

are utilized_as'an example, the presumed national setaside for vocational guid-
ance would translate into a state expenditure increased by less than $200

thousand per jurisdiction. In effect, this assurance that a redeployment of

existing appropriations will recognize the vocational counsZling needs of all who
partrEipate in vocational ecillcation at the local level will extend counseling
benefits to foUr qiditional program areas without increasing federal dollar costs
This will be accomplished if each subject state program takes on its equitable share
of.this institutionalization and accountability for guidance services by reassign-

ing.six percent of its targeted funds to these ends.

*NOTE. Part II (National Programs) has not been viewed as a potential source for

guidance setaside purposes.
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Mr. KILDEE. So that we may gather your collective, wisdom, did
you may comment upon that of others, I think we will coritinue
with the witnesses, and then begin questioning after hiaring from

..the entire panel. , . ,..

STATEMENT OF, JEFFREY A. DRAKE, COORDINATOR OF CAREER
DEVELOPMENT, GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
FLINT, MICH. .

Dr. DRAKE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
subcommittee. My 'name is Jeffrey, Drake, and I am a coordinator
for career development with the Gepesee Intermediate School Dis-
trict in Flints Mich., where I service the kindergaTten through 12th
grade schools, the community college, and also nonpublic schools.

I am very honored to represerilt the American Pergonnel and
Guidance Association, the Michigan Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation, and also as past president of the Michigan Vocational
Guidance Nssociation and thg Genesee Area Personnel and Guid-
ance Absociation.

I am very pleased td represent them. My .pikrpose 'today is to give
testimony.on the need for vocational guidance, how it is delivered,
and some objective outcomes that we have found in not only Flint,
but in Michigan. '

With all this honor, in Flint, Mich., we also have a very dubious
hondf, and that has been several times we have been the city with
the highest unemployment rate in the country. Arid in fact, just
thg morning, I heard that General Motors bond rating has
dropped from AAA to an AA, meaningand this is the first time

11..since the depression that that has occurred.
So, the, economy is very real to us in Flint, and we are doing our

be4 to link education with business so that we prepare our stu-
derils, so that they can enter the world of work.

We found a need in the State of Michigan, through the Michigan
educational assessment program, we did a study on career develop-
ment, and we found that, though secondary school students know
how to make decisions and make plans, they have difficulty linking
those processes with the real world of work. . \-

And, so, we have found that to be true, as well as in a recent
study with the Flint community school% again, thosf students
wanted more vocational guidance, they wanted more vocational
education training programs, and they cited that type of need.

We found, in the Flint area and in Michigan, that if we approach
vocational guidance ai a structured way, that the outcomes are iy
proved, for the youth and adults that we work with.

In fact, when we compare traditional guidancethat is, talking
with the student about vo ational 'option , compared to actually
structuring that experience, e found that Ithe students and adults
involved with the structurq experience, do improve in planning
and decisionmaking skills. .

For gxample, at the Godwin( Heights High School, there was a
study just' completed where 85.. percent of the ninth-graders that
went through that program were better prepared in knowing what
high school courses they shouletake to get prepared for work, had
better information on what to do, a better idea of job outlook, how

I 0 0
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to use career resource centers,- fill out job applicatiom and also'
took the responsibility for their future.

They became moreival directed.
We like to mix in technology because computers are with, us.'At

the Genesee Iutermedjate School District, we developed a program
called the educational and career exploration system. In a study '
with that, we found that, students 5ad a better knowledge of re-
sources for exploration, ehey could plan betkr vocationally, and
they knew how to use information for decisionrnaking as a result of
that.- .

We also use the Michigan occupational information system
through a structured guidance apptoaoh, and find that to be a very
effective way of dealing with vocational guidance.

We found that the combination ot counselors, computers, and
career msource centers through a structu ed approach has the
greatest gains for ,the youth and adults thafJve work with.

The private sector is very much invol, ed in the Flint area,
through our chamber of commerce, the business and education co=
ordinating council is housed there, we have a daY-orilthe-jobrpro-
gram there, we have career conferences where people from busi-
ness go into the schools, and they just have recently started a
preemployment center whic eally is working on the attitude of
yo0h, getting ready for wor ci of work.

Alined with that, we have had a career guidance institute. In
fact, we are now in our fourth career guidance institute, and an in-
teresting statistic which I am very proud oflis that 100 percent of

, the pait*ipants now have a better perspective of the business com-
munity as a regult of that.

The cooperation ainong business, education, government, indus-
try and labor that is occurring with that institute, is really promis-
ing for us. And we also have Oakland University working with us
so thdt we do provide graduate credit for those educators who are
wanting such credit.

For postsecondary education, Mott Community College is also
working in that direction. We are really iri.a veil; much of a chang-
ing world for youth and adults, with robotics, ultrasonics, lasers,
micrographics, and information and word processing, we really

. need to deal with youth and adults, and show them what is going
to be happening in the future.

To conclude, I have found that quality vocational guidance pro-
duces goal-directed youth and adults, and througkvocational edu
cation training at schools such as our Genesee Area Skill Center,
they become productive, taxpaying workers in our society.

So, through vocation& education, vocational guidance, involving
the private sector, we can enhance and develop the economy of not
only Flint, but of Michigan and the United States.

.Thank you. (

[The prepared statement of tort Jeffrey Dra.ke follows]
1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEFFREY W.-DRAKE, PH. D., COORDINATOR OF CAREER

DEVELOPMENT, GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT, AIN'T, MICH.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Jeffrey Drake, Coordinatoi. of Career Development for the
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Genesee Intermediate School District, Flint, Michigan. In my job I provide

coordination and consultalion tomprove 'vocational guidance and placement

services a! the 21 constituent K-12 school districts in Genesee County and at

Mott Commoluty 'College. This represents 100,600 K-12 public students, 6,000t
nonpublic students, and 10,800 community college itudents.

I am honored to represent the American Personnel and Guidance Association

and the Michigan Personnel end Guidance Association, representing 40,000 and

2,000 counseling professionals, respectively. As Past President for the Michigan

Vocational Guidance Association and the Genesee Area Perso I and Guidance

Association, I am also honored to represent these assocIati s..

Since I am from Flint. Michiban, my testimony will present a local and

state perspective. This testimony will include comments which also may relate

to a national perspective.

The need for vocatibnal guidance is apparent. A 1980 state-wide study

in Michigan points out that while seventh and tenth grade ,students may have

some vocational decision making and planning skills, they have difficulty linking

these skills with the real world of ,work. In a recent Flint study, more 'that; half

of the students felt a need for =Ire vocational training prOgrams, more help in

finding a job, and more available career information.

When youth and adults are faced with a vocational choice, they have diffisulty

in determining a preferred vocational option. Traditionally, vocational guidance and

i_ounselin9Iseprovided by talking with youth and adults about vocational options
,r

Recentztudies suggest that the structured vocational guidance approach is more

'I
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effective. Wel* 85% of the- nint grade students in one Michigan high sChool

agiied 'that a structured vocational' planning experience helped them.

/ 1) uhderstand which high school courses would be needed for a vocatiomal

cholee:. ;) gain valuable informatiOn about jobs and what to expeCt in the

future, 3rknow the job outlook;for vooational choices, 4) ,under*stand.the

importance of using a career resource center, 5) complete a job application

form correctly, 6) prepart for a job interview; and finally ,7) understand that

they were responsible for their future. Structured vocational guidance helps

people to be more goal-directed than does traditional, vocational guidance. Youth

*Id adults need decision-making and planning skills to determine .peeferred voca-

tional options._

With our economy moving Irom a product-based to an informapon-based

economy, it is Important to utilize a technology-basecevocational guidance approach.

One computer assisted structured counseling syst.km develcA at the Gene'see Inter-

1

medlate,§chool District in Flint, the 6ucationaLand Career Exploration System

(E,CES), prov ded the following outcomes with ienth grade ents. ECES students

scored's lOcantly higher than non-ECES students in their ability in vocational

planning, their knowledge of resources for exploration, and their ability in using

- information with decision-making. In another ECES study, the system was found

to be a cost-effective tool for use with counselors and students using a structured

vocational guidance approach A computer assisted information retrieval system

developed in Michigan, the Michigan Occupational Information System (MO15),

has also been used with a structured vocational guidance approach. In addition,

use of career resource centers has enhanced vocational guidance experiences.

Our experience indicates that the most effective approach is using counselors,(

1u3 ,
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computers, and career resoul-ce centers.to deliver vocational guidance. This

approach ledds secondary sZdents to programs at schools such as the Genesee

At.fea kII Center in Flint.

Involvement with the privaie sector is becoming increasingly important

for vocational guidance. The Business and Education Coordinating Council,

housed at the Fhnt Area Chamber of Commerce, has provided Day on-the-Job

and career conference experiences for secondary school and Mott Community

College students for the past te'n years.

The Career Guidance Institute (CGI) has prowded seminars, tours, and

job shadowirmlexperiences for counselor's and teachers for the past three years.

The.,,CGI has been a highlY_successful cooperative venture among business,

education, government, industry, and labor. Educitors are learning'more

about oPportunitis for youth and adults in the private sector aild-In entrepre

neurship areas. In the past three CGIs, 100% of the participants indicated that

they gained a better perspectiv of the business community Oakland University

offered graduate...credit for ed ators participating in the CGI.
AID

Vocational guidance fpr a _ilts is gaining in importance Programs at the

community college and university levels need to be ,enhanced as our populatio'n

gets older Community-based guidance and counseling for adults needs to be

strengthened as we deal with..the expansion of technology through robotics,

ultrasonics, lasers, computer graphics, word, information processing, and other

. once futuristic concepts which are with us today.

Quality vocational guidance produces goal directed youth and acitults who

enter vocational education training programs. These people, in turn, become

productive, tax paying workers in our society. Vocational guideece and

vocational education, along with cooperation with the private 'sector, can

, enhance the economic dsvelopment of Flint, of Michigan, and of the United States
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Michigan Educational Assessment Program
Study Highlights, '1980

SEVENTH GRADE RESULTS

Seventh graders have a better knowledge of their interests than of
their values.

,

-9 out of 10 were able to profide behavioral examples of personal
interests, but only 7 out of 10 were able 6 provide examples
of values they hold.

-7 out of 10 were able to identlfy the persons or events that

influenced their developing an interest, but only S out of 10
were arqwto identify external influences on their valuesN.

Seventh graders have general decision making skills, but do not always
link decision making to acceptance of responsibility for the outcomes. .

-over 9 out of 10 were aware of decisions they have made at
home; 8 out of 10 were aw*e of decisions that are made for
them.

-9 out of 10 were able to identify the factors that are important
to consider in making certain 4ecisio.os.

-6 out of 10 were able to identify.a responsibility that came with
a personal decision.

Seventh graders were akle to see what is required to learn a skill, to
complete a task, or to make a decision in situations that are close
to their experiences. They performed less well when asked to project

4to the futureNor to situations less familiar to them.

-1diereas three-fourths of the students knew which activities
would help in leagring a skill of current interest, only slightly
more than half co d xelate school courses and other-current
activities to occupations.

1. ,
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-though students were aware of positive and negative consequences
of finishing high school or attending college after high school,
only half of the students were aware of potential benefits or
diadvantages of a.vocational school.

Similarly, seventh graders were weak in the application or transfer of
school-learned skills to situations in the real world.

-less than half of. the, students were able to perform correctly
on items involving budgeting of money.

-less than half of the students could identify job-seeking
behavior appropriate to persons their age.

Seventh graders performed poorly on tasks requiring a planned or
ordered approach to goal attainment.

-only 4 out of 10 were able to set a goal in the area of self
development within a given time fiame, and 6 out of 10 were
able to give two steps needed to attainiphat goal.

-only 4 out of 10 were able to estimate the length of time re.
quired to accomplish a variety of specific goals.

-less than half were able'to provide an example of an activity
they had planned. Of those that were able to provide an example,
less than half reported going through organized planning steps
to complete the activity.

Seventh graders did most poorly on knowledge of sources of occupa-
tional information.

-only 3 out of 10 were able to identify appropriate sources for
learning about occupations.

The following specific outcomes reflect more general atti,tude and skill
levelr of seventh graders which have implications for career development.

A majority of seventh graders showed an awarenns of inner processes
which affect how they feel about themselves and about others who are
significant to them.

\

-6 out of 10 were able to recognize selfconcept changes in
given case descriptions, dnd over S oat of 10 wero able to
mognize similar changes within themselves.

-8 out of 10 understood the feelings involved in given conflict
situations becween peers, and between peers and parents.

's
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Seventh graders do not perceive their daily activities at home and

school as related to activities performed in occupations.

-less than half of the students were able to name aetivities
they have done in school, .home or elsewhere which would be

related to an occupation.6

S4venth graders responded in ways which showed that' they would tend to

seek atcupational InforT4tion from secondary sources (books, pamphlets,

etc.) rather than through direct contact sources (observing, talking

with worker).

When comparing seventh graders to fourth graders, the level of sex-biased

behavior was reduced at the seventh grade level. It was still present,

however, in the male-female interests. Girls and boys were still pre-

disposed toward female and'male-dominated interests respectively. The

same phenomenon that emerged at the-fourth grade level reappeared among

seventh graders. Girls were still more inclined than boys to explore

career-related interests across stereotypical lines.

TENTH GRADE RESULTS

.
The most compelling finding from the tenth grade resujts is the fact that

while students showed moderate to high decision making skills and know-

ledge and understanding about planning for, evaluating, and implementing

lifecareer goals, very few are applying these in their actual life

situations. Therris a large gap between what is known and what is

practiced.

' -more than 9 out 10 were able to match interesereoloccupations,

1 and to select correct alternative ways of reaching a life goal

\
have thought seriously about or had taken some action on future
in given case descriptions, but only 5 out 10 reported that they

life role decisions.
.. I

. \ -although 1 out 2 knew of different sources of occupational-, '

information, only 1 out of 20 have used four or five sources.

I
-only 1 out of S could identify appropriate resource persons t

for help with careef planning. 1

\

.

I

Correspondingly, when students were tested on an application of school\

skills to practical situations, particularly in the area of eeployability
. '

t
skills, performance was low. \...e*

I

I

%

.

-Only 1 out of 20 wore able to write an acceptable letter of .

application. .

-only 3 out of 10 were able to fill a job applicapon blank

acceptably. .

1 U 7
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Tenth graders, however, have mastered some social and interpersonal
skills, and exhibited these in 3 simulated job interview. Performance
on the employment aspects of the interview, however, was lower than on
the social and interpersonal aspects.

-in a simulated Job interview, 8 out of 10 presented themselves
at an acceptable level in appearance, sp6ech, and manners, but
fewer--6 out of 10performed satisfactorily in the interview.

Tenth graders, like seventh graders, do not perceive their activities
at home and school as being work- or careerLrelated.

-only 1 out of 5 were able to name five part-time, jobs or
volunteer work experiences during the past year.

It is not clear-, therefore, whether the Majority who plan to work on
part-time jobs during high school are considering this in relation to
their career planning. Very few students would consider volunteer
work experiences during their high school years.

.-8 out of 10 students reported that they expected to work liart-tirse
/during high school.

/ -slightly more than 1 out of 10 expected to work as a volunteer
during high school.

Aside. from the gap between knowledge and practie reflected in the above
findings, there were interestingcontrasts in the .arein of self knowledge
and application of interpersonal skills:

Tenth graderl showed a high level of self knowledge Qs their awareness
of personal interests and values, but were less able to see how they
influence or ar influenced in their interests and values.

-9 out of were able to compare their own interests and values
with those of others.

-4 out of 10 were able to cito external influences pn their
interests and 6 out of It) could describe howt-liey influenced
others' interests:

-less than 3 out of 10 were able to describe how they influence
others or are influenced in the'area of values.

Despite the comiilesity of the dimension of self growc,h, there was evidence
of changes in the level of self knowledge between seventh and tenth grades.

Tenth graders performed at a higher level than seventh graders on
Certain aspects of self development and Assessment.

-3 out of 10, as contrasted to 6 out of 10 selienth graders,
recognized how sel f concept had changed in given case des-
criptions, and 6 out of 10, as contrasted to 5 out of 10
seventh graders, recognized similar changes in themselves.

1 u
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;9 out of 10, at contrasted to 4 out of 10 seventh graders,
were able to set a goal in the area of self development' .

withima giien time frame, and 7 out of 10, as contrasted.
to 6 out'of 10:yere able to give two -steps needed to attain
the goal.

Contrasting results between the 'fourth and tonth grades-in the area of sox
role stereotyping were also found. §ex differences in certain roles ihd
interrests which were not evAdent at the fourtli grade level, appear.to have
crystallized by the tenth grade.

....whereas 40% and 43% respectively of fourth grade boys apd
girls indicated an interest in helping people, 10% and 28%
respectivelyof tinth grade malo and female students indicated

, this interest.

-whereas.38'and 42% respectively of fourth grade boys and
girls expressed an interest in reading, 10 and 25% respectively
of tenth grade male.and female students indicated this interest.

-4"
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Flint Community School Graduate
Follow-up: A Synopsis

701 Flint Co unity School graduates of 1977 responded to a local graduate survey. 4

this was 00 return of the 1739 mailed out.
.

'

Of the,K, 80.90 liked their high school experience "very much" or "pretty well", 4.71 .
disliked.lt somewhat or very much and 13.10 didn't feel strongly_either way.

. nOnt than 502.felt the following C11711PS should 140 midst

[

1. %helm should be more vocation*/ training programs.
2. there should be more help is finding job.
3. There should be more opportunity for students te get to know faculty.
C. There should be note inforeation on careers.

We asked till; graduates it they felt they had been restricted in their-choice ef cl
by race, sex, catchers, counselots, parents or not at all. 01.20 felt they hadrnot been
limited We also asked if the above factors influenced then to choose certain cl
WS% felt they had not been influenced by. any of the above 270 were influenced
loy counselor's advice'and 1.9.1% by their teacher's advice. 6 11% said they had not
changed theli career plan* since greduation,

The 1977 graduates reported receiving counaeling strvices primarily in selecting their
classeraad in college admissions, with hdip in raking career plans, self-uhderstanding,
and personal problems next in frequency.

90 t% of the graduates reported that their counselor was usually or always available
with $I% rating the counseling excellent or good, 11.40 fair, and only 2.70 considered
it poor.

Over 400 expected to Cone back to visit with their counselor during the year following
graduation.

Results of the state follow-up conducted by the Michigan Department of education for the
."Mb 1977 high school graduates have recently been reported. 1,53 , Flint graduates (77.4%)

responded. .

Fifty-three per cent of the Flint graduates have found eeployment compared to 670
throughout the state Twenty per cent are seeking work coepared to 100 throughout the
state. Thirty-four per cent of the 1977 Flint graduates are full-time student* with 320
of all Michigan grads reporting as full-tine students.'

4

Seventy-one per cent of the Flint graduates rated their high school experiences as
excellent or good preparation for what they are nov doing. Weever only bil of graduates
throughout the state rated their high schools excellent or good.

//Over three tines as many Flint grads seek job placement help fro, school counselors as
do Michigan graduates in general. thirty per centlpf the Flint graduates register with
Student Placement Servicqs while about 120 hsve this service in the state. Sixty-three

\

per cant of the Flint graduates report counselor asalatance in placement for poet-
secondary education, while only 372 of 1977 graduates throughout the state report such

\\
assistance.

. .... .

Thus it would appear that the Flint Community Schools and its counselors and placement
personnel are providing quality service for its Students. It is also aPPareni there Is
room for isprovement and continuous effort will be made in thst direction.

a

1
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Godwin Heights High School Study, Wyoming, Michigan

Career and Three-Year High School Planning Feedback Percentages

The following percentages are from the 1979-80 and 1980-81 Clreer anji Three-Year
Hash School Planning feedback form. The ninth grade students go through 10 weeks of
structured lessons and upon completion, the students evaluate the impact it had on
them. It has 24 items and Ls based on a 1-4 Likert Scale. 1= Strongly agree, 2= agree,
3= Disagree, and 4= Strongly disagree. The following is a breakdown of percentage
impact on each statement for the [fast two years.

1980-81 1979-80

116 students 125 students

I. The Program Planning Unit helped me to understand
my interests.

2. ThekProgram Planning Unit helped me identify the
jobs for which I am suited.

3. The Program Pl4nning Unit helped me to prepare my
high school educational plans for the next three years.

4. The Program Penning Unithelped me to leaM about
working conditions on a job.

5. The Program Plarthing Unit helped me understand

that lam responsible for my future.

6. The Program Planning Unit has helped me understand

etc how to make better decisions.

7. The Program Planning Unit has helped me to be more
realistic about my job future.

8. The Program Planning Unit has helpea me understand
the high school courses 1 need to complete my first

career choice.

9. The ProgrartPlanning Unit has helped me realize
importance of a job'in terview.

10. The Program Planning Unit has helped me to be able

to fill out job applications correctly.

I 1. The Program Planning Unit has helped me to

know where to look for jobs. .

90.5%

88E3%

88.8%

88.8%

88.4% 88.0%

88.7% 88.8%

93.1% 88.Q2

84.5% 76.07

86.2% 85.6%

92.3% 90.4%

97.4% 96.0%

97.4% 97.6%

77.5% 80.8%
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1980-81 1979-80

116 students 125 students

12 The Program Planning Unit has helped me Understand
how to be prepared for ; job interview.

13 The Program Planning Jinn: has kelped.tne to under-
stand what contributes to,losing a job.

14. Th; Program Planning Unit has helped me to know
the job outlook for my career choices.

15 The Program'Plailning Unit has helped me to know%
the rewards and value Of wo;k:

16 The Program lanning Unit helped me understand
how to keep a job.

17. The Program Planning Unii has helped me to become
aware of physical demand§ of a job.

94.8% 96 is',

81.9% 82.4%

93.9% 92.0%

85.3% 72 8%'

80.2% 87.2'A

.
81.9', 80.0%

18. The Program Planning Unit helped me understand .

the importance of using a career center for job
information.

19. The Program Planning Unit has helped me to
know the salary earnings for thy particular job interest.

20 The Program Planning Unit-has helped me to know
the personal requirements for a job.

21. The Program Planning Unit has helped me understand
the relationship between my high school education
ark] what happens after high school.

22. Tile Program Planning Unit has If1ped me understand
my career potential.

23. I thought that the Program Plann g Unit provided
valuable information for me abo t jobs and what to
expect in the future.

24. The Program Planning Unit helped me to understand
my abilities,. .

95 7% 94.4%

83.2%
7.8%

97.4% 77.0%

85.4% , 92.8%

84.5% 89.6%

96.6% .87.2%

81.0% 80.9%

k
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GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Vocational Education and Career Development Services

2413 West Maple Avenue
Flint, Michigan 48507

EXECUTIVE' RESEARCH SUMMARY

Research Study Title. The Effects of a Computer-Assisted Career'
Guidance gtipport System upon'the Vocational
Maturity of High School Sophomores

Researcher: Jeffrey W. Drake, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Career Development
Genesee Intermediate School District

The primary purpose of thisq;111/vas to determine the effectiveness of
a Computer-Assisted Career Guidance Support' System, the third version
of the Educational and Career Education System (ECES If1), in increasing
the vocational maturity of high sophomores as measured by the
Car.her Development Inventory ( DI).

/

The total sample in this study consisted of 320 sophomores in four se-
lected suburban high schools in the Genesee Intermediate School District.
Eighty (80) sophomores in the experimental group from one high school
used ECES computer terminals at the Genesee Area Skill Center. Eighty
(80) sophomores'in the experimental group from another high school used
ECES computer terminals at their local high school building. One hundred

1

-sixty (160) sophoffiores in the control group from two high schools did not
use ECES computer terminals prior to or during this research study,

,
The primary findings of this sludy were that (1) ECES stud-eats scored sig- \
nificantly higher than non-ECES studints in the following areas as measured \

\
by the CD!. Planning Orientation (pl( .001), Resources for Exploration
(P. <00T), Information and Décision-Making (p. < .01), and Vocational Ma-
turity (p < .001), (2) internal locus of control, students (students who are \
internally motivated) scored significantly higher (p. < .001) in vocational \
maturity than external locus of control students (students who believe pri- \
marily in luck, fate.and other external factors), (3) ECES female students . \
scored significantly higher (p. < .001) in vocational maturity than ECES
male students, and ,(4j ECES Career Planning Center students scored sig-
nificantly higher (p. < .001) in vocational maturity than ECES local high
school students.

. ,

In conclusion, the &gained results of the study suggest that ECES signif- e'

lcantly affects the vocational maturity of high school sophomores. Also,
locus of control perceptions, sex of subjects, and ECES computer terminal
locations are all significant variables upon the ,:iocational maturity of high
school sophomores.

7.
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GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2413 West Meple Avenue

Flint, Michiga2 48507-3493

GENESEE AREA

CAREER GUIDANCE INSTITUTE,

PARTICIPANT EVALUATICN SUMMARY

1. The quality of the Career Guidance Institute was:

38 excellent 16 good 1 fair

Example Comments:

The speakers represented a good variety of businesses and were well
versed on their subject. Information supplied on new jobs and at the
tour sites can be used directly in career classes.

0 poor

I feel the CGI met and exceeded its goals and objectives. CGI not only
broaened our knowledge of the world of work, bilt it expanded our know-
ledge of the tremendous opportunities in 'the Flint ai.ea..

Well organized; Variety of speakers; Very informative.

2. The information presented in the seminars was:

36 excellent 4 16 good 3 fair, 0 poor

Example Comments:

Presenters were well pregared,'Current informationClearly presented. A

Information was extremely well timed for our economic situation and
very helpful to us as educators.

Ail presentations were good. 'The mixture of presentations related
directly to career areas and those about work in generarwere good.

3. Exampl'eg of positive aspects of the seminars were:

fresented,a positive pictuee of Flint's future.

Seminars Are well paced with ample time for die speaker to make the pre.-
sentation and answer most questions, but avoided being dull and dragged
out. All presentations related well the CGI concepts, and all presenters
did good jobs of presenting their materials.

The CGI seminar was very beneficial, because educators were given an
opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with local businessmen..
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4. Exarrples. of negative aspects of the seminars were:

It was. mentioned by some of those attending that the presentations were too
rapid-fire and there was not time enough for questions. Personally, I
enjoyed the rapid-fire approach because we accomplished much in a rather
short peiiod of tide.

Very few - one may be a few speakers could have directed themselves more to
the employment problems/answers of the present for our area.

None:

5. Information obtained from the tours was:
.9... .

31- excellent 21 good 3 fair 0 poor

Example Comments:

Tours were -excel 1 en t. ....o...

Very reliable information. Also good to get the chance to observe workers
and question them about job duties, satisfaction, etc. .

Very helpful for classroom use i all areas. 1

Examples of positive aspects-61'01e tours were:
,

Good v1 ariety; Realistic; Positive; Well organized; Inteiresting.

It was a chance to see different areas of the "real world" and share
ideas then with students, ,All businesses were very well prepared for
our vi si ts.

The tours were extremely informative and generally handled by knowledgeable
individuals. If information was not avilable, they were receptive to
telling us where to get it or whom to contact. Excellent contact persbns
for future use.

7. Examples of negative aspects oflhe tour -were:
s

Too often the tours discussed the fa lity or the products, mit career
possibilities. \

, , \
Only the fact that for my average or less than average .pplicants, it is
becoming harde? for them to find jobs. The demands for even entr e-

.
level...jobs are stricter and stricter.

NNone. %I
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8. Rate overall...tour experience:

27 excellent 24 good

112

3 fair 1 poor

Example Comments:

/-
As a counselor, I found the tours helpful because we were directly involved
with students, gq.ting into the world of work. All aspects of the businesses
Were very well camainicated to us, including outlook for job opportunities,
different jobs represented ih the business, salaries, working conditions,
and the type pe n the business wanted to hire.'

The tours 'Were ery informative and gave a-good picture of the cliuete in
education, busi ess, and industry.

Just great: Enjoyed them. Al and received valuable information from them.

9. Rate the organization of the Career Guidance Institute:

46 excellent 9 good 0 fair 0 poor

Well done. A lot of tithe and energy had to be put into making
institute successful.

Well'organized, Appreciated organization; All aspects of CGI ran well.

The CGI was organtled in such a way that it was interesting and informative.
The career notebooks have excellent outlines in them so that you knew what
and who was being presented.

10. Did you gain a better perspective of the business colpunity?

4

50 definitely did 5 probably did probatly did not

0 definitely did not

Example Comments:

The CGI provided a unique opportunity to hear the business perspective from
top business leaders.

/

As a counselor, I received a great understanding of the changihg population
and employment picture. Information received concerning work attitudes and
personality qualifications desired by prospective employers wiLl definitely
help when counseling students. Also, how important it is tb.stress
counselees that they should choose high school courses that will be useful
to them when they start working,

1
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10. Did you gain a better perspective of the business community? (Continued)

Yes, I did gain a better_perlpective of the business community. I

was particularly impressed with the information and assistance avail-
able from the number of asencies we never knew existed. Career

101,Gui4hnce Institute increases one's vision of the potential of Flint
and the opportunities it offers.

11. Would you recommend a colleague to attend a future Career Guidance
Institute?

55 yes 0 no

12. Examples of suggestiodfor improvement of the Career Guidance Institute.

Keep up the good work. Have more CBI's next year as they are very
valuable. I appreciate the time and efforts put into planning the program.

Our classroom teachers need to attend a Career Guidance Institute and hear
exactly what employers are saying about the weaknesses of high school grad-

, uates (such as reading, writing, and arithmetic).

Because so many of my applicants froethe high schools ve very minimal
, qualifications, I would hope that these would be possible job opportunities

for them. If we, could perhaps focus on this large group of people, _the CGI
would be extra valtiable to me.

,Examples of Generarehomments:

The CGI was a very positive experience in terms of growth and development.
It was informative. and made one aware of the direction that business and
industry is taking in Flint. Most speakers emphasized the opportunities
in the difficulOes 7-- not the riculties in the opportunities. The

pace was very good:

Thank you for the opportunity to particibate. It was well worth doing and
j have done a better job counseling studlents and plAnning services because

9f CGI.

I have already suggested to my colleagues that they participate in a fupAir
institute. Only by cooperation between education and the business commUnity,
can we really help our studepts.

JWD:ge

8/24/81
2.09
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Drake.. ,

Next witness. -,. . - .
I .

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. STEVENS, WEST.YORK AREA HIGH- '
SCH00).... YORK, PA.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee,
I thank you for the opportunity of sharing my concerns this Morn-
ing concerning the Vocational Guidance Act of 1981. ,

I am James Stevens, a secondary school counselor at West York
High School, and I am pleased to be able to represent the Pennsyl:
vania School Counselors Association and the American PersOnnel
Guidance Association.

I think vocational guidance, as it is defined, will help to insure
the right of the young people and the adults of this country the
democratic right of free and informed choice, and to be able to .,

make that concerning their vocational decisions. . ,. .

Changes in society aredefermining that this becomes more nec-
essary. Family patterns are 'changing; sex role stepotyping in jobs
ineing eliminated, and most of all, the educational level of jobs is '-

1 changing.
It is estimated that during the 1980's, 80 percent of the jobs will

not require a college education. And we need to help.prepare for
this work world.

. ,
The public is demanding more vocational guidance. The 13th

annual Gallup poll of the public's attitude toward education, con-
ducted last May, found that 56 percent of the respondents felt that
not enough attention was being paid to educating for jobs and
career preparation. t

On the uthei' hand, counselors are meeting the need of vocational
guidance for young people. In a study by Theodore Wagenaar, enti-
tled, "High School Seniors Views of Themselves and ,Their
Schools,: he, found that high schools were giving more attention to
the vocational needs .of their students, whereas 38 perceht of the
seniors in 1912 noted that high schools provided them employment
counseling.

By 1980, that figure had risen to 49 percent.
But just what are the programs that are providing this.kind of

,ocational guidance for young people. I would like to mention sev-
eral and use as illustrations individuals, because, although facts
and figures are important, we serve individual young people

One of the programs that we use is a work experience program,
where students are able to work during part of their school day,
and atteiad.classes during the other part. This helped Kate a great

deal,

Kate was identified as an educable mentally retarded young
lady. And she was helped to find employment in the fast food in-
dustry. She'worked there through graduation And for about a year
afteTward. She continued working with her school cou4selor, and
her parents also did. And she became very disenchanted with that
kind of work, and found that it was not very rewarding for her.

And so, with the help of the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation,
she was helpeCto find training, and is now working as a- health
assistant in a convalescent home.

,..,-,....
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We have a career -exploration program at West York' High
School. And this is a program where high school credit is given for
volunteer activity. This helped Bonnie.

Bonnie worked as an aide, secretary-receptionist aide, hi our
guidance office She then went on to college and found that this
was a confusing situation for hey. This was several years ago, and
she is now enttaled as an education major, because she wishes to
become a guidance counstlor, as result of her experience working
in the office.

There are many o her stories f this type. Some, come out of vo-
cational technical sch6bLTher e is a declining enrollment in the vo-
tech school programs, an)i mdch of this is because there is a de-
cline in-enroll!nent gene ally.

But also because young people are not prepared to make a Noce-
tional decision for a program that will begin in grade 10.

One of the ways we try to help the young people make that deci-
sion at West York, is through our occupational evaluation center.
This is a center whel'e we have a hands-on experience-type pro-
gram, Where they actually sit down at Carol's, and do different
jobs.

For instance, taking apart a small gasoline engine, and reassem-
bling it. Making a small metal tool box in the sheet metal section.
This helped Larry a great deal.

Larry was a low average ability student who was quite confused
and was doing very poorly inschool work. He had no vocational
goals As a result of using the occupational evaluation center,
Larry, chose to entee the vocational technical schuol in the welder
program, and he tells methat when he finishes his training, he
will seek employment at a local plant that makes tanks for the De-
partment of Defense.

One of fhe budget cuts that has hurt us in the vocational area in
York, the National Alliance of Business conducted the career guid-
ance 'institute, the program thlt Dr. Drake referred to, and unless
we find an alternative source of funding, wf won't have any way of
getting counselors, teachers, and administrators out into the busi-
ness and industry community, as we did once. If was the most suc-
cessful program.

The National Alliance of Business also produced a job-finder's
kit. And this is a work book session, young people use this to learn
about filling out applications and writing resumes, and preparing
for interviews.

This helped Jean Jean was a young lady with some skill in the
bookkeeping area that she had learned in high school. She used
this job-finder's kit just before seeking employment as a bookkeep-
er in a local sewing factory. She kept that job for 1 year after grad-
uation. And then the plant closed.

But she still had her skills. She still knew how to find a job, and
she went directly across the street to an automobile dealer, and is
working as a bookkeeper there.
,Students often come back to their school counselor, years after
graduation, as did Mike.

Mike had worked as an unskilled laborer for many years, and
found it most unrewarding. He used our career resource center,
and our occupational exploration center, 5 years after he had grad-

1
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uated from high school. And working yith his co\tinselor, they in-
vestigated vocational training, and he is currenty training as a
heavy equipment operator.

These are some of the things . we have done in the past, but I
think that the Vocational Guidance Act looks to the futuke in the
ways that we can apply the money that would be made available to
make more effective vocational guidance.

There are several types of opportdnities to do this. I will name
two that might be fqnded through this kind of money.

One would be a hands-on experience where counselors would go
into the vocational technical school for 2 or 3 weeks 'in the\
summer, put on their dungarees and actually receive hands-on ex-
perience in each of the vocational shopso so that they have abetter
understanding of exactly what is going on.

This gets away from the problem of having to provide supervi-
sion for these people in regular business and industry, and ye they

rget the hands-on experience. 1Another kind of program that would be helpful would be similar'
to the targeted, jobs tax credit funding of school counselois ass
_summer employees in business and industry. And this could b,e set
lip on a Summerêmployment, part-time, basis, so that they.,Would
actually be in plants.

So, gentlemen, I submit that vocational guidance is alive land
well arid nrds to be expanded if we are going to help yoOng
peophar i

Lthank you very much for your attention, and look foryardt to
responding to any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of James Stevens follows:]
1

1 0
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:PREPARED STATiMENT 0 JAMES H. STEVENS II, SCHOOL COUNSELOR, WEST YORE
REA HI6/1 SCHOOL, VORK, PA.

Mr. Chairman and Heathers of the Committee:

/,am Norman C. Gysbe s. I have been an elementary and secondary

schoo?tese,er, a counselor, and a Director of Guidance. Presently,

a; a Tounselor Educator and\Professor of Educational and Counseling

Psychology atpthe University of Missouri-Columbia. Professionally, I

hive been PretNdent of the Na ionalVocational Guidance Association and

the Amsican PersAnel and.G9.,ance Association and have conducted a

number,of national-and state prejects on`career.jigance, counseling,

and placemint: .

Currently, I am a Vice Pres dent of the American Vocational Asso-

ciation. The division I represen is the Guidance Division. The 2000A

members who make up the Division a e counselors and other guidance per-

` sonnel who work in.such settings schools, area vocational

schools, community colleges, and sta e departments of education.

I appreciate very much the opportunity to meet-with you today to

tell,you about my views on the,Grucial and central role career guidanCe

.and counseling programs (includinli placement, follow-up, and follow through)

have in an overall strategy to strengthen Vocational Education. To do this,

/ will foc:us first on the needs of individuals and on the needs of our

society for strong programs of Vocational Education, including career guid-

ance and counseling. Secondly, I will bribfly discuss what I propose 13'0-
NW

the Federal role in meeting these needs. Pinally, I will present a number

of recommendations for legislation, the implementation of which, I think,

car help us impac't directly on the needs I described and carry out the roles

.I suggested.

UMAT ARE SOME INDIVIDUAL AND NATIONA 4EiDS?

It is an understatement to say that our nation faces extremely chal-

lenting times during the decade of the 1980s. There are a substantial num-

ber of sigtMicant national needs to which we must respond in a fairly -short

time period if our tlation is to continue to grow and prosper. These needs

inclade productivity and economic revitalization, full employment, equality

of opportunity, and maintenance.of a strong defense capability.

Underlying these national needs are clear cut ancridentifiable individ-

ual needs. While there are manV such needs, I have chosen to focus on 4ho5e

1 " 1
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to obtain employment in the building trades and as mechanics. But attitudes

change slowly'and for young people, this creates confusion regarding career

decisions. Vocational guidance can help change attitudes and clarify

confusion.

Changes in the job market of the 80's will be rapid. It has been'

estimated that during this decade 80 percent of theebs will not require

a college diploma. Many unskilled jobs will be eliminated by advancing

technologrand the people thus displaced will have to retrain for new

occupations. Programs of vocational guidance can prepare our young

people toftlelable to function successfully In the changing job market

of the future. .

Vocational guidance programs net only provide help in a changing

society, they satisfy the increasing publiC de for this type oT

service. Several studies,h'ave uncol.:ered the pub c cry for more career

counseling.

An ESEA Title III project completed in 1975 entitled "Guidance and

Counseling in Pennsylvania. Status and Needs" (Cormany, 1975) asked

. several groups to list the strengths of and recommendations for improvement
A

of guidance services. (See attached.) The parent group listed "counselor

wmpetency" and ",areer information" as.strengths and recommended improvements

/

'of "career counseling." Ninth graders surveyed listed "career planning" as

a program strength while calling for more "information regarding ciireers."

Students in twelfth grade cited "career materials and Information" as a

strength and called for "more information job opportunities."

The 13th Annual Gallup...17311 of the Public's Attitudes toward Education

was conducted in Mhy, 1981. In &at slirvey, 56 percent of the respondents

, felt that "not enough attention was devoted to educating students for job

and career preparation (for non-college bound.)"
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In Ociober, 1981, the PennsylvaniN rtnent of Education conducted

a survey of 1563 people to de.termine the distribution priotity,of the

20 percent block grant funds available for ue in 29 listed programs.

(See attached.) Threlorograms related to vocational guidance rated htgh

in the ranking:

RANK PROGRAM

4 Career Education
$ Guidance, Counseling, Testing
7 Youth Employment

While the public is citing the need for more vocational guidande

progzans and services, evidence is increasing that eecondary schools

are mceting that need.

A 1978 time study conducted by the Pennsylvania Department of..

Education sought to deternine the frequency of counselor time spent with
.,

a variety of client concerns and people served. Forty-three school dis-

tricts participated. The study showed that: statewfde, the thiid most

frequent client 'foncern with which senior high school counselors dealt

was vocational-career. 'In my own school district, the West York Area

School aistrict, the study revealed that 54% of West York secondary

school counselor contacts with indivilzi students Were in the area of

, vocational and careei guidance.
1

ilie September, 1981 Phi Delta Kappan reported a study by Theodore

lt.1 Wagena entitTbid "High School Seniors Views of Themselves and Their

Schools." According to 6genaar, "High school personnel are ii more

attention to the vocational needs of their students. Whereas 38% of the

seniors in 1972 noted that the high schools provided them employment

counseling, by 1980 that figure had risen to 49%."

.)

It is evident that the programs and services of vocational guidance

are needed and wanted, but just what are,the programs that,provide young
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people with.the skills, information and experience to make a realistic
.e

career choice? Many programs currently in place are illustative of vo-

cational guidance activities in the schools. As I describe these acti-

vities for the members of the committee, I will use case histories of

young people benefitting from vocational guidance. For, I submit, although

facts and figures are important, the school counselor seeks to help in-

dividuals to change and control their lives and make satisfying decisions.

The case histories are true, but, in the interest of client confidentiality

in the counseling relationship, the names have been changed.

The old axiom, "exper ce is the best teacher" is the base of sev-

eral pre-vocational experience programs available to students. Under

various names such as Diversified Occupations and Work Experience Programs,

ti.k programs permit high school students to be employed during part of the

_school day. The students experience the work womtd first hand anddreceive

counseling and guidance for work adjustment from a trained vocational

,counselor.'

Kate benefitted from this program. A *student identified as Educable

Mentallyletarded, she was assisted in Obtaining employment at a fast food

business where she made sandwiches and cleaned tables. She contiiti to

work at the same job for a time after high school, but became disenchanted

and realized she did not want to work there forever. With the continuing

help of the school counselor, Kate received training as a health assist+

through the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation and is now happily employed

at a convelescent home.

The Career Exploratiom Program provides high school credit for

career experiences of a v6aunteer nature. Students work as office aids,

hospital volunteers, Junior Achievement and"Explorer Scouting participants.

These experiences permit the student to investigate a variety of Careers.

1 "
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Bonnie served. in our CounselingCenter as an office aide her senior

year. She helped with typing filing, getting career material for students

and acted as a receptionist. Bonnie entered college after high school

and worked at several part-time jobs including waitress and cheerleader

for a:professional football team. After trying several college majors,

Bonnie inforned us that she really wanted, as a result of her high school

experience, was to train as a school counselor and she is now completing

an education major.

"Shadowing" programs also provide first hand experience with the

work world. In cooperation with the York Area Chamber of Commerce,

counselors place students with individuals in business and industry to

"Shadtme or follow them for a day of work. For a beginning Mechanical

Drawing student, spending day with a draftsman can help define a rea-

listic career goal. -

Career Days (and sometines Nights) bring the world of work'into the

schools. Speakers discuss theiroccupationsand give demonstrations to

groups of interested students. Costs forscareer Days are increasing

although local funding is not.

Placenent of students in the prognms of The Area Vocational Technical

School is an important counselor function. Concern has been expressed

recently that enrollment in the school is declining. This is due partly

to the decline in the school age population. Another reason is the

students' lack of knoWledge of the world of work. We must increase

our efforts and the resources available to help young people\make a

decision for a vocational program that will begin in grade ten.

One way we do this at West York is through the use of our Occu-

pationll Exploration Center. The Center consists of stations where

students experience hands-on job tasks and their efforts are evaluated
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by a trained para-professional. Also in the room is the Career Resource-

Center stocked with tapes, filmstrips, and printedmaterial for students

to use in investigating career posSibilities. Recent budget cuts have

hurt the program. Originally two people evaluated students, but with

only one now, fewer students are served. Career materials which were

previously free now cost money to obtain.

One good source ofcareer information in Pennsylvania was Pennscript.

Information aboUt careers was placed on aperature cards and the data on

jobs availabilityy wage levels andtraining sites were localized to the

Job Service labor market areas. This infortation was periodically up-

dated. Unfortunately the project has been discontinued due to lack of

funds.

Use of these materials and facilities did help Larry three years ago.

A lad of low average ability, he idis doing poorly in his academic mljects.

We discussed vocational training and aftef using ihe Occupational Exploration

Center, he applied to the Vocational Technical.School in welding. When he

completes his training, he plans to seek work as a welder and he tellsMe he

will make.application for employment to a local:Plant that makes tanks and

other vehicleg for the Defense Department.

Another,victim of the budgpt axe that will affect vocational guidance

in our community is the National Alliance of Business. Three years ago,

NAB sponsored a Careel:°Guidance Institute for teachers, counselors arid School

administrators. For six weeks the groups spent WedneSdays triuring local busi-
. _

ness and industry interviewing employees and personnel people and developing

an understanding of local job market demands. On Saturdays, the group met

in seminar to share results of the tours and tojearn vocational guidance

theory and practice through visiting professors from American University.
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Unless an alternative source of funding is found, there will not be another

Career Guidande Institute because the local office has been closed for lack

of funds. ,

Our local NAB office also produced and Published a "Job Finder Kit",

which included job search information, aR employment application, a resume

sample and interview instructions in a workbook format. Young people ustd

the book before seeking employment reviewing the application with their

Counselor and role-playing a job interview.

-Joan appreciited that book. She used it just before going to a sewing

factory to seek employment as a bookkeeper after high'school which she ob-

tained on a part-tihe basis until graduation. The job only lasted one year

as the company went out of business, but Joan had the skills. She went across

the street from the sewing factory and obtained a joblas a bookkeeper at an

automobile dealership.

Until budget cuts stopped the service, JO) Service provided to,schools

a listing of jobs available in the labor market area on microfichekcalled

Job-Bank. This was a valuable educational tool as it listed the requirements

and wages for actual job openings. ,

Mike used the Job Bank and the Career Resourse Center when tie'returned

to see his school counselor Ave years after graduation. He has worked as

an unskilled laborer and wanted more out of life, but lacked the skills.

Using the materials available and discussing his interests and values with

the counselor, Mike decided to enroll at a local community college in a pro-
.

gram to train as a heavy equipment bperator.

Another way in which vocational counselors assist with youth employment

. *as through frequent contact with employers. Counselors discuss vocational

programs with employers and invite contact when openings occur facilitating



the placembnt of youth in entry ievel jobs. Many employers retain yoUng'

people in jobs on a permanent 6asis after they are placed in part..time

cooperative eaucation programs which are a part of vocational programs.

Vocational guidance counselors are providing these programs and

services to young people as resources Of time and money permit. The future

will demand not only more of the same, but an emphasis on adopting:to change

and involving new technology. Computers can provide up-to-date career

infOrmation and career decision making skills. Counselors will need to coordi-

nate and collaborate program, of vocational guidance 0ith the onimi to

better serve young people. Success in the future job market will quire

students to have the knoWledge, attitudes and skills before seeking employment.

In 4umalcy, I submit that counselors have the skill and knowledge to

help young people prepare for the world of work. A changing society requires '

inore vocational,guidance in the future. An aware public call* for more voca-

taqnal guidance. The record snows that vocational guidance makes a difference

in helping youpg people experience the democratic right 6f free and informed

choice. Give us the resources to expand vocatidnal guidance through the

Vocati nal ducation Act and we can htelp more people more'effectively.

The resources of the American Pe onnel and Guidance Associ'ation are

at your disposal as you c'Onsider this important legi'slative initiative.

I thank you for your attention and look forward to responding to

your questions.

t
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Table 54 . FP,10B.604D21,

GUIDANCE SERVICESSTRENGTHS64(1-1:D RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF

NUMBER OF
STRENGTHS RESPONSES

I. Counselor Competency 36
7. Counselor Accessability 23

3. Coun'seling the College-Bound 22

4. Career information 22

5. Meets individuil Student Needs 21

6. Course Selection 15

7. Parent Communications 4..,...' .

13

8. Teacher Involvement , 8

9. Explaining Decision -Makinp Skills 7

10. Elementary Guidance Program 4

11. Pupil Assessment 3

12. Physical Facilities 1

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Parent COmmunication 86

2. Larger ,Staff 34

3. Career Counseling 25

4. More Individual Counseling 20

5f Counselor tompeten y 18

6.. More Attention t Non-College Bound
fu:7., More Elementary dance.

17

10

8. Better Public Wet ons -10 .

9. Aid in Course Selection 9
10. involve Teachers More in Counseling 7

11. Help Students Obtain financial Aid 5

12. Additional Clerical Help 4'

13. Do FollowU0 Studies on Students 3

14. Less Administrative Duties for Counselors 3

15. More Group Counseling 2

16. Better Orientation 1

possible according to their similarrttes. It should be noted that

there was a great deal of similarity between the two lists. For

example counselor competency was characterized by 36 parents as a

major strength of their district's guidance program and by 18 as an

area In need of improvement. Likewise, 21 parents praised the

guidance program for the individual programming it 2rovided for

coitrA41441 (C1

13.1.
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Table 59

STRENGTHS OF AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF GUIDANCE SERVICES

NUMBER OF

STRENGTHS RESPONSES

1. Career Planning 71

2. Course Selection 50

3. Counselor's Willingness to Help 49

<4"2

4. Counseior Accessability/Avallability 31

7. Guidance Information Avaitable
8. Teachers Are Understanding

6. Individual Counseling 11
5. Counselor Competency 15

7
3

9. Encourages Decision-Malang , ) 2

10, Good Communications with Students 1

11. Orientation to Available Guidance Services 1

12. Service to Non-Academic Students 1

13, Group Guidance 1

I

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. More Group Guidance 29

2. Orientation to Available Guidance Servites 23

3. Information Regarding Careers 19

4. More Counseiors 18

5. Counselor Accessability/Avallability 17

6. More Individual Counseling 15

7. Up-Dated Materials 8

8. Counselor Competency 7 ;

9. Help with Teacher-Studetnt Problems 6

leCareer Planning 6

II. Course Selection 6

12. Counselor Should Be More InVolved 5

13. Need Counbelors of Both Sexes 5

14. More information on School Program 4

15. Better Pupil Assessment 4

16. Hire Younger Counselors 4

17. Regularly Scheduled interviews 3

18. Bptter Test Interpretation 2

19. Less Administrative and Cierical Duties 2

,

Table 59 lists the ninth graders'responses to two open-ended

items that asked what the strengths of their school's guidance

-

program were and what recommendations they would make for its

improvement.

4
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college bound and do nothing for the job oriented.

tiODE a
Table 62

STRENGTHS OF AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF GUIDANCE SERVICES

I.

STRENGTHS
NUMBER OF
RESPONSES

Career Materials and information 51
2. Higher Education Materials and information 49
3. Counselor Willingness to Help 39
4. Counselor Competency 32
5. Counselor Accessibility 24
6. Post-High School Planning 13

7. Individual Counseling 9
8. Course Selection Aid 6
9. Pupil Assessment 3

RECOMMENDFIONS

I. Additional Counselors . 29
2. More Services for Non-College Bound 20
3. More Information on Job Opportunities 19

4. Orienta/lon to Ayallable Guidance Services 18

5. Aid in Course Selections 14

6. Counselor Acceisability 13

7. Post-High School Planning 13
8. Up-Dated Guidance Materials 12

9.-More individual Counseling 12

10. Equal Time for All StOdents 11

II. More Materials on Post-High School Planning 10
12. Give Stddents More Voice in Course Selection 9
13. Get Invdived More 6
14. More Financial Aid Assistance 4

15. Help in Scheduling Necessary Courses 4

16. Counselor Competeney
17. ass Administrative and Clerical Duties

Discussion

The meat of the entire study has been presented In the tables

of this chapter. We find ample agreement among the six'subgroups

as to the strengths and weaknesses of the guidance programs across

the state'. We also find there exist great 'difference between'guidanci

C..ORKAHVI 0175-
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Mr.sit'lLnEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Stevens:
The next witness, Jar. Stump.

-,1

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. STUMP, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT,
ARLINGTON, VA.

'Mr. STInviP. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank
you very much for inviting me to appear before you this morning
to testify on the Vocational Education Act, and the Vocational
Guidance Act, H.R,,4974.

I am Robert W. Stump. The last decade of my press1onal life, I
have been concerned with finding better ways r individuals to

. link their training to their careers, and to doyhatever is necessary
to find work and careers that are more b eficial to themselves
and society.

For 7 of those years, I served as a senior ass ate in the Nation-
al Institute of Education, in the education and w rk group, where I
was responsible for several million dollars of resea7h and develop-
ment projects.

I. I concentrated on issues of career change, occupation mobility,
and transferable skills. Since leaving the institut , I have worked
as an independent writer and consultant to pub1iâ and private or-
ganizations to improve their individual development programs.

Last summer, I prepared a paper for the vocational education
study at the institute, entitled, "Vocational Guidance. Policy Op-
tions Within the Context of the Vocational Education Act, and
Other Federal Lekislation.,"

I understand that Dr. David has m5icle a full text*bf this report
available to you. In my remarks this morning, I would like to high-
light lome of the issues from that report. I reviewed several laws
passed by the last five-congresses. And my intention was to look
for your intention. I realize that is not always clear from the I 41
productwhat the motivations were, or what all the considerati s
were that went into i piece of legislation, but I would like to share
with you what I think you intended to do. And what I think you
meant, in terms of vocational guidance.

You think it is a good thing. If you didn't, I can't imagine why
there would be vocational guidance provisions in 10 seParate laws.
You believe that it is an ancillary service, something that ought to
be thete as part of other services to help pedple get better jobs, and
become moe productive and employed members of our society.

But in these laws, vocational guidance is not on center stage. It
is in the wings You are not sure what vocational guidance is, other
than a goodlirhing, but it is a service that should be given to a wide
range of groupsCETA, eligible youth; vocational education stu-
dents, older Americans, students who are not traditionally naem-
beis of a higher education institution.

You also, believe that there is an important Federal role in voca-
tional guidance and counseling. Frankly, as a professional, I am
glad ttiat you believe these things.. .

The evidence cited by members of this panel is rather over-
whelming to convince one that there is substantial reason to be-
lieve that vocational guidance programs, in conjunction with skills
training is a lot better than simply skills training alotie,

i ' I ,

it
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The fact thatthe laws you have passed have encohraged guid-
ance in training activities to be conducted together has probably
made a difference in the lives of many individuals, some of which
Mr. Stevens has just talked about.

These are positive aspects of the laws that you have passed. I be-
lieve there are some things you should consider for the future.
Think about the scope of activities that now comes under the head-
ing of vocational guidance.

The document prepared by the National Vocational Guidance As-
sociation, the Guidance Divisions of AVA, two of whose authors are
on this panel, and many whose ideas are incorporated in H.R. 4974,
speak to the evolution of the role of vocational guidance over the
last several decades.

The guidance counselor has been called upon to do more and
more as our understanding of the radge of essential service has ex-
panded. There is some merit to believing that many of our youth
and adults need to learn how to find a job just as much as they
need how to learn to do a job.

And this task has fallen to the vocational guidance counselor.
Think of the other things that many guidance counselors are called
upon to dd in the local school district.

Testing; discipline; tracing truapts; scheduling classes. And the
time that this takes away from the primary focus.of their guidance
activities, and the primary activities that would help people find
better jobs.

Think about how provisions of-the legislation you are considering
couldinsure that their professional time is spent in more directly
related activities, to improving the linkage between the education
and the training and career positions.

Think about what happens at the State and local level, when you
require guidance professionals to coordinate their activiiies with
others in the-same field. For example, the provisions of the Higher
Educatidn Amendments of 1980, Public Law 96-374and I die this
only as an exam0e, from one piece of legislation.

Under title I(b) of that act, education outreach programs, the law
instructs that education and occupation information and counsel-
ing programs be comidinated with those authorized by no less than
eight other Federal laws, including CETA, Vocational Education
Act, and the Older Americans Act.

These Federal laws are administered by .different agencies or dif-
ferent bureaus within Cabinet departments. This administrative
separation is mirrored at the State and locallevels. And the practi-
tioners at the local level respond to different regulations, different
funding priorities, definitions, goals, laws, and regulations govern-
ing each program. Andit is no easier at the State and local level to
get people to work together than it is at the Federal.

Any number of studies have suggested that legislatively mandat-
ed efforts to plan programs are treated as pro forma activities, and
selddm result in effective changes in service delivery. The same
laws that require coordinated planning do not reward it.

And the individual practitioqr who goes out of his or-her way to
coordinate and use services, materials, space and resources with
people from programs funded by other pieces of legislation is

i"*-1 ft_
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seldom rewarded in meaningful ways, in terms of additional re-
sources for their work or for their clients.

Significant question has been raised in the NIE's vOcational edu-
cation study, and in another context, about Congress ability to get
the State and local education authorities to move in certain direc
tions which the Congress believes are in the national interest.

I would like to close by referring to one segment of the vocation-
al guidance effort that is very much more directly controlled by the
Congress of the United States.

In the Vocational Education Act revisions in 1976, you created
the National Occupation and Information Coordinating Council,
and State Coordinating Councils, known to their friends as NOAC's
and SOAC's. To understand the importance of the NOAC's and
SOAC's, consider the crucial role of occupational information in
the guidance process.

On one side of the process, you have high school students and
adults trying to examine their own skills, abilities, talents, and in-
terests, their own values, to determine what kind of work they are
good at, and what they would like to do.

Ttiey are assisted by their families, their friends, their employ-
ers, their teachers, and professional guidance personnel.

The focus is on the individual. To the extent that there are pro-
fessional aides, they have generally been developed by guidance
professionals trained in the fields of counseling or psychology.

On the other side of the process, you have, employers, labor
market experts, Itatislicians, who are describing jobs and opportu
nities currently avainle in the labor market. Almost all their ef-
forts to gather information systematically, about the laboy. market
are, in fact, subsidized or heavily subsidized, or directly supported
by the Federal Government.

The process of making decisions about career choices, the ind6id-
ual has to match information about him or herself witfi the availa-
ble information about Opportunities. Prankly, there is a very large
language barrier in this process.'

The activities that you set up through the NOAC and SOAC net-
work have begun to bridge this language gap. And once the gaps
are bridged, to set up and test effective methods of delivering guid-
ance and counseling information and occupational information.
The task is a slow and painstaking one, but it is crucial to the im-
provement of occupational information. .

And there is no other arena than the SOAC and, NOAC network
where this work is taking place today. And because of the substan-

, tial benefits of having this done in a coordinated way, and coordi-
nated at the Federal level, I think that you should continue to give
a primary role to the NOAC and SOAC network in this activity.

Thank you very' much.
[The prepared statement of Robert Stuinpifollowsl i
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE:
POLICY OPTIONS WITHIN THE CONTEXT
OF TEE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT
AND OTHER FEDERAL LEGISLATION

4.

Robert W. Stump

August 1981
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This draft is prepared for th Nncational Education Study, National Institute ".4k

or Education,underContract No\ NIE-P-81-0136, Its contents are the 4
respcnisibilizty of the author an'd do not necessarily reflect the views of

that Agency. The author is a free-lance,Gater and facilitator focusing on
Career and Organizational Developmant, and iornerly Senior Associate in NIE
respconsible for Research and Development projects on education and work,
career change and transferable skills.
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SUMARY

The focus of this paper is the.legislative and regulatory context for

Federal support of Vocational Cadence, specifically ehrough the Vocational

Education Act, and implications for change ia,this context to improve

administrative efficiency and effectiveness.

The author chose a question and answer format for this material in the

expectation that readers would come to the subject with different levels of

fmmiliarity and could target their attentfon on topics of interest in an

order thaemade most individual sense. What often is lost in this style is

a sense of the cumulative impact of the information contained in these

responses. Hence, this summary of the basic points made in the paper.

o Vocational Guidance and Counseling is supported by the U. S.
Congress through a variety of laws, especially those having to
do with transitions from education Or training to the vorId of

work. A major difference in the laws is not the concept of the
vocational guidance and counseling.process, but of the various
groups of individuals whom Congress believes require these

services.

o The legislation does not define Vocational Guidance and Counselidi,

but consistently provides funds for: .

assessment of individual abilities, interests, and

capabilities;

the provision of information about jobs, occupations, and

opportunities in the world of vork;

services of a counselor working Crith individuals and group's

to assist them in making career decisions; and

developcent of knowledge, abilities, and talents to make

and carry out career choices.

A growing body of empirical evidence sugggts that vocational

guidance and counseling, particularly in combination with other

training and educational experiences, is effective in achieving

Congressionally sough4oputcomes such as longer and more stable

employment, reduced periods of unemployment, greater flexibility

in changing jobs, and a reduction in incidence of schopl

absenteeism, criminal recidivism, dropping out, and other

behaviors.

a
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Hest legislation portrays vocational guidance and counseling as an
ancillary or support service to other activities and does not see
it as part of the core program of services. Funds are secured
through mandated setaside expenditures which are seldom refleCted
in accountability reports. Consequently, it is nearly impossible

to ascertain how much is actually being spent'on these services or
the variety of programs being supported.

One draft proposal from the Vocational Guidance Community for
re-authorizition of VEA would make guidance and counseling an
integral part of the core progress by (1) funding it out of the
basic Federal program grant, and (2) assuring the inclution of
guidance programs and personnel in all aspects- of che Act's
program, including representation on advisory and planning boards.

The Federal Government plays a unique role.in the collection,
delivery, and utilization of occupational information through the
activities of the Employment Service, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the Bureau of the Census, and the National and State
Occupational Information Coordinating Committees.

Oespite criticisms and suggestions for improvement, these
Yederally supported efforts, e.g., the-Olcrzonary of
Oeaupacsonal Titles, and the Occupational Outlook Handbook,

4temain the primary source of information about Occupations

and future needs.

The NOICC/SOICC network hai grown steadily since Congressional
estiblishment in 1976 and continues to offer technical
assistance in the development of occupational information
for planning and counseling need's.

The picture that emerges from this review is one of a field moving into

a central role in assisting individuals to make transition from school to

work when beginning their work lives, and to make career-related changes

throughqut /14 This may be seen as a major change in the perception of

the guidance function not yet reflected in major changes in the law. One

also gets the impression that experts in the field are continuing to work

toward the improvement Of the materials and procedures (vocational

a mant and occupational information, for example) that they use to

counsel individuals.

On* criterion for Change in'policy would be the impact of
guidance and counseling services on individuals. While the

empirical data suggest that programs with a guidance and
counseling componeft are more successful than ones without it,
the impact of variations to fit individual groups' needs or
adaptations in program delivery are not well enough understood

to suggest major policy changes.

The impact of multiple funding opportunities,and legislative

sandates is unclear. /t has made coordination 0/Federal efforts

difficult and an ment_pf cumulative impact impossible. At

the local livel, the practical incentives for coordination and

collaboration are not atrong. As a result, the guidance

professional's fforts sb in many directions, oftenlening the
programs as separate as their legislative sources.

"
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Consideration of guidance and counseling issues will probably
be overshadowed by Congressional concern for consolidation of
education programs into block grants. Without a clearer
understanding of the impact of these possible changes, it is
difficult to chart a certain course for guidance and counseling
programs. -

What'Is Vocational Guidance?

While uacertainty and variety in the use of terms. and definitions seem

'to exist in the counseling field itself (Shertzer, l980),,a consistent

sense emerges from the Federal legislation dealing with vocational guidance.

The basic understanding suggests that vocational guidance assists individuals

in the transition fiom edueUtion/training to work, from unempllyment to

employment, or from one career to another. Guidance programs and events

are designed to help individuals of alI ages make decisions about educ;tion

or training programa ana sele'Ct the best-for-them immediate job or

longer-term occupational areas.

Thus, with varying emphases, vocational guidance would involve some

form,of three basic activities:

Appraisal: Collecting, analyzing, and using a variety of subjective

personal, psychological, and social data about individuals for the
purpose of better understanding them and helping diem better understand
themselves.

Information: Providing individuals vith greater amount and better
quality knowledge of educational, vocational,.and personal-social

e
opportunities so that they make better informed choir and decisions.

Counseling: Facilitating the individual's self-development, self-
understanding, and decision-making through one-on-one or group sessions
with acounselor.

Skill Development: Directing the students .eplucational experiences to
develop their knowledge, abilities, and talents for self-discovery,
decision making, job search, and the other tasks which_enable the
individual to make and carry out their careerchoices.

In pract. ese activities often take place in the course of the

training or education,program, For example, students may be required to ilk

have their courses approved by a counselor before.registration is complete.

Or every studencmay have an opportunity to take' in interest profile and

spend time h a counselor discussing the results, and searching out

additional information. Finally, vocational counseling may be offered as a
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set of program activities under the banner of "Job Search Education,"

"Employability Skills Training," "Job Survival Skills," "Displaced Hame7
..,

maker!' or some other title. In this case, vocational guidance is more

.extensive with particular emphasis on how to act on the job and/or

practicing techniques of finding and keeping a job.

Appraisal.of interests, abilities, aptitudes, and other student information

is generally,aided by one of many publicly available instruments, such as the

Kuder Preference Test, Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, Cekral Aptitude

Test Battery, Singer lab, etc. Ideally, and often in practice, the incfividual

is abl o review the results of these appraisals with a counselor and to

interpret them in terms of the kinds of jobs or career fiO.ds he/she may be

interested in. For some, there are built-in procedures to go directly'to

information about career fields of interest. This information would intludc

descriptiotr of the kinds of jobs available'in the field; what types of

working conditions exist; what education, training, and/or experience,is

requ'ired; tee recent salary ranges available to the workers in this field.

and, in some cases, an estimate of how-much demmnd there will be in the

immediate and longer-term future for workers in this job.

Over 30 states have developed or purchased the capability to deliver

career information through use of computer technology. While systems vary

in their capabilities, the kinds of assistance ihey give, and the grographical

coverage of the state, it is possible for an individual to use computer

technology to identify a match between his/hey interests; abilities, .

experience, etc., and one ormore ielated career fields. This technology

il.is not magic. 'It simply allows the individual access to more information

in less time than browsing in libraries or relying on an individual

counselor's knowledge and skill. Their value, too, is heavily dependent on

the quantity and quality of information available within the system.
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The link between appraisal and information is a critical one in the

counseling process. To be succusful, a similar language has to be used

to describe individual human attribtiteS, skills, and interests and the

requirements of the work opportunities in the labor market. The accuracy

of these parallel descriptions should tie of some concein to thost

interested,in vocational guidance and counseling, d will be discussed

later. It is of interest to the legislator, however, that almost all the. ,

_currently availatle material relies on information supplied by the Federal

),overnment or gathered through efforts heavily or totally subsidized by the

F deral Goverment.

Armed with the results of the appraisal and the link to career and

job areas, the individual student can then co ult the available materials

to fi out more about them. Many school or e unity libraries ha,ti-)

ez t ens i collections of informatiott ab e the labor market--boOlts,

pamphlets, fliers, brochures, vacanc notices, job positions, etc. Some

local ctkamounities have gathered the na es-, resses, and phone numbers

of individuals currently employed it various fields who haa.y.p. volunteered to

tAlk with students interested in additional information/insights into "what

it is like to be......"

Throughout this process, the guidance counselor will work pith the

student in a number of ways. Counselors explathe interest appraisal.... j

process and assist the student when necestary to complete the forms. Ly
help students interpret the results and probe for additional information that

will be useful to the students. Counselors then assist students to find or

dirett thp students to the information available in the school or community.
r

library or to individuals who can be useful resources, In areas where

12
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) ..
comPuterized systems are available, the counselor often instructs and

usists.the student in the use of the system.

In fairness, a large amount of the guidance counseloi's time is not

.spent assisting students wittgaresrand occupational decisions. In a

recent national survey of career information systems and practices in

secondary,schools, about two-thirds of the schools said that less than
. .

30 percent of their counselors' professional tine was spent assisting

students with occupational choices and career planning (excluding college

admissi and election).. (Educational Testing Service, p. 80.)

It is also áLr to note that ,a complete program to assist an

individuays Toove ent into or out of a career area would include many other

activities such as cooperative education, worklaxploration, job placement,

tc., and would call for die services of many other professionals in

addition to the Vocational counselor.

To bring this answer full circle, the National Vocational Guidance

Association emphasizes the use of the term "guidance" ko descrihe the*sets

of activities involved in the learning process described here. The term
, .

"connseling" is omitted ,.c.ron the title to emphasize that 'the services are

possibly broadei than what the school counselor traditionally haS provided

and that the counselor, while often taking a lead role in serving stud ts,

I is only ome of a team of professionals itno could be involied in this

seririce. (Pinson, et al, n.d.)

.......'
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Does Vocational Gugance Hake a Difference?

Apparently yes.

The tentativeness of this reply has many sources. Primarilyi, the

problem of assessing the impact of social service programs which have

confronted public.officials, particularly in the last 15 years of increased

social program legislation. These problk include finding proper and fair

comparison/control groups, taking account of pre-existing conditions,

identification of the precise services offered, the inconsisency of service

from program to program. and the inadequacy of many social science

masprement techniques.

All these problems are present in studies of the impact of vocational

guidance and counseling: They are compounded by the ancillary role of

counseling in the array of services offered to clients. It)is usually

impossible to separate out the "vocatiodal counseling" from other services

such as job draining, basic skill or remedial instruction, job placement,

work experience or exploration, etc.

-.M a consequence, the set of conclusions and recommendations from the

STE-sponsored review of guidance and coundeling (Herr and Pinson, 1980)

4.t
places heavy emphasis on supporting a variety of efforts to deterine the

Aimpact of various counseling practices, both as stand-alone services and in

onjunction with other activities. '
Despite these limitations, Herr, after reviewing several dozen available

,reports, concluded, "While this' body of evidence is not unequivocal, it is,
4.

34 the aggregate, quite posiwkive." (Herr, 1980.) .

1
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Because of the difficulties of separating the guidance and counseling

.serviéts from those with whicti they are associated, many of the studies

are comparisons of the education or training programs with counseling

components to those without, or of guidance and counseling offered as an

isolated service. The evidence is reviewed in the Beerwarticle and in the

NGVA/AVA Statement (Pinson, et al, 1981). Seveial statements in the latter

t

summarize the picture that emerges from the smidies reviewed;

"Documentation that guidance and counseling progrAs accompanying
vocational skill_erograms render a longer labor market advantage
to the graduate persists in the literature. Beneficiaries of this
collaboration are more likely to hold onto their jobs, get work
more quickly, transfer job skills and objectives to a larger
variety of career fields, and remain more attractive to their
employers. It has teen further demonstrated that counseled
graduates of skill training programs are more flexible,
optimistic, and opdn to learning on,the work site." (p. 10)

"In brief, when guidance and counseling prograns augment the
delivery of services for potential or actual dropouts, delin-
quents, or others alienated from establishment methods or
institutions:, recidivism rates are lowered, school attendance
increases, educational/career goals are more firmly articulated
and pursued, and placement rates increase. Further, when these
programs use specific approaches, such as peer counseling by
indigenous"role models, early and continued employer and parent
involvemmnt, employability development through career-oriented
tastruction, they demonurate consistently high'levels of
success." (p. 8)

to.932 Ic-82!--10
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How Is Vocational Guidance Supported by the Vocational Education Act?

The Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended (most recent

eXtensive changes were in 19762P.I.. 94-462) permits expenditure of Federal

funds in States and Local Education Agencies primarily under two parts of

the law. The first, the Basic Grant, Subpart 2, supports programs in

vocational training in a number,of forms, but does not specifically

authorize vocational guidance and counseling activities. These are desig-

nated as one of the activities in the second part of the State Grant', Program

Improvement and Supportive Services, Subpart 3. Not less than 20 percent

of the Subpart 3 allocation is to be spent "for vocationaidevelopment

guidance and counseling programa and services which,..., shall include,

(1) initiation, implementation, and improvement of high qualitS,
vocational guidance and counseling programs and activities;

(2) vocational coUnseling for children, youth, and.Idults.
leading to greater understanding of educational and vocational
options; /

(3) provision of educational and job placement services, including
programa to prepare' individuals for'professional occupations
or occupations requiiring a baccalaureate or higher degree.
including follouvp services;

(4) vocational guidance and counseling training designed to
acquaint guidance counselors with (A) the changing work
patterns of women, '(5) ways of effectively overcoming
occupational sex steriotyping, and (C) ways of assisting
girls and wamen in selecting careers solely on their
occupational needs.and interests, and to develop improved,
career counseling materials which are free (sic]:

-(5) vocational and educational counseling for youth offenders
and adults in correctional institutions;

(6) vocational guidance and counseling for persons of limited
English-spaaking ability:

4

1 ,4
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establishment of vocational resource centers to meet the
special needs of out of school isdividuals, including
individuals seeking second caredis, individuals entering
the job market late in life, haddicapped individuals,
individuals from economically depressed-coMmunities and
areas, and early retirees; and

(8) leadership for vocational guidance and exploration programs
at the local level.

Vocational Education Act of 1963,
Section 134, as amended by
P.L. 94-482.

Of the monies appropriated to these two subparts for vocational

education, 80 percent is distributed through the Basic Grant, Subpart 2,

and 20 percent through Program Improvement and Supportive Services,

Subpart 3. Thus, 20 percent of the 20 percent is mandated for the above-

described vocational guidance and counseling activities.

In fiscal year 1981, the Subparts 2 and 3 Vocational Education

Appropriation totaled 5611.404 million. (The Program Improvement portion

(Subpart 3) war $0.323 million:making the 20 percent setaside for voca-

tional guidance and counseling $18.664 million. The President's proposal

for FY 82 is $723.393 million, $99.623 million and $19.925 million,

respectively. (Education Daily, )larch 12, 1981, and June 10, 1981.)

In practice, it appe'a.L that states spend more than the mandated amount

''for guidance and counseling. For FY 1979, the states rei,orted to the

Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) Federal expenditures of about

$38 million for guidance,and counseling under the Program Improvement

subpart. Tfiis amounted to 35.4 percent of the total. Since this is the

first year of VEDS reporting and comparable figures for other years are

not available, it is uncertain whether this is g consistent pattern or

one-time occurrence. Were it to continue, the expenditures of Federal funds

for FY 81 would be just over $33 million and ry 82 about $35.267 million.

egg

4
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L
In addition to'che expenditure f Federal funds, Statesireported to

NflEDS that $168.4 million in non-Fede money wits spent on guidance and

counseling, about 70 percent of the total non-Federal expenditure% for
4

.protram improvement. (VES, Interim Report, 1980, p. VI-36.)

It is not at all clear that anyone has an acck4ate picture of what

actiyities--of the eight general areas mentioned in the lav--are supported

by Federal funds. There is no current requirement for the States to report

this information in a vay that is mniform and consistent enough acrSss

states so that a'cocnjosite picture of what is happening in all fifty state's

could be drawn.

An attempt was made b'y the National Vocational Guidance Association

and the American Personnel and Guidance Association to examine eight of the

annual State.Plans and accountability reports for FY 79 to find an answer

t
to this, question. The effort was a frustrating one to the researcher,

Rarely are substance and the spirit of the law engaged
in final reports, nor are impact data present to any
degree. Focused as they are on compliance-statements,
related to each section of the law, state accountability
rePorts offer minimum information about what actually
happens to students enrolled in vocational programs as
it relates, to guidanca services. (Gushee, p. 1,.)

Despite this limitation, the author was able to determine if guidance

and counseling Vis at least mentioned as an activitY to be conducted under

th Program Improvement grants and the category of activities described.

I sumairy, of the eight states

Seven supported Vocational Counseling for Students and Adults
(Category 2 in the law cited above), '

!ix\ supported leadership at local levels (&tegory 8),

fivel supported in-service training for counselOrs (Category 4),

four supported the initlion of prograris (Category 1) and
placement services ategory 3),

three supported vocational resource centers (Category 7), and

two supported counseling for offenders (Category 5) and persons
of limited Englielr-speaking ability (Category 6).

This information should not be interpreted for anythinemoreethan it

is, ita., a statement of uses to which eight states put a portion of their

is/
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/Federal vocational eduEation funds. Given the discretion which State

directors exercise over t e expenditure of funds, and the abundance of non-

Federal money spent on gulda'ret.4 counseling, it is clear that a given

state couldshave the entire renge of programs indicated in the legislation,

but the StatelPlan and accountability reports delivered to Uashington would

likely not describe the comprehensive program in that state.

This auehor has noE been able to find an$ source that came closer,to

providing ttlls description.

Do Other Federal Programs Support Vocational Gupance?

Yes. Although the exact numSer and scope of activities covered is

no clear.

A November 1979 analysis by the-National Center for Research in

Voc tibnal Education looked at the provisions of ten separate pieops of

legi lation, each of which had reference to support of guidance and

1

c'ounseling (Erpen-ach, 1979). This analysis Included:

PubA Law No. Title

95-270 Career Education Incentive Act
.-

95-52j4 Comprehensive Employment and Training lict

Education Amendments of 1976 (includes
revisions'of VEA)

95-56 Education Amendments of 1973

94-142 Education of All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975

95-;23 Full Employment and Balance-of-,trowth W.
of 1978

93-415 Juvenile Justice andjelinquencvA'revention
Act of 1974

93-641 National Health.PlAning and Resources
Development Act'of 1974

95-478 Older Americins Act Amendments of 1978

95-602 Rehabilitation, -Comprehensive Services, and
Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1973

References to guidance ana counseling in these laus vary in their specificity

and scope of understanding of what:guidance is. -F'''or example, the Rehabili-

tation, Comprehensive Services, and Developmental Disabilities Amendments

of 1978 (P.L. 95-602) _provides for a wide range'of servicts to the handicapped

and empnasizes the developmental needs of the individual first. The

rehabilitation counselor is responsible for the client as he/she moves through

1.13
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the rehabilitation process. In this case, counseling is central to the

services authorizd by law, but vocational counsellor, would be only part

of thelei serVicei.

On the ofhee hand, the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of

1978 calls for the Secretary of Labor to provide for "an initial

determination of the job seeker'S ability to be employed at certain types

and duration of work, so that such individuals may be, appropriately referred

to Jobs, coUnseling, and other supportIve services" (Section 206(d)j.

provision could be interpreted to call for a complex counseling, guidance,

and appraisal proce.ss, including all of the central elements of vocational

guidance described earlierappraisal, information, counseling, and skill

development

Revieupg the provisions of these several laws. the reader gets the

impression that counseling is a desirable or necessary adjunct to the

services envisioned byk the lawcsakers. In only a few cases_ vas a title or

provision specifically set up for counseling services (e.g. , Title 1V=D of

the Education Amendments of 1978). Xore often than not, counseling is an

adjunct to the central set of services.

A second impassion is that theryially is no difference in the kinds,

pf guidance called for which c'annot be accounted for by the law's purposes

or the character of the target group. While this may appeir a truism end a

rational tJay for Congress .to act (which the present author tends to

believe), it does allow us to understand that the rationale for the variety

of laws does not have to do with Congress' attitudes about the guidance--

even vocational guidancerather it.has to do with its desire to serve all

those groups which ought to be served, and a belief that counseling.

vocational and other, is an appropriate component of these services.

l 5o
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What Has Been Congress' Position Concerning Guidance and Counseling
in Education?

I
Changing. Over the last two decades, the character of Federal

legislation has changed dramatically. In 1948, the National Defense

Education Act offered a direct categorical and heavily funded aid for

school counselors, vocational and otheri, 'Ten numbers more than tripled

from 13,000 in 1958 to 4 3,500 in 1967. (Jennings, 198(1.) Today. educat,ional

guidance and counseling is the specific subject cq Tite Iir-D of the

Education Amendments of 1978, with no funds appropriated for programs.

However, as, noted earlier, guidance intl. counseling services are recognized,

recommended, and/or required under the banner of a variety of other rederal

programs in schools and other social service settings.

'According to one participant, the chenges in legislation affecting

school counseling are not reflections of Congress' attitude or belief about

what is best id this area. Rather, they represent responses to other

pressures, e.g., a growing trend toward a reduction in categorical programs

begun in thelDate 1960's anYPresident Nixon's drive in the earls 1970s for

program consolidation under the banner of New Federalism. (Jennings, 1980.)

Counseling programs were a cpnvenient candidate for change betake* of clie

perception that they are ancillary activities, the lack of pofitical

acrivity by the profession, and Congress' difficulty in understanding much

of the jargon-laden material provicied by the counselors themselves.

From a Congressional- perspective, a case can be made that the

counseling services in general, and vocational guidance in particular, are
^.

1 51
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well covered ander the existing collection of social service and education

laws. Legal and related counseling services are funded under the Older

Americans Act. Millions of dollars ar spent for counseling under Title I.

.ESEA, and the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. Counseling is

also supported under the Social Security Title XX, the Ceneral Revenue

-Sh.aring Act (at least indirectly), the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act, and the National Health Planning Act.

For vocational counseling, almost the entire budget for the United

States Employment Service involves counseling, and many thousands of

counselors are hired under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. The

Comprehensive Emplonment and Training Act (CETA) requires that appropriate

counseling and placement services be provided to all participants.

Vocational guidance'and counseling are also mandated expenditures under the

Career Education Incentivr Act and the Vocational Education Amendments.

Neither Congress nor anyone else can tell just hou much money is spent

find hou.manv people are served under the guidance and counseling provisions

of these laws. Separate reports of counseling expenditures are not

required, possibly due to the perception that counseling is an an:illary,

not central, service. For example, although CETA was a 39,5 billion program

in FY 73 and program sponsors were required to make available appropriate

guidance, counseling, andplacement services, there is no estiamte at.the

national level of how much this amounted to, Under CETA Title IV. 22 per-

, cent of the funds lere to be spent on programs

for 1n-school youth, in pyllaburation 'With local schools. Again, there is

no report of how much of this went for vocational guidance and counseling.

one of the eligible activities.

The House Committee on Education and Labor noted in 1976, "A sound

vocational guidance and counseling program is essential for a good

vocational education program?" (Report 94-1085, p. 46.) This sentiment

.seems to exist in the other education and work-related laws, as each'one

includes provisions fo'r guidance and counseling,
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One can only speculate on what actions the ninety-seventh Congress

will taiCe, given the changes in party control and Administration. gaily

of these programs ha%e been severely cut back in the FY 82 budget proposals

and sone (e.g. Career Education) are proposed for consolidation under

a block grant program.

Civen'the Diversity of Progiaos and Funding Sources, Does Congress See
These Operating as UncoordiNited Programs?

Congress has addressed this issue twice in recent years. The Education

Amendments of 1978, P.L. 95-561, consolidated several educational programs

into single titles. Two things happened to guidance.and counseling.

In 1974, counseling programs had been consolidated into Title IV-B,

along with instructional materials and library resources. The hoped-for

simplification of application procedures and administrative overhead had

occurred, and, in 1978, Congress judged the consolidation a success except

for the counseling programs. Testimony was heard before the House and Senate

that the inclusion of a "things oriented program (instructional materials)

and a 'people' oriented program (guidance and counseling) created competi-

tion in some local districts between two areas which "the Committee feels

are both of high priority." 1+'tnesses suggested that these programs should

not be made to compete with each other.

Instructional materials and 14braries wrere ietained in Title IV-B, and

guidance and counseling moved to a new Title IV-D. The purpose was to

provide Federal funds for State leadeiship and local prograts in the fields

of guidance, counseling, and testing. The law also called for establishing ,

an office with the Department of Education to adviSe the Secretary on the

coordination of all guidance and cOunseling programs in the Department and

wi;hin other Federal agencies.
eft

In effect, the competition was moved from the local agencies to the

halls of Congress, as the two titles were separate line items in the

appropriations process. Only once were funds appropriated tp Title IV-D,

but were rescinded before they were spent. Funds have not been appropriated

since.
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received s $15 million appropriation in FY 80, VAS Cut to $2.2 million in

r'
FY 81, snd the'President has not requested any fumds foil( 82.

A reasorilble conclusion, therefore, 1:rould be that Congressional framers

of the authorizing legislation are well aware of the diverSity within ahe /

several laws which allow Federal funds to be spent,on a variety guidance

and counseling activities. Their solution is tokrequire States and local

Thus, funds were not distributed to the States for leadership'activities

in guidance and counseling, nor was the office in ED given program funds

under this Title to foster the hoped-for coordination.

The Education Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96-374) authorizedka nu er

of post-secondary programs under Title 178, "Education Outreach Programs.'

They include Statewide planning, information services, and contiduing

education, and art targeied toward adults wha traditionally have not been t

well served, if at all, by post-secondary educational institutions.

Section 114 authorizes States to "conduct programs to develon and coordinate

new and existing educational and occupational information and counseling

programs to eliminate unnecessary duplication and to provide a more com-

prehensive delivery of services to both traditional and nontraditional

learners seeking educational information and to youths and adults seeking

occupational information." "
Congress then instructed that the educational and occupational

information and counseling programs be coordinated with those authorized b%

the Vocational Education Act, the Comprehensive Emplovrent and Training Act,

the Older Americans Act of 1965, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Career

Education Incentive Act, the Adult Education Act, the Veterans Readjustment

Act, and other Federal, State, and Local activities with similar outreach

and information purposes.

The conclusion seeMs reasonable that the framers of the 1980 amendments

were aware of the rany laws authorizing similar counseling and guidance

programs, and wanted to encourage States to coordinate these efforts. V.

(Similar provisions are in the VEA.) They set a $50,000 or 12 percent

(whichever is greater) minimum for this. It is unlikely, however, that much

will get done under this banner. The entire set of Title I-3 programs

0
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Yistricts to establish administrative procedures to coordinate planning

and service activities.

The likelihood that this has happened is slia. ln both these cases,

1978 and 1980, the appropriations process has not provided the funds to

accomplish the aims of the authorizing legislation. Nor does a process

exist for regularly gathering.the information that would allow judgments

concerning the 'extent of .coordination and,cooperitfon Stich may or may not

exist.

i
What Are the Barriers to Administrative Efficiency and Coordination at the
Local Level?

-.
. 1

There are several, some of which are related to the pattern of multiple 'N,,,.......

Federal programs.

There are at least two schools of thought on the ef ct of having_

multiple programs for si milar purposes. One suggests at the multiplicity
. e

is wasteful. Too many people are involved in similar activities and do nut

talk to one another or share resources. Not only might funds get Nandered,

but no one set of professionals has the resources to set up a comprehensive

system to deliver services.

Thekther school of thought would say that the multiplicity is good

because it allows practitioners the opportunity co seek funds from many

sources and garner more than any dile of them,rsight yield. A creative grants

person could set up a first-class program with an array of opportunities

such as these.

Unfortunately, there is little information from a large selection of

sites to identify which in fact is the case with respect to vocational

guidance and counseling. Nor is such an information-gathering effort within

the scope of this projett. However, based on a number of conversations with

guidance and counseling professionalsa sample that pretends to be neither

random nor representativethis author suspects the former school would

more accurately describe the current state of vocational guidance.

A number of factors work against adminiitrative efficiency, program

coordination, and the provision of comprehensive services.
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; First, guldance professionals exist in separate administ'rative

organizations, such as schopl systems, zolleges, employment senrice agencies,

CETA progr.ims, adult community centers, etc. The pattern of Federal

legialation channels funds through these different administrative units

that pa. y also exist at the Federal and State"levels. With different sources

of funds, different reporting and authority itructures, rules and regulations

that are not compatible and even possibly contradictory, the hoped-for

coordination and collaboration is seldom realized.

Second, these various Federal programs jentinually refer to vocational

guidance and counseling as an.ancillary or adjunct service to a primary

program focus. Sometimes specific percentages or amounts are set aside for

guidance, =et 1=es States comply with these regulations and sometimes they
1

do not. As a consequence, guidance professionals operate under th;

direction of adstrators 4ose experience and concern is not just

but some more comprehensive related social service. The scope and largess

accorded to the guidance function and staff are heav,ily dependent on 'the'

administrator's discretic;n, as are the possibilities for collaboration atzong

prograr.s.

Th 1.nird,while the legislatio is broad ough to let guidance

professionals sponsor the kinds o activitie they want--if the funds are

available7it is not consistent in terminology and is interpreted differently

by administrators and practitioners.' Under the same law, program focus can

range from immediate placement in a job to longer-range career development.

Terms like ':vocational guidance" and "career guidance" are interpreted

differently, although an argbment could be made that they are used at times

interchangeably in the separate laws. Thus, program interests and prac-

tices can be radically different, even though the source of their funding

and legislative umb3!1las are the same or are seen by Congress as intimately

related and relatively easily coordinated.,
Fourth, local school guidance personnel have responsibilities within

the system in addition to the functions of appraisal, information,

counseling, wand skill development, They often have a heavy work load in
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.terms of scheduling courses in high schoolan increasingly time-consuming

process in days of greater student choice, spend tine with discipline and

truancy cases, administer standardized testing programs, etc. These duties

plus those of maintaining the occupational information system and assisting

students generally leaves little time to coordinate and llaborate with

other professionals, no matter how potentially useful t outcome may be

The duties and tasks which the school and other service organizations define

as primary simply take 'up the: time and energies of all but the most dynamic

and practitioner.

what Changes, if any, Have Been Proposed for the Guidance Provisions of
the Vocational Education Act?

As of this writing, August 1981, there have not b4sn specific legislative

proposals .from the Administration, the American Voptional Association, or

other interested groups concerning the reauthorization of vocational

education. There are, however" two position papers that suggest frameworks

for the reauthorization of the VEA.

The AVA's "Recommended Framework for Re-Authorization of the Vocational

Education Act of 1963, P.L. 94-4n" *deals with the entire Act. A framework

is set for strengthening, the vocational education programs at the'State and

Local levels and giving the Federal Governme a less directive role in the

administration of funds and programs. Gui ante and counseling is seldom

mentioned in the framework, and few, if y, chan.ges are directed at these

irograms. There is no mention of kee mg the 20 percent setaside under

Program Improvement and Supportive services.

The monograph, "Strengthening' Work-Related Education and Training through

Improved Guidance Programs in the 1980's" is a joint effort of the !:ational

Vocational Cuidance Association (a Division of Ole American Personnel and

(uidance Association) and the Guidance Division of the American Vocational

Association. The document makes two points pertinent to the legislation

The first is that the field of vocational guidance has evolved in recent

years to take on the characterestics of an educational program and should be

so considered in the legislative and administrative framework. These changes

are summarized:

1 5 I
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(1) At one tine guidance was practiced mainly as a process to help
young people make the transition from school to work. Now

guidance includes that goal, but is much more. Now guidance is
a program that assists individuals of all ages and circumstances
to live more effective lives and be more effective citizens.

(2) At one time guidance was practiced mainly as an ancillary,
crisis-.oriented servise. Now guidance is understood and
practiced as a comprehensive, developmental Orogram, early
childhood through the adult years, based on personal and societal
needs. Crises and problems are responded to from a developmental
perspective.

(3),2At one time guidance was practiced mainly as a way to assess the
aptitude and interests of individuals to assist them in occupa-
tional choice makings Now guidance includes that goal and much
more. Now guidance is practiced as a program that assists all
individuals to develop competencies in self-understanding, inter-
personal relations, decision making, goal setting, and planning,
so that they are able to make effective life decisions including
info ed occupational choices. (P. 2.)

The second oint is that vocational guidance programs, based on the

available evidence, an inake signif icant contributions to the goals and

roles outlined in the above-mentioned AVA Framework for Vocational

Educat ion, specifically,

Strengthening Depressed Co=unities
Meeting the Nation's tieed' for Qualified Workers

,4eeping the Vocational Education Program Rel vent
Meeting the Nation's Equity Goilk-

The NVGA and the AVA Guidance Division have no endorsed specif ic

legislative propsals, but the authors of this framewo afted

tentative proposals that are being liscussed by their organizations. In

essence, they would move vocational guidance to a more central

place in the array of vocational education services and programs. This

would be accomplished by including explicit reference'to guidance

programs 1.2.c he catalogue of vocational'programs and purposes, 'including

by explicit -;e7erence, guidance counselors and guidance prqgrarts

11.3.3
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for all in-service programs and materials or curriculum development, and

ensuring representation of the guidance community on advisory councils and

in the planning process. They would also move support for most guidance

and cou,nseling programs from thlifrogran Lmprovemmnt and Support Services,

jubpart 3, to the Basic State Grant, Subpart 2, with a of six Per-

cent of the total State grant and innovative programs appropriation. Based

on the President'? proposed FY 81 appropriations , this would change the

mandated expenditures from approximately $20 million to $33 million.

In 1976, Congress had intended to recOnsider the Vocational Education

Act in 1981 or 1982. It is uvlear T../hat the legislative timetable will be

since Congress extended the current Vocational Education Act through fiscal

year 1984 as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981

(P.L. 87-35). No changes in the scope of activities nor administrative

structures were made at this time.

As a consecidence, the proposals acld positions outlined here should

be interpreted as guides to hos./ two segments of the Vocatiorial Education

community regard the guidance function and to the positions that4might be

set forth when the VEA is considered in more detail.

1 5 at
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Is There a Unique Position for the Federal Government in Regard to
Occupational Information?

As noted elsewhere, occupational information is an essential

component of the vocational guidance and counseling process. Information

is used in at least two ways. The first is to estimate the demand for

occupations so that program planners and students can have a sense of the

likelihood of employmeni in Tgiven field after completing training. The

second is to describe what it is like to work in various fields (skills

used, tasks performed, working conditions, aptitudes needed, etc;) so that

youths and addlts can make the crucial decisions about whether their

abilities and interests will be used and their goals met.

The Federal Government continues to be the primary source of this

information for the nation as a whole, and the primary source of financial

and technical support for efforts to develop and uSe it at the State and

Local levels.

Projections of occupational demand--the extent to which certain

occupational areas are expected to need workeri in the future--are based on

statistical analysis of trends and difficult judgments about the extent to

which these patterns will continue in the,future. ror example, the demand

for school teachers was,projected to grow in the 1960's (due to the entrance

of the World War II baby boom generation into the elementary grades), and

is now projected to decline (due to this group's passing through adolescence

into early adulthood), although, due to increased specialization in education,

certain types of teachers will continue to be needed (e.g., those wtio uork

with the disabled).

G
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The simple fact is that the collection, analysis, and distribution

of this information is done by several Federal agenciesamong them, the

U. S. Bureau of the Census (Commerce Department), Bureau of Labor Statistics

.and Employment Service (Labor Department). Our country would not havethe

ability to make these projectionshowever tentative--were not these

Federal efforts in place. A

Guidance programs use State and local area projections as w...l. T-ese

are compiled.irom data supplied by employers in the area and by making

technical adjustments in the national or regional projections. The local

data collection is heavily subsidized by th: Federal Government thrm.gh

support of the State Employment Service. The adjustment procedures are

designed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics which also gives techn-cal

assistance to State ard local officials making these changes. If State

and local gmer%ments were left on their own to develop this information, the

en-tre prograr wokild likely cost the taxpayer more than the current arrah:..e-,ents.

Moreover, because definitions ard methods would &lifer, the information

might not be useful beyond the boundaries, of the jurisdications collect-

This latter would affect the tens of millions of people in labOr market areas

which encompass several Durlsdictions. It might also ma'.,e -t virtually imposs-ble

to cumulate the local data into national fi7ures, as is 4one r^...

In addition to having a sense of whether an opening lr '-el 611:

be there after training, individuals making occupational choices want to

know what the work is like and to have some basic information about the

jobs before they make even a.temporary commitment. Common questions

include How much money can I expect to make? What training and experience

are commonly required ? mat is the work environment like, clean. !lois',

cold, etc.? tall I be working with people or machines, or a combination of

these' and a host of others.

89-932 0-82--11
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The liational Occupational Information Coordinating COmmittee has

identified sixteen sources of this kind of information on occupational

characteristics. (NOICC, 1981.) Fourteen of these are compiled by the
4

Federal Covernment or supported directly by Federal funds. While many

booklets, pamphlets, and fact sheets are available p/describe various

occupational areas, the.vast majority of the information for these descrip

tions comes directly from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, and/or the

Occupational Outlook Handbook, both of which are published by the Federal

dovernment. Material sold by private companies is often largely a

repackaging of the government information with some additions to fit a

specific audience's needs.

The Educational Testing Service survey on occupational information

in high schools has found that of all the sources of informationtailable,

the only ones reported to be avlilable in over half of the schools are

the D:ctionarr, and che eandsook. (ETS, 1981.) The third edition of the

Dictionary was published in 1965 and sold 14S,000 copies in 13 years. The

fourth edition was published in December 1977 and sold 115.000 copies in the

first 21 months, in addition to the 30,000 in use by the Employment Service.

che Agency responsible ior its production. (Miller et al, 1980.)

The key to using this information for vocational counseling is the

assurance that the occupations are described in terms meaningful to the

individual. The original designers of the information collection process

and category schemes did not always have this purpose in mind. Another

critical cask is to combine the information from several sources, each of .

which has some bits of information that are of interest and use to the

individual and counselor.
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'Again, these two tasks are being heavily supportel blikhe Federil

Government through,the National Occupational Information Coordinating

Committee (NOICC) and the network of State Occupational Information'

.Coordinating Committees (SOICC). This network was established by Congress

through several laws. It Was firsOmentioned in the Vocational Education

Act Of 1976 [Sec. 161(b)(1) and (2)1.. The Congress elaborated on the

mission and scope of the NOICC-and SOICC activities in the Youth Employment

and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 P.L. 95-93, Sec. 348(c)(1)1, and

s
ihe Comprehensive Employment'and Training Act Amendments of 1978

[P.L. 95-324. Sec. 315(a)(3)1.'
e .

The NOICC represents a joint venture of the Departments of Education "

and Labor, with funding ffom bath Departments. Its responsibility is to
. :....

. .

develop and implement an occupational information system to be used at the

national, state, and local levels in the planning and administration of

vocaCional programs and in counseling youths and adults in making career

choices. ,In developidg the system, NOICCps chai:ter is to ensure that the

information is based on uniform definitions, standard estimating procedures,

and standardized occupational! classifications. The NOICC is to pay particular

attention io the information on needs of CETA and vocational education pro-

grams and to the information needs of youths. The Committee was also given

responsibility for encquraging the development of statewide computerized,

systems to deliver career information. This program now includes about

30 states, if nine states originally funded in the.mid-1970's through a

Labor demonstratidn program are included.

, As with the other occupational information sOurces, Congress has

recognized the economies of scale achieved by establishini,ind coordinating

these programa at a national level to insure the highest quality information

, for the least cost and, through standardization of methods and ,

classification procedures, to ensure the usefulness of the information to

the 'argest nu;nber of people possible.
11
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TITLE: Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended

CITATION: P.L. 94-482 and 93-40, Subpart 3, Program Improvement
and Supportive Services. Signed by President October 12, 1976.

BISTONY: House Reports 94-1085
94-1701 (Conference)

Seneca Reports 94-882

IdGULATIONS: 45 CFR 104, Subpart 3 most recently issued October 3, 1977,
Feder ister, V. 42, No. 191.

FUNDING: FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82
Millions $112.0 $124.8 $93.3 $99.6

Purpose. Tyr support ef forts to improve vocational education. Guidance and
counseling programs and services are one of eight general types of programs
rdent if led . .

Distribution Process. Federal Government distribution to the States by
Formula ss part of the basic grant: 20 percent of total Subpart 3 to be
used for Guidance and Counseling.

State must have approved five-year plan and annual update approved b th,
Federal Office of Adult and Vocational Education, ED.

State distribution to Local is by application, competition or formula. as
(Ithe State so.wishes and the Federal approves.

Comm'ents from Legislative Rep.orCs:

Senate:

1/4,
"UitnesastoefAjVhe Cocrattee documented in,cletall the need for increased
Federal attention"mqthe of ten7slighted field a vocational guidance and
counseling; as an intdg;a1 part of preparing our nation's students to make
informed occupational ankk career choices." (947882, p. 80)

"The Committee Bill providegf,that applications for guidance'and counseling
funds shall set forth cooperative arrangements with coununity groups and
agencies, in order to avoid unne'oessary duplication in the provision of
services to the area or COMMunity take served. This provision reflects the
consistent theme of the Committee Un-:that, all community resources should
be employed to assure the best possible vocafional.programs with a minimum
of overlap and duplication." (94-882, p. 82)

House:

"The Committee Dill creates a new section of the law for supportive services.
This section contains many of theeactivities which are now authorized under
'ancillary services' in the present law, and it adds several new authorized
uses of funds. The reason that the Conunittee incorporated some of the present

.auchorized ancillary services into this new section is to achieve greater
accountability from States on their uses of these funds. Not all of the
present ancillary services, however, are incorporated,' only. those dealing

1 " '
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-
with vocational guidance and counseling, pre- ands-In-service training of
teachers, and State Adminiseration and local supervision are authorized."
(94-1085, p. 45) -

"All of the supportive Services mentioned above are authorized, but not
reqigred, to be funded by the States, vith the exception of vocational
guietince and counselifg programs, services, and activities which ;.-ust be
funded to a certain extent by, each State, as has already been.pointed out.
A sound vocational guidance and counseling program is essential for a good
vakational education program." (94-1085, p. 46)

irTIiLE.: Career Education Incentive Act i.
CITATION: P.L. 95-207, Career Education Incentive Act.°

Signed by President, December 13, 1977.

HISTORY: Bou;e Reports 9-150
95-816 (Conf erence)

Senate Reports 95-598
95-513

REGULATIONS: 45 CFR 161, most recently issued on October 17, 1979,
Federal Registef., V. 44, No. 202.

FUNDING: FY 79 FY 80 ky 81 82

Millions $32. 5 $15 110 Troposedffor Block Grant

Purpose. To increase the emphasis placed on career education, promote equal
opportunity in career choices and eliminate practices which promote bias and

ereotyping.
4

Diicribution Process: State Plana. approved by ED result in formula
drstribution to the SEA (minimum 100,000). Fifteen percent can stay at
the StateTevel for leadership activities and planning: The remainder is
distributed to the local schools for career education programs. At least
15% of the LEA funds (on a state average) must be used for comprehensive
guidance, counseling, placement and fpllowup. About 1.,2 million in FY 80 ,

and $1.3 million Ian FY 81.

Cor=ents from Legislative Worts:

Guidance and counseling are viewed as dentral to the purposes of the Career
Education Incentive Act and thus the setaside provision which 'is not required

..ot every schoof district and project, but must be demonstrated in the
statewide averageq for use of funds.

Congress mandates that these funds are to be distributed separately from
vocational education, which is characterized as being for the purposes of
specific skill training.'

A sena= of the Bill directs the Co=issioner to look at the career
information needs of the nation and makes reference to the tasks and purposes
of National Occupational Information Co'ordinating Committee (NOICC).
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TITLE: Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended

4rN

CITATION: P.L. 95-561, Title IV-D, Guidance, Counseling, and Testing.
Signed by President, November 1, 1978.

e , HISTORY: House Reports 95-1137, May 5, 1978 4
. .95-1753, October 10, 1978 (Conference)

'Senate Reports 95-856, May15, 1978

REGULATIONS: 45 CFR 134, most recently issued on April 7, 1980,
Federal Register, V. 45, No. 68.

FUNDING::

Millions

1 FY 79 FY SO FY 81 FY 82

-0- -0- -0-

Put-nose. To provide Federal funds for State leadership and local programs
in the.fields of Guidance, Counseling, and Testing. Also calls for
establishing an Office within ED to advise the Secretary on coordination of
all Guidance and Counseling programs in the Department and within other
Federal agencies.

Distribution Process. Federal Government distribution to the States on basis
of formula after approval of a general application and subMission of State
Plan which describes purposes for which funds will be spent.

State distributes to Local Education Agency gn basis of genera>application
and description of how funds will be used. Either formula or competition

can'be used for withirp,State distribution. The LEA is to have total
discretion in selecting activities from among those authorized by law.

Comments from Legislative Renorts:'

The consolidation eTitle IV, ESEA, in 1974 resulted in the elimination of
several separate catitorical programs. As noted below, by 1978, the
Congress was satisfied that consolidation had achieved several administrativ* .
goals, but that Guidance, Counseling, amd Testing activities should be set

apart into a new Title IV-D.

The Title now includes programs:

Part B - Instructional Material and Library Resources
Part C - Improvement of Local Educational Practices
Part D - Guidance, Counseling., and Testing
Part E - Education.of Gifted and Talented Children

Consolidation was deemed a success because reductions in paperwork have
occurred at.all levels. "According to an OE Program official, the
4,000 data items previously requested for the categorical programs have
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been pared dawn to 293 for the consolidation. The number qf staff at the
Federal level has, been reduced by 30 percent. At the State level, one annual
program report now replaces six previous State plans and applications. alcal
people also testified that with the exception bf the single application form,
which is discussed later, administration has been simplified and the amount
of preparation time teduced." (Senate Report 95-856, p, 48.). Essentially
.the same teit appears in the House Report 95-1137, p. 60.

tuidance, counseling, and testing were separated out from the Title involving
libraries And instructional materials.because of the competition set lip at
the local level. The following text also occurs in essentially the same
form in both reports.

"The Title IV-B consolidation enacted in 1974 represented a marriage of
programs that could rightly be termed 'things' oriented--suc as library
resources and instructional materials--with programs that be termed
'people' oriented--such is guidance, counseling, and tetting. This marriage
has caused a great deal of competition in some local districts between
two areas which the Committee feels are both of high priority. The IV-B
consolidation has forced local,administrators to make decisions at the
expense of one or the other activities. Most of the witnesses who appeared
before the Sdbcommittee dn Education, Arts, and Humanities concurred that
everyone would be better off if the resources and the personnel activities
were not forced to compete with, each.other for funding.

"Consequentle, the Committee has decided that it IS best to remove guidance,
counseling, and testing from the existing Title IV-B. an order to achieve
this, a separate program--a new IV-D--is proposed co fund all types of
activities involving guidance, counseling, and testing. This program will

'combine not only the payment of counselors' salaries from IV-B, but also
the payments for State and Local guidance and counseling activities which
the Committee believes are consistent with the authorized activities of
Section 341 of the Education Amendments of 1976." (Senate Report 95-856,
pp. 50-51.)

In effect, the decision on relative funding levels was taken from the Local
level and placed in thc hands of cf)e Federal Appropriations Process. The
"people" programs of Guidance, Counseling, and Testing have lost out in
thst no funds have been appropriated in FY 80 or 81, while the other
programs have received appropriations:

FY 80

Part I $171 M

Part C 146

Part E 6.3

FY 81 )
$128.3M

50
,

6.3 (Now IX-A'of ESEA)

The Commissioner ruled on July 18, 1979, (in a letter to Chief,State School
Officers) that the Local Education'Agencies could continue to fund Guidance
and Counseling under Part I for FY 80, but not thereafter.
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TITLE: Youth Employment and Training Programs, Title IV of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

CITATIONS: P.L. 95-93, Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects
Act of 1977. Signed by President August 5, 1977.

P.L. 95- 4, Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of
1978, Titl IV, Youth Employment and Training Programs, Part A.
Signed by Pr ident October 27, 1978.

HISTORY: P.L. 95-93:
House Reports 94-1146

95-314
9 5-456 (Conference)

Senate Reports 94-1053
9 5-173

/

P.I.. 95-524:
House Reports 95-1124 ,

95-1765 (Conference)
Senate Reports 9 5-891

95-1325 (Conference)

REGULATIONS 20 CFR 680, tilos: recently issued on October 2, 1979, in
'Federal Rerister. V. 44, No. 192. 4.....

FTNDING: FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82
Millions S500. 5692. $.692. 5576. ,

Purpose. Title supports several separate youth employment and training
programs, all with the purpose of providing the training, experience, and
joo opportunities to enable the youth to find unsubsidized employment.

Title also sttpulates that all programs should provide the opportunity for
earning icademic credit and shall provide guidance and placement services

Distribution Process: Formula Grants to Prime Sponsors on the basis of
approved annual. Vdans. Prime Sponsors distribute funds to local projects
Minimum Of 22 percent of progratic under this title (Youth Employment and
Training Program) must be used for in-school youth pursuant to written
agreements with local school agencies.

..../"*.

Comments from Leelislative Reports:

There appears to have been little disagreement over the academic credit and
mandated counseling and placement services.

4
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
The committee has been joined by Congressman Petri.
Dr. Gysbers?

STATEMENT OF NORMAN C. GYSBERS, PROFESSOR, COUNSELING
AND PROFESSIONAL SERVIC4S, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, CO-
LUMBIA, MO., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Dr. GYSBERS. Thank you. -

My name is Norman C. Gysbers, I have been an elementary and
secondary school teacher, a counselor, and a director bf guidance.
Presently I am a counselor-educator at the University of Missouri,
Columbia.

Professionally, I have been president of the National Vocational
Guidance Association and of the American Personnel and Guid-
ance Association Currently, I am vice president of the American
Vocational Association's Guidance Division. The division is made
up of approximately 2,000 counselors and other guidance personnel
in. secondary schgols, area schools, and in State departments and
other kinds of agencies.

Before I continue my testimony, I would like to have the oppor-
tunity of introducing Dr. Catherine Co le,,who is the current presi-

dent of the National Vocational Guidance Association.
Mr. KILDEE. Welcome.
Mr GYSBERS. I would like to briefly look at some needs for career or

guidance and counseling programs, individual needs, ang needs of4
our society, as those two come together. Briefly touch on several
roles that I feel the Federal Government has izt meeting those indi-
vidual and societal reeds, and then offer, briefly, some recommen-I
dations. These are all in my testimony, so I will only briefly high/
light them in terms of my comments.

There are a number' of individual needs* that I would like to
attend to for just a moment. One need, for example, that career
guidance does meet through vocational education, is to help youth
and adults develop and continue to reevaluate their career identity,
whO they arcin terms of their skills, their competencies, attitudes,
and the like.

This is very important. In a recent study of how young people
adapt to the work force, this Was a finding. It reads as follows.

Most of the individuals interviewed were completely unaware of the many skills
they had acquired in work and life experiences This lack of appreciation for one's
own skills may account for the surprise a number of individuals felt at discovering
they were more capable on the job than they had expected to be.

Exercises should be developed and implemented to assist students, ideni.ifying
their full range of skills prior to entering the work force.

So, this study clearly indicates the need for a continuing look at
_ the skills, the competencies of individuals.

Second, youth and adults need help in developing career deci-
sion-making skills, gal-setting skills. These are 0,kills that are not
innate, they are learned, and, hence, hafFtv be worked on through
structured kinds of experiences and the like)

Third, young people and adults need access to and need to know
how to use accurate, up-to-date career and labor market informa-
tion Here again, let the give you a quote from this same study on

4. 1.
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how young people adapt to the work world. And this will illustrate
the importance of this kind of information.

It says as follows:
.

Formal eduation programs to fawlitate student adaptation to work should sensi
tize their students tu the realities of the job environment beyond the purely per
formance aspev.ts uf the job Those persons who had received real work experiences
or information in their programs about the occupational context, found that knowl
edge to be very helpful

And then, finally, another need that I would like to suggest, is
that young people and adults need help in placement followup and
followthrough. actilies. I see, of course, placement followup and
followthrough as a part of a total career guidance and counseling

. ç program.
...___In that context, of course, we must appreciate t those individ-
ual nee always interact with 4national needs a concerns. And
as we lo at our national needs and concerns, we see, certainly,
needs fo economic revitalization, full employment, equality of op-
portunity, and the maintenance of a strong defense. _ _

And if you look at those individual needs, you will see how they
do, in fact, relate very directly to our national concerns.

Well, given those needs then, what might we say about the Fed-
eral role. I have three possible roles, I am sure there are probably
others, but let me briefly comment on three.

JI feel that there is a real Federal role to help State and local
guidance personnel to improve and sustain the capacity of career_
guidance and counseling programs, to keep up-to-date, and in tune
with individual and national needs and priorities.

There is a real need,1,9s_he1p in in-service training, staff develop-
ment, leadership wAshops. This has been mentioned several
times this morning in terms of having counselors and others out
into the work world.

One comment was made about the notion of targeted tax credits.
That might be an, idea in terms of helping business and industry
provide more time and talent for this to occur. It is vital. And that
I think could well be a very important Federal role.

Another Federal role deals with ieally providing those aociditional
and crucial career guidance and counseling programming that is
required to help special needs populations in finding tfeir role in
society.

Here I am talking about people who, from disadvantaged situa-
tions, people in terms q equity, who are striving for equity as
people, and as people in nontraditional occupations.

Another role that I would like to suggest focuses in part on the
first role, but more specifically on the need for, career guidance and
counseling personnel to keep up to date on career and labor
market information. I have a specific recommendation on that in
just a moment, but that need was noted just a moment ago, in pre-
vious testimony.

Well, those are three possible roles. As I said, there are probably
others. But let me turn now, briefly, to some recommendations that

feel might respond to those needs, and also helps implement
hose roles.

In my testimony, I have seven. I would only like to, at this point,
comment on several. The first one, and perhaps the most impor-
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Lint, although I hesitate to place priority on the seven that I have
listed, deals with the fact that as we look at definitions of vocation-
al education, I feel that it is mandatory, arid I underline that word,
that the definition of vocational education in the proposed legisla-
tion include career guidance as an integral and :central program.

That it be part of the definition. As some of you know, that was
removed in the 1976 Amendments. I feel, to meet the challenges
that we have that have been outlined here this morning, that it
must be part of the definition, so that career guidance and counsel-
ing, programs are seen as a full partner in the process of helping
individuals look at themselves, gain training to become productive
citizens.

In that regard, the program that I am spealdng about does have
learner outcomes. We talked about those,- decision-m a%g skills,
knowledge of the work world, being able to ap'ply those ills to
placement and the like. Activities and processes, professionally rec-
ognized and certified personnel, and materials and resources.

There are other recommendations of a similar type, but let me
turn to one that was touched on just a moment ago, and relates to
one of the roles. This happens to be Recommendation No. 7 that I
have in my testimony. \...

.

And that relates to the improvement of the development and the
delivery of career and labor market information. The point has
been made that we have in place a good mechanism, the NOAC
and the SOAC's, and the beginnings of career information delivery
systems in a number of the States.

This mechanism must be strengthened so that we can, in fact,
begin to deliver accurate, usable information. I found, over the
years that I have been involved in this field, that previously, a lot
of information that was available was really developed for planners
of educational programs, and for economic development. And cer-
tainly that thrust must continue. There is no question about that.

But in addition, we see a real need for the development of infor-
mation that people can use in terms of their career decisionmak-
ing. And I see the beginnings of that now through the NOAC and
SOAC systems. And so, I would make the recommendation that we
need to have, very clearly, that specified, and that we work in the
direction of improving the development and the delivery of labor
market and career information.

I might point out that there is a project underway now through
the Department of Labor called the improved career decisionmak-
ing 'project, that did a pilot in four States, Arizona, Maryland,
Maine and Wisconsin, to look at ways we could involve the employ-
ment service, rehabilitation counselors, school counselors, and
CETA counselors, and to bring them some up-to-date ideas, to up-
grade their knowledge and skill in career an labor market informa-
tion.

Now, I might point out, though, that we all appreciate the impor-
tance of career and labor market information, but I think, as Con-
gressman- Goodling has suggested, in part at le4st, that that is a
necessary step, but it is probably not sufficient.

Whet we need also are good, solid programs that help young
people consider that information and put it to use. My analogy

oi
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here is that if information alone were enough, noiCly would
'

smoke. .
So, the point is, and please understand, I am saying that infor-

mation is important, it is critical. We need good, usable informa-
tion, but tied with that, we need a solid prograth of counseling per-
sonnel working vVith individuals to help them use that information,
to help'them set goals.

And then throug vocational education, they can realize those
goals in terms of s 11 training, and then in terms of placement, fol-
lowup and follo rough activitY, they can put those skills into
practice to be productive citizens in this country.

I would like to, in closing, say that I would like fhe opportunity
of entering into the record a document called "Strengthening
Work-Related Education and Training Through Improved Guidance
Programs in the 1980's." I believe some of you already have this in
front of you. This was a joint publication between NVGA and the
Guidance Division of AVA to try to present, in succinct fashion,
some of the research data, and some statements about premises for
guidance programing.

[The information referred to followsl

-ir
i
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Strengthening
Work-Related Education tr? TralnIng

through

Improved Guidance Programs
in the 1980's

National Vocational Guidance Association
5203 Leesburg Pike. Falls Church. Va. 22041

IVA
knetkan Vocational Association

Guidance Division
2020 N. 14th Street. Arlington. Va. 22201
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In the Reauthorization of
Vocational Education Legislation

Nancy Pinson
Norman Gysbere

Harry Drier

Published by
the

National Vocational Guidahce Aisociation,
A Division of American Personnel and Guidance Assqintion
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PREFACE

This paint statement has been prepared to help clarify the importance of quality guidance
programs in any national attempt to kb engthen and expand work related education and training
The primary impetus for this paper resulted from the Assistant Secretary of Education for
Vocational anti Adult Education s request for thoughtful input from conceined individuals and
organizations to assist the U.S. Department of Edination in developing proposed legislation to
reauthorize the federal vocational education effort.

Members of the National Vocational Guidance Assmiation, one of the thirteen divisions of
the American Personnel and Guidance Association, and the Guidance Division of the American
Vocational Association share the department s recognition of the importance of vocational educe
to:in. This is especially true because of the Department's commitment to ensuring that quality
guidance programs are viewed as critical to the delivery of any progiam which prepares both youth
and adults for their life's occupationarpursuits. ViIe believe that only through systematic and
developmental guidance will youth and adults be able to i ealistically decide about their education
and work futures as well as take full opprtunity of all available options

This statement is presented on behalf of those personswho are and could be served by quality
guidance, counseling, education, and training experiences as well as the Association's 46,000
counseling and guidance personnel. In addition at is hoped that it also speaks indirectly for the ..

thousands of nonmembers who serve as guidance staff in elementary, secondary, postsecondary,
and other special learning enviionments. This statement not only describes impoi tint events in the
guidance and counseling movement and how guidance programs have demonstrated then effective
ness in meeting national problems and priorities, but it also depicts where guidance programs and
staff now exist that could be capitalized on in the future. Finally, it is hoped that this paper makes
clear how the guidance community can become key partners in realizing several key national
priorities and what legislative actions are needed to enable guidance and counseling personnel to
be fully responsive. 0
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THE EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP

OF GUIDANCE AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Over the past 80 years, our country has undergone substantial chanp in its occupational, social,
3nd economic structure Occupational and industrial specialization have increased dramatically
Sociar structures and social values have changed, becomingmore complex and diverse New and
emerging social groups have challenged established groups,,dernanding egualit y People have been
on the move, too, from rural to urban areas and back again alnd from one region of the country to
another in search of economic anti psychological security

Ct.

Guidance Meettng Needs for 80 Years

As these changes and others were takmg place in our society, many organizations and groups
of interested and involved citizens established programs and services at national, state:and local
levels to help individuals deal effectively with them Within the educational community, Guidance
inci Vocational Education penonnel have been and cont inue to be in the forefront of providing such
programs and services Guidance personnel in par ticular have played key roles in responding to
individual and societal needs in times of change. Here are lust a few examples

In the early 1900s. industrializatio.n was incicbsing rapidly Mass immigration was taking
Place as was urbanization Schools were highly academic in orientation. Little attention was
given to providing occupational skills and even less adention was given to helping iribividuak
make the school to work transition In response to these conditions, guidance personnel
Joined vvith vocational education personnel to change education to make a more !elated to
hfe and work Guidance techniques were developed to assist individuals in the transition -
from 5Ch001 to work

In the 1920 s and the 1930s extensive work was done to improve the nature and avail
dln I y of career infoimation The National Vocational Guidance Association, founded in
191 3, established guidelines foi quality caieer information and has subsequently sought to
unprove the lieyelopment and disseminat iOn of such inf ormation over the ensuing years
Extensive woi k y pi ofessiunals in and out ol government service in the 1930 s and 1940 s,
led to the establishrnent of many of the career information iesources available today

During and after Worki Wars I dnd 11 and the Korean and Vietnam conflicts, substantial
work was done in al-Allude and abillty assessment After each of the World Wars, but
Particularly Wodd War I I, extensive guidance progiamm mg was provided to assist
returning veterans to take up their lives once again to start afresh

In the late 1950s widespread concern was again expressed about the adequacy of our
educational system, pal ticulaily in science and engineering technology Again, guidance
personnel weie called upon to take on d major role in responding to this social mandate

DUrnti the 1960 s and 1970s, social activism escalated Socidl programs of many kinds
were initiated Unemployment and underemployment were of particulal concern Guidance
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programming including assessment, counseling, career information, placement, follow up,
and follow-through ictivities was seen by many groups, inclutling the federal government,
as a highly legitimate tool in assisting individuals tb find employment, stay on the Job, and
advance in the work world

This chronology, thoughibriel, illustrates vividly that guidance has been and continues to be a
rriaiof social program that assists individuals in dealing effectively with their lifelong developnint
including occupatiOnal choice and Job adlustment. Also it is important to realize that in the past 80
years practitioners have witnessed substantial improvement in the nature, structure, practice, and
effectiveness of guidance, partly because of how counielors and other guidance personnel responded...7-
to changes in the structure of American-society, and partly because of the research and developme
work of the guidance and counseling profession as a whole. Certain of these chrges are cited here.

1 At one time guidance was practiced mainly as a process to help young people make the
transrtion,from school to work. Now guidance includes thavoal but is ri2,itch more. Now-
guidance is a program that assists indivtduals.of all ages and circurosteCes to live more
effective lives and to be more effective citizens.

2 At one t ime guidance was practiced mainlyos an *ciliary, crisis orientsd service. Now'` guidance is understood and practictO as a Ctimptehensive, developmental program, early
childhood thrbugh the adult years,15ased on personal wig societal needs Crises and -
problems ar:?sponded to from,a developmental perspective.

3 <At one time guidance was practiced mainly as a wly to assess The aptitude and interests of 44

individuals to assist them in occupational choice making. Now guidance includes that goal
and Muc h more Now guidance is practiced as a firogram that assists all individuals to develop
competencies in self understanding, interpersonal relations, decision making, goalsetting, and
planning, so that they are able to make effective life decisions including informed occupltional
choices.
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THE PROVIDERS, SETTINGSAND EXPECTATIONS

OF GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

Gutdance has become a maim endeavor and el ment of oui nation s educationak . employment,
tiainong, and numetous i-ommunity agencies Systematic antd development pi ogi a ms of guidance
and on some agencies, counseling progiams, serveas the common link between providing occupa
tona trainong and employment leacliness for the eventualtransition to and satisfaction on the woik
mace Guidance programs are opelating to varytng degrees of completeness in a wide variety of
settongs At the secondary level, gbidance and career development onstructional providers are repre
sente6 in pubioc and pr ovate comprehensive and vocational hogh schools At the poLsecondary leveL
wocapon4i programs including guidance are offeied Liy colleges and universities, community and
iumoi colleges, area vocatoonai sctiools, public Jnd private noncollegiate postsecondary schools,
coriesponderice schoois, and conectional facolotoes, to mention a few In addition, thousands of

olessionai counselors and guidance pei sonnet ale emproyed thiough the U S. DEpartment of
Compiehensive Empio yment and Traonong Act iCETAI and by the Employment Service, with office
on the majority of the nation s cities. Table 1 profiles both the type and numbei of agencies nation
ally as well as t he approximate number of enrollment or clients being served

Within each of thest institutions ol agencies professional counselots and a variety of guidance
speciaiosts ond support stall provide mogram leadership and services Table 1 ieflects the
approximate numbers of staf f that t !catty age available as well as the numbers of clientsthat
oequoie or lequest guidance eid counsebng assistance While the data provided suggests that there
is a range of 956dance staff ;ciailable, there is striking evidence to suggesyt isnot sufficient One
major problem that occuis is the uneven distribution of staff availability:in certain settings As an
example, ol one wire to view the staffing prof ole and the availability of goidance programs on our
nation s 7,000 rural and osolated schools, there would be cause for alarm It is estimated that in these
locations, less than 10 percent of eleMentar y students have access-to guidance programs, while at
the junior 15.0 and high scherdllevel less than 40 to 50 percent of these students have access to
guidance ptograms Furthermore' the staff vs often oMy part time employe's and has little or no
budgets specifically for guidance

In some of our largest states and cmes tecounselor-student ratios in pubric scktools also is
greatel than the Amer tcan Personnel and Guidance Association iecommendediratio of one counselor
for every 250 students ln4 tar Midwestern state the ratio at the high school level is 1 to 630 The
averige of combining the iatios o ur of the ten largest cities in the Unxted States would approxt
mate I to 140 eioddttional examples 'onadequacy of staff, programs, and resourtes could be cited
on correctional *ttings, and in awariety mmu ity agencies When one parallels these facts with
the increasing needs of youth and adults w e f mg d icienc INies in sic skills, dropping out of
education before they are prepared encounteri . ripmplo ent, lacking employability Wills and
access to training and wok opportunities, it is clear that i roved guidance delivery is needed
Guidance programs can be responsive to society $ proble and the needs of clients only if thyy
are available on an equiuble basis, lull y staf fed with a.. petent set of professional and parapro
fessional staff . S1.
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It is also important to point oat that, ip addition to professional counselors, who perform a-
var rety of roles and functions, there is and needs to be available a wide variety of other helping
professionals that make up the tenl guidance program team, such as

1 Placement specialists
2 Career information specialists
3 Career exploration instructors
4. Career investigation teachers
5NCareer advisors
6. Volunteer paraprofessionats
7 Public personnel workers
8 Career center directors
9. Work experience-specialists

11 MO Work study supervisors
11 Career education coordinators

ft

In addition to gaining an understanding of who the providers are and where they work, it also
important to appleciate the Primary eorphases of then programs. Tabie 2 depicts these emphases in

a mule of nine different sett ings.Becausaernany skills need to be developmentally learned over many
y ars, t is noted that many of the basic skills and attitudes are taught at all or most age levels This
demonstrates the need for a developmental approac4 to meeting certain,client competency needs as
they take on different characteristics over time.

In summary, it is important to note that these pro'gram emphases have proven to be most
impOrtant in meeting many V the (halos problems facing our nation s youth and adults. It has been
demonstrated That when individu :develop a healthy self image, view the future with hope and
real.sin, have the opportunitkto tett both educational and work options in a secure environment,
they are t ypicall y more satisfaa with and, becorite positive contributors in society.

Given the challenges of the 1980 s, and realizing that quality guidance and counseling programs
can mpact.efi personal as well as ai ger social and economic issues, when made available, several
changes n to be considered.

. .

What is needed dn a national scale is a Idgel ndillbei of highlylcrained, institutionally supporte4
arid effective teams of guidance woi kers to bettv assure that all studentseagency clientele, and
institutionalized individuals have access to the following

1 A systematieexposure and dee of career and labor inaritetMformation.

2 A developmental sequence of self awareness,,education and woe< exposures, and -
options that reflect the individual's interests and life goals and the realities of current
and protected opportuni ies.

1

3 A continuous exposure to the realization that the.basic Skills are paramount to life
and work success

4 An opportunqt6ZfiieIop, test out, modik, and participate in a counseloi assisted
process of.d son making a nd4career planning.

5. A'careful planned exposure to addlework role models and development of
work related employability skills

6 Professiqftal assistance during various\per udds of transiiion between education to work
or wor To educatiOn.

This apprptfj will demand for individuals, youvg and old, continual availability of professional
and paraprof siortil staff providing assistance during t eir career maturing years in order to prepare
them for ea ning ativIng through realistic and work rel ted learning. It will also demand counselors
Atha are available to siliork with teachers, counselors wild assist the parents in their guidance roles,
and counselors who sPfrid time constantly with employers, goverdnental odicals, and communify

,agenfies These professionally trained and 'certified counselors need also to be supported by various
specialists, in order to ensure that the quality of guidance is high, provided when needed, and

.\itilizes the best talent, teihnOlogy, and information availaple.
...
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WORK-RELATED EDUCATION AND TRAINING:

ITS RELATIONSHIP TO NATIONAL CHALLENGES
FACED BY THE EDUCATION COMMUNITY

The Amencan Vocational Association (AM recently circulated a draft document from which
its future recommehdations for tlie reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act will derive
rnuch of their substance (October 17, 1980) In that document, AVA identifies seven national
concerns it believes vocational education does end could addiess and SUggests six roles it must play
in the new legislation if these goals are to be met

Of particular interest to those within the larger community in which vocatiorial education
operates is the briefly treated strategy of bridges with otter delivery systems In this'key
phrase is iiiostrated the foundation for public cre bility and acceptance of any agenda put forth by
a single group of educators. If wol k related education ind training ie in fact to be viewed as respon
sible and responsive solutions to certain of this counti y s piobems, it will be necessary to underscore
the participation of other groups In whAIA must ultimately become a collaborative effort to fully
activate the energies and tal'eliTSof its citizens

As one of those systems" historica4ly linked to programs capacitating individuals on personal,
soiai ntellectual, and occupational dimensions, the nation s guidance and counsehng community
is uniquely ,I.jualified to speak 75 7 foil partner in this effort The intent of this section, than, will be
to cid ress and expand ,ipon the perceived miSsion.of vocatiqnal education Liy transiajing as impact
into individual terms

The Contribution of Guidanoe and Couiseling
to the Goals of4Vocational Education

"4 Vocational education s ambitious agenda deserves discussion here In the ,iZetl document: seven
global conce;ns human development, equality of opportunity, energy conservation and generation,
econocnic development of depiessed communities, maintenance 04 defense capability, productivity
and economic revitalization, and fuI employment are traniformed into these six roles it foresees foi
vocat ional edution practitioners

Strengtitening depiessed communities
Meeting the nation's need for qualified workers
Keeping vocational education relevant
Energy conservatign and generation technology
8esponding to dant groupsneeding more services
Responding to the na,bon's equity goals

Ole support the underlying spirit of these objectives, vocational educabon progiarns do ndeed
have something constructive to contlibute to a nation neOly conscious of its changing position in
the wol Id ecorrmic ord'r But we also firmly believe Mat without providing informernanti ethical
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r
guidance to those who will become instrumental to this country s prosperity, we will have failed
significantly in our obligation.

In our rush toward the rapid solution of massive social chafte49eschief ar'nong them structural,
demand-deficient, and fractional unemploymentit would be eas;Ito fall victim to a dangerous
tunnel vision that a cruantifiable increase in the nation's trained votk force will eliminate these
problems History has shywn us the cost of such shortsightedness, for itcoverlooks the essential .s
investments of individual choice, motivation, and perseverance that distinguish the purposeful from
tte aimless, the productive worker from the alienated laborer, the youth who know themselves,
their options, and their caclacities from those described (by themselves or others) as out of skill,
out of luck., and out of hope." .1.-

1, can and do make to the objectives sh red with vocational educators, it does so from a per spectiv 4.

. As this section documents the ntributions that planned gedance and counseling

borne out through more than 60 years Of experience with vocational programs and those they se e.
Briefly, that perspective is this no adult knowingly becomes fodder for a larger national purpose
without some assurance that this participation will yield meaningful personal, social, Or economic
letur ns, no y9uth considering the two to three yea'is needed to acquire a particular job skill should
be expected to persist without confirmation that this training has some real connection to kilown
interests andaptitudes, to a job that can be won on the btes

so that the student would like
of competencenot race, x, or handi

cap, and in the words of many youth today, to a job that
to be- It IS from this premise,that the following data are organized in response to five of the six tasks
defined by vocational education. (Note the goals of equity and service to client groups with special
needs are restated as one task.) i

N.

I Strengthening Depressed Communities/by improving the human condition)
N

w Depressed communities tend to
(la---d

e one or more of the following characteristics heavy or
. sparSe populations pei square mile, highotitemployment, low Gross National Product contribution,

little or no new' industry, a large propottion of resident poor, In such locations, there is evidence
that guidance and wunseling pi ograms can alleviate some of the symptoms associated with these
condition's. In brief, when guidance and counseling programs augment the delivery of services
potental or actual drupouts, delinquents, oi others alienated from establishment'methods o insti
tut ions. I ecidiv ism rates are lowered, school attendance increases, educationahcareet goals a e more
fiff y articulated and pursued, and placement rates increase. Further, when these programs use
specific approaches, such as peer counseling by indigenous role models, Nil y 399Lcontinued employer
iind parent involvement, employability divelopment through career oriented iMiliationthey
demonttrate consistently high levels of success.

- 4. . Az

In a Baltimore, Maryland project providing counseling and support services, nondelinquent
youth were matched by age and backprcsund to predelinquent and potentially delinquent children.
It was founq that in comparison to a controligroup, those estposed to his prram had a lower rate
of recidivism toi triaancy, runaway, and ungovernability (Mayor s 0ff1

og
i e of Manpower Flesouices, 19741.

Male (N-321I and female IN-23) offenders enrolled in adult biaic education, general educational
development and vocational courses in eight Pennsylvania coi i ectional institutions concluded that a
lack ol stif ficient counseling services was a problegi They ranked career counseli A as number opo
among seven need.ed services (Lewis & Boyle, 1976).

.
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Gibboney and Associates (1977) studied the Philadelphia Career Intern Program over its two-
year pilot stage This program was targeted to 250 actuarplotential school dropouts and emphasized
counseling, oareer planning. classroom learning and work experience. Three age cohorts were matched
Apith controls to determine treatment effects. Distinct ions between the groups were found in school
fecidivism (85 percent of controls dropped out of school versus 33 percent of program par timpantsl
and goal setting. e f rther education and training after high school were targeted and realized by
30 percenrof male participants and 50 percent of female participants.

In one Chicago school district. a counseling program vvas designed to improve the self esteem
of students in hopes that it would reduce the number of school dropouts that previously had been
shown to average 9 2 percent in the SeCondary school. It was found that as a result of the individual
and group counseling in the program there was a significant reduction in the dropout rate. Because
of the success of the secondary school program, a similar but modified counseling approach was
instituted in the elementary schools Among the results were a mean improvement in excess of ten
days per semester in attendance, which represented a minimum increase of 4,350 instructional hours
for the students involved. 77 4 percent ofithe pupils improved on S measure of pupd conduct and .
social adjustment. there was a significant increbse in general achievement and in reading among the
students involved in the program (Bennett, 1975)

Inner city male youth served as indigenous role models to youngsters in a Philadelphia thy care
center Positive changes in attitude and behavior were observed in the male role models by their
rnontoq and teachers Botti these youth and t he younger children agreed on the need for-increased
counseling in the program ( Pittman, A and McWhorter, S , 1974).

In Philadelphia, a counseling service project has been established to provide remedial and pre
ventive services as needed by ESEA Title I eligible chddien in participating schools. Counselor te
work closely with teachers. prinmpals. and par erils in providing psychodiagnostic and counseling
servites They share mental health principtes and piactices pg , classroom rreoksgement, child devel
opment) with teacheis and parents to enhance the positivnevelopment of the children, Counselors
also prgvide criiis intervention services as needed Results have been as follows teacheis rated the
senates as -good" or "excellent, of 378 parents whb iesponded to a questilaire, 90 percent said
that the counsflors helped their children, 81 percent of the 54 pupils who co pleted an individual
ized learning therapy program gained at least one inst ructional level (Philadelphia School Disti ict,
1976h

New York City schools have aIso reported similar findings to Philadelphia in their institution
of the Auxiliary Services Program In this pi crgram, counseling, ler-radial math, and remedial leading,
as well as high school equivalency study, were combined to focus on the academic achievement of
Title I students who vvere two or more years below grade leve) Student\i4etcithting in these
remedial programs showed statistically significant growttiin achievemen ertoldi, A R., 1975)

The technology of job search counseling techniques was followed up with over 3,000 clients
in rule major American cities A consistent finding in the sits, cities where cbents were matched with
controls was that two quids of the clients ant ructed weie able to f ind wolk sopposéd to lime th d
(or le%) of the *controls Virtually all of the successful counselees obtained jobs in less than foul weeks
while controls took 53 ortore days to find work (Wegmann, 1979).

Frisby'11.979) reports that within the Balance of State of Mar yland (nine coynties on the
Eastern Shore anirthiee Southern Maryland counties), total of 373 economically disadvantaged
in school juniols and seniors are receiving employability development hammy and wmk expeiience
The success of these plograms has been atti tbuted to the co mpi ehensive guidance services that have
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;supported the "hands on" work experience The emphasis on self concept developmen 4, ork and
personal values, and on job seeking, finding, and keeping skills has resulted in an.ov ll 75 percent
placement rate for these "employable' youth Frisby credits this placement rate to the identification
and subsequent reduction of si.x barriers to employment poor work habits, lack of occupational
,nf ormation, poor self concept, unrealistic aspiration levels, lack of adequate role models, and limit ed
exposure to assesSinent materials normed on similar groups.

Smith (1980) suggests that the much publicized distinctions between the effectiveness of
summer job programs for youth in Baltimore, Maryland and Washington. D.C. might be More correctly
attributed to the predominant and visible work force models in each city. In Baltimore, youthsee_
blue collar workers rewarded tiy a community undergoing a renaissance of rebuilding, whereas Wash-
ington's models are a hidden but known elite of white-collar government workers, fel^ themost part,
Washington youth rarely see or hear praise for those who undergird that city, andsee no connection
between their subsistence level job assignments and what they perceive as the more desirable top"
jobs in the bureaucracy.

Bier 119801, a psychoanalyst and researcher, recently completed a Study on ''Technologi,r.
Work, and Character lie observed that traditional psychotherapeutic treatment tends to ignore the
debilitating, reciprocal effects orcectain wo4 roles upon mental health, and vice versa. The pathology
e work how certain people in certain jobs discover that fundamentally asocial behavior is rewarded
by promotion or power, how others become willing victims to a dependency structure requiring their
routine humiliation by, if not subjugation to, that first groupillustrates the validity of investing,

rge incröments Of group counselingservices on the work site.

2 M twig the Nation's Need for (Motivated. Informed, and) Qualified Workers

Qualified workers alone cannot solve this country's work force problems Motivated, informed,
p poseful workers with sk .11 credentials can move more-effectively Documentation that guidance
and counseling programs accompanying vocational skill programs render a longer labor market
advantage to the graduate persists in the literatuie Beneficiaries of this collaboration are more iikel y
to hold onto their jobs, get work more qui transfer job skills and objectives to a jarger variety
of career fields, and iemain more attiactive to thbi employers. It has been further dei7çnstrat
that counseled graduates of skill training piogram are more fiepbf. optimistic, indop n to learning
on [be work site

A program of short term behavioral intervention wi h families Of delinquent males 'and females
was found to significantly increase fAily interaction anckieduce recidivism (Alexandra& Parsons,
1973)

A counseling program specifically combined with supportive ilistruction has been foundtobe
successfulin motivating truant,tow income boys back to regular attemlance in school (Grala &
McCauley, 7976)

Braden (1978) notes two projects in his honte state of Kentucky that weredesigned for high
risk junior high school age youth and loi first time offenders, respectively Project Succeed (Louis
villeLoperates as a school within a school and offers a specialized curriculum emphasizing career
education and job raeparat.on, intensive home school coordination and guidance and counseling.
Attn6uted to counSeling services were improvements in attendance and reductions in police and court
contacts 'Project Way Out (Jefferson) fills a service gap between probatidn and group home super
vision for euverule offenders. Counseling effects were reported by employeis of 90 percent of these

1
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-14/<
graduates ts, ncreased dependability and task completion er observations showeg these youth
as "sharpSY reducing the incidence of offenses requilin tention with substantial gains measured
on attp6cle and splf corcept scales administered on work site "

(i/'
'1/8erryman 119781 and Miller and Simon 781 suggest that counseled youth holding their first

jobs were more like their -satisfyihgly' e oyed adult counterparts in two areas than were non
counseled youth Specifically, such you tend to show lower levels of absenteeism from the job
than do non counried employed yo , expressing sim dal definitions of what makes a job attractive
(opportunity to do something rn gful, a chance for personal growth, and sufficient intellectual
stimulation).

In 1978 the Universi of California. Los Angeles matched experimental and control groups for
purposes of studying th effects of, intensifiedjyareer counseling on the vocational maturity of inner
city high school you The results of the e year experiment indicated that controls raised thoir
attitude and comp ency scores by only one balf of one percentage point, while targeted students
showed 20 per t post treatment gairts in both areas. (California State Department of Education, 1978)

Andri i 1979) and Ellwood (19791 suggest differential effects upon counseled males and
females en brief periods of Unemployment followed high school tenure. Unsuccessful males were
more a e to adjust their expectations dowaivard (to minimum wage or below), apply different job
searc techniques, or even 'hold out" for higher Wages if they had worked even briefly during high
sc ol Females, on the.other hand, were more likely to cease the job hunt entirely, turning to parent

od 01 continued education as a ltei nat eves Neither group reported decieased setf confidence or
gatwe attitudes toward work

Mason (1974) has reported a nuMber of studies done in various state off ices of the Employment
Service focused upon the question Does counseling help people get jobs?' In one study, 10,000
applicants w`ere studied who had received an average of two counseling interviews each during 1972- /
73 in one of four states Iowa, Missouti, Utah, or Wisconsin The study showed that in Missouii and /
Iowa, the placement rate for counseled applicants was twice that for all applicants serviced. In /
Missouri, 40 percent of those leceiving counseling were placed in jobs compared with only 20
of all applicants

In Wisconsin, tft records of a random sample of recent applicants-who-heel
were compared with an equal sample of those who had not Thirty percent of those coun,%èled were
placed,compared with T6 Percent of those who had not been counseled. It might be neted here as
well that the outcomes 9f this study ale pal qularl y important because they refei appli
cants who were more caficult to place than those not counseled. In Wisconsin, for xample, 64 pei
cerit of the counseled applicants had two or more employmeit haulers (such as ing poor, disad
van taged_handicapped, school dr opoutl as compared with only 28 percent of,J.Ie group not counseled;

All youth programs established in Orange County, CA reported the ned foi more counseling,
both pei sonal and caieer Most barrieis to learning and adjustment were/fOund to be non job skill
elated 'We need helping adults with the sensitivity and understanding to counsel an alcoholic

youngster, a krd who has been busted, or kicked out These counsel,yrf,9 skills are as much in demand
as are skills which teach the proper method to hold a hammer, sg a wire, or lay a carpet (Change
County Manpower' Commission, 1978)'

Lowell, Massachusetts is one of fifteen sites in the United States where the job search clubc
method is being tested by the U 5 Department of Labor as an alternative to referral of eligibles tis
traditional CETA programs, skill centers, o'r tc;i3ublic service dmployment Five weeks of intensive
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Counsehng and Job inquiry techniques Jre offei ed to groups of 10 to 12 individuals at a cost of $5000
per client vs S4,500 aieat for elfare payments, oi $10,000 to S20,000 a year for public service lob
placement placement iaé,Jdr these participants is currently at the 80 percent level, with an estimated
savings to local taxpayer f SI 5 million Wine, 1980).

One program in blisibui which devoted 40 weeks of intensive training to changing self defeating
att. tudes .ragself confide-rice as well as having the participants rehearse simulated Job interviews
resulted I,1 84 9 percentof the pal ticipants obtaining employment. Another related program concen
ti ated on teaching unemploied pet sons (Many of whom had been unemployed for three to ten years/
Sef placement techn4les that could facilitate their search for employment Ctients increased skills in
wr iting application letters, preparing esumes, participating in simulated interviews, and assessing past
experience Employment was obtained by 80 percent of the participants ( den et al , 1976, Lazarus,
1966)

Philhr ick 119 751 surv9yed the records of the Utah State Bureau of Employment Security for
the year 1973 74 He found that those clients receiving counselmg services were 57 4 percent more
able to fi nd placement than those who did not receive such service It was also discovered that
employability increased with the number of interviews conducted with the,chent

NOTE The February, 1980 Report of the Joint Economic Committee of Congress devoted
considerable attention te the employment issue, particularly to the effects upon national
Productivity of the current high levels Of youth unemployment Three of nine recommenda
tions (numbers 16 17, and 18) speak particularly to the counseling and information needs of
these youth with emphasis upon "making connections between basic educahonal skills and
future empioyment opportunities,- -identifying and assisting the economically disadvantaged
minority youth and "programs which prevent premature school leaving or provide alternatives
to conventional educational methods for school dropouts -

3 Keeping the (Vocational Education) Program Relevant (through the provision of comprehensive
guidance and counseling programs)

No educational program can claim relevance without constant study of its currency with those
ejecting .t The assuiance that guaJance and counseling prOgrams will diligently monitor client needs
in vocational programs they choose is self explanatory One function of an established guidance

tbrhponent iciesearch on curl en t delve( y systems their effectiveness with new target groups, new
age groups, new penging problems Evidence that the presence of guidance and counseling programs
increases the likelihood that .docatnal education can be more responsive to underserved groups is
sampled below

.450

The special caree counseling and information needs of adults have become mote and. more
lesistant to the Svsterns.and technologies designed primal ily for youth Adult advocates point out
theft this Voup has less time and place flexibiltty. greater amounts of work experience, and fairly well
ehtrenched woik habits of either a positive or negatwe natuie. The challenge will be to provide vast
amounts of localized vs national (Areal information, opportunities to unleain nonproductive work
behaviors as well as to acquire new job skills-all in settings that do not smack of school or instint,
ton based origins (National Center for Educational Brokering, 1980)

There is mounting evidence (Giasso and Shea (a), 1979) that partieipatmg females
benef t more fi um vocationateducation than do males, that vocational education is 'better at
securing nitil ph placement than establishing a long term labor market advantage (Grasso and

.*

17
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Shea (bl, ar$d that vocational educationby itselfcan onlyipredict potentialaccess to a
third ofloday's job market (Mangum, 1976) School based programs combining counseling, job
search techniques, remedial education, work experience, and skill trainingon the other handwould
not only appear to be better predictors of sustained and satisfying employment for both sexes but
would expand job opportunities to 81 percent of the current market

Design research that attempts to answer the following questions

a What are the factors determining an individual's chances in today's labor market?

b Have federal laws made anippreciable difference in hiring patterns? in actual numbers
of job openings,

c Does the vocational education system that worked once for a white male constituency
still wdrk today for black males, white females, black females,

Study Is needed on the relationship of guidance services to.later job status of vocational graduates,
liberal arts graduates, and graduates exposed taireer education methods. of instruction

Note 2 Cronin (1980) and Ashenfelter (1976) would probably add threepther research
questibris to this agenda Why is the current fabor market advantage enjoyed by vocational program
graduates "limited" to the four years imnoliretely following high school? What will be the longitudi

, nal effects of earlier career exploration programs launched in elementary and middle schools? Why
aren't disadvantaged, gifted, or ''alienated" students attracted to today's vocational programs? .

Richmond 119791, Bonen and Denbo (1979), ilealas (1978), and Conroy (19761 suggest strong
guidance elements in vocational programs can counteract the short-lived labor market advantage
(about four years) enjoyed by graduates Specifically, In those programs where counseling was pro
vided prior to, during, and following training, smaller differences existed between male and female
earning power, a trend toward electing continuing training and education was observed, measurable
improvements were iecorded in assertiveness and self image, knrledge of job skill transferability

Appelbaum and KopPel (1978) and Stephenson (1979) found that work experience during
high school tenure, combined with counseling in job interview skills, peisonal behavioi and dress,
working with authoi ity !lives, and developing job contact networks were significantly associated'
with Securing immediate post high school employment, iegardless of vocational skill level.

n oneyudy a group counseling Intel vention was combined with teaching materials designed to
aid students in improving their career maturity anel decision making sUis. High school students, both
academic and non academic in orientation:were involved over a ten week period, As a result of the
program, student reported outcomes were that they now knew more about occupational choices
(62 percent), could go about getag information (73 percent), could recognize their values and use
them in making decisions (76 percent), consider and rank alternatives according to the ones that are
best for them (68 percent), could make (areer decksions (82 percent), and, that they could see that
their first'and second occupational choices made before the program may pot be the best for them
(Egner & Jackson, 1978) /

. A review of educational research conducted by a lar4e state school system showed that when
career guidance and counseling services weie provided in the nine distiicts studied to a target group
of disadvantaged youth identified in each location, 73 percent of these youth completed theii educa.
von Their employeis imported their entry job skills as marketable, but gave higher marks to their
acidemic standmg and shell personal confidence ISan Mateo Educational Resources Centel, 1979)
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Computer sed career guidance systems using expel imental and control groups of students
- have shown that geted youth make larger gains in planfulness, knowledge of career resources, and

the costs and r isks sciated with these options (Myers, R , Lindeman, FL, and Thompson, A , 1975).

4 Meeting the Nation's Equity Goals (through a greater responsiveness to target groups needing
special programs and services)

Equity in vocational education training opportunities cannot be guar anteed by edict alone A
long and dedicated histor y of prepar ation, le education, di 1.1 edirect ion must char acter ize or ientation
to this option for skill development Prevocatronal counseling and guidance are as important to this
effort as ar e the initiatives character ized by the groundwor k done with employers, other teachers,
and parents by guidance staff The minor ay youth, the handicapped adult, the female or male seeking
iiontraditional empAment need massive intervention and continued suppor t ii vocational education

tu be an effective alter nave 'Evidence that guidance and Lounseling programs do make a difference
in achieving genumeparity of access to work aswell as training is being accumulated

Adolescent black males who have been assisted to decide upon vocational obiectives,have been
found to have more positive self concepts than do those who have not (Jones, J.A. et al., 1975)

The tendency of females to cling to traditionally female oCippational aspirations persists in
spite of isolated examples of pioneering in new careers. Even colege women are still studying in
traditional areas where Jobs are also scarce or low paid. Karnes (1978) studied this apparent regres
sion and found that graduate degrees awarded women between 1950 and 1976 were still largely
character ized by female associated fields of study in whichwith the exception of nui sing the Job
outlook is notoriously pool (education. English and Journalism, applied and fine arts, foreign Ian
guages and literatuie, library science) By contrast, Kamer repot ts that by 1985, 56,000 lobs in
engineering wili have to be filled by only 40,000 giaduates, '17,000 physicians and osteopaths will
choose among more than122,000 openings

.

Adolescent mothers receiving twelve months of concentrated counseling in parenting skills
agreed to complete a high school or vocational program in a quid pro quo arrangement. Of this
gioup, 65 percent fulfilled their contracts, with 59 percent of these females electing to continue
their education in a college setting (Lewis, 1975)

Female students exposed to a systematic career guidance class dealing with such topics as
values clar ification, decision making, iob satisfaction, sources of occupational infor mation, work
power projections and car eer planning ar e foundito have gr eater gains in self knowledge and the
elation of self knoWledge to occupations, and to engage in a greater number of careei planning

activities than do students exposed only to individual counseling or to no treatment (knosh &
Grimm, 1976)

Teenage Women in Nontiaditional Employment (TWINE) is opeiated by the Economic Oppoi
tuna y Board of Claik County, Nevada TWINE s goal is to familiarize low income teenaged mothers
with the skills and tots needed in constiuction U ades and home weathei ization, prepare them foi
apprenticeship tests, and place them in ohs. SO tar, the young women have completed foui hume
,tehabilitation and weatheriration prbiects. Part way thiough the project there had been 200
appr enticeship placements, two referrals to othei programs, dnd two 'non positive reiminations
The must sei ious pioblern has been a lack of in depth counseling to overcome the doubts many
young women have about then abilities to litandle construction lobs Also, piogram officials note,
many women loseinterest inn consti uttion lobs when they get firsthand expel ience ol the actual
working conditions

1
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The much publicized influx of refugees, combined with the continuing issue of illegal aliens,
may give rise-if not carefully husbandedto a negative form of nationalism. Fearful of their lobs.
Americans will need constant reassurance that these groups do not, historically, causea drain on
state and municipal budgets, make excessive demands on schools, clinics or welfare officials, or fail
to ante up with their share,of income taxes The question of lobs is another matter. Evidence at hand
does show these groups welling and eager to take on those tasks considered too menial for the average
AmeriNn, a factor that has yet to'be analyzed for its impact (Freeman, 1980).

Kane and Frazee (1978) surveyed a. national sample of females (N=3,070) enrolled in nontradi
tior61 occupational courseS in area vocational schools to determine What factors conti ibuted to their
choice,.persistence, and future plans. Counselors were identified as second only to mothers as the
most influential support system by these young women.

Lennon (1979) reports on six federally funded programs located in 'Columbia, Missouri,
Westport, Connecticut, Portland Oregon, FUllerton, California, Syosset, New York, St, Paul, Min-
nesota Each focuses on either the handicapped, disadvantaged, or dropout prone youth of high school
age, but all programs are chatacterized by counselor cooidination and management. Final reports
issued showed sign, f icanr gains by participants in areas of school attendance, achievement, socialize
tion, and career planning skills

Among disadvantaged applicants in Wisconsin, 38 percent of those who had received counseling
were placed in lobs whereas none of the "not counseled' were placed. For the handicapped, the story -

was even more dramatic with 69 percent of those counseled being placed compared with none who
received no counseling (Mason, 1974)

Konce, Miller, and COpe (1974) studied data from across the United States on the effects of
counseling on rehabilitation clients The results of their research indicated that both long-term and
short term counseling contact has advantages in rehabilitation but in differing thiections Long-term
interventions tend to correlate with higher salaries among iehabilitants, while short-term contacts
tend to lead to more placements among those considered iehabilitated. Ifs addition, it was found that
"the percentage of monies allocated for counseling and training tend to favorably influence final
salary,"

Editor's Note

Each of the preceding test imonials to counseling effectiveness were drawn from either of two docu
ments prepared by Nancy M Pinson The Contribution of Guidance and Counseling to the Employ.
ability of Youth (NIE,'Ed, September, 1980) and Legislative Perspectives in Youth Employment,
Career EduLabon and Career Guidance (Pennsylvania State University, July 25,1980) In the former
document, Pinson credits Edwin L Herr (1978, a and b) as the first individual to locate several
of the annotations he utilized

D
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Basic premises for Guidance Programming

The foregoing section has presented compelling evidence that guidance and counseling programs
can achieve certain social as well as individual goals we share in common with ourcolleagues in
vocational education This next and final section will fully clan( y the fb-dundation for a basic redirec
bon of language in the reauthorization of vocational education. It will o so on the basis that guidance
and counseling programs must be central, not peripheral, to the delivery of work related education
and training programsnow and in the future By presenting f ve basic premises that form the founda
Pon for needed improvements in vocational education legislation, guidance and counseling programs
in our schools and institutions can fully assume thee crucial role in respbnding to national priorities

Forst, guidance is a prbgram As aprogiam, it has characteristics similar to other programs in
vocational education, including v

a learner outcomes tcompetencies1 in such areas as self knowledge and interpersonal
ielations, decision making arlb Planning, and knowledge of life i oles including woiker
and learner roles in the form of a guidance curriculum,

b activities and processes to assist learners to achieve outcomes such as these,
c professionaly recognized personnel, and
d materials and resources

.Sei Ahltl guidanct. prugiams ai e developmei ital and comprehensive They ale developmental in
that litlillaill,e aGlivitICS must be cftlinducted on a i egular and planned basis to assist young people
arid Awls to dcliieve Cal eel deveiopinent competencies Mile immediate and ci Isis needs of indiaid
(dais must oe met a maim focus of a developmental pi ogram is to provide aid, wduals with expe»ences
to beip them pow dial develop Guidance piogi ams ale comprehensive in that a hill range Of aclivitieS
arid sei vices die provided including assessment, int oirnation, counseling, placement, f ollow up, and
foliow thi ()doh

Thud guiiiancevoyi dins locus On irldividOals competencies not put dice deficits To sonic,
a maim locus on guniaisce is on the in oblenis mil, viduals have and the obstacles they may face This
.mphasis is impor tant but it should not be dominant If it is emphasized in isolation, attention
often focuses on what is mono with individuals, not what is i ight Obviously, problems and obstacles
need to be identified and iemediaied but Owl, should not overshadow the existing or potential
competencies kit individuals A maph emphasis in guidance and counseling pi ogiams should be on
helping individuals afentot so the competencies they alieady have plus assisting them to develop new
competencies

Fourth, guidance programs are built on a team approach A comprehensive, develoPmental
program of guidance is based un the assumption that all staff have teacheis and administrators who
see themselves as being involved iathei than thinking it is all up to counselors. At the same time,
it should be understood that pi ofessiunal y Lett ified counselois ale cential to the proof arn as coordi

te nators in this role, this. provide direct sei vices to IrldivIdUals as well as woik in consultative relation
ships with other members of the guidance team *

Ihinti, guidance progiams mandate .31 ticulat ion A basic assumption undei lying compiehensive,
developmental guidance pi ogiamming is that there is ef fective linkage between comprehensive high
school guidance pi ogi arns and those located in area vocational schools and postsecondai y institutions
This means that them is program continuity, that those activities begun in the comprehensive high
school die calf mil on, ds approla tate, in those area vocational schools and postsecondary institutions
Tins means that time guidance stalls uf these institutions meet together on a regulai basis to exchange
information anti to uPdate their programming as new student needs are ident died .

..
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Dr. GYSBERS. One final point, and I think it relates back to what
Nancy was suggesting, that you .can see from this that the guid-
ance professionals, wfiether we are in AVA or APGA, are working
together to try to gain the best kind of legislation possible for the
young people and adults in this country. 1

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Norman Gysbers follows:]
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STATEMENT lrON'BEH OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATIoN RV DR. NORMAN.
C YSBERS, VICE PRESIDENT, GUIDANCE DIVISION

4
Mr. Chairman and menbers of the committee.'

.
is my pleasure to have the opportunity to '521are.with you my

concerns regarding the inportan9e of the lrocagtonal litucationrAct and .
\ -, ,

particularly the need to irtlude a Voca ional Guidance. cocaponent therein..

I am Janes Stetrens, a high school counselor. at West York 'Are,a High,

Scherol in York, Pennsy lvinia ait Immediatcr Past President of the. -
Perrisylvania School Counselors Association - t onl4 sta,rside
organization devoted to school counseling. It i's n h.o or to be /..."I .... irepresenting the 40,000 professional counselor member f the American

Personnel and Guidance Association and its staote branch*, the Penhsylvania
,

Personnel and Guidance -Association. t '1- r .

:

It has been said frequently that our young people gre this nation's
/

greatest natural resource. If we afe nurture 'and develop that resource,

we necno provide the piing people in this democracy the opportunity
r Ito sake free and informed choices regarding their chost vocstion. Well

planned and implemented prograhirof vocational guidance can achieve that
goal.

1 .

The decade of the 801s, 'during which our young people bill be makq,g

career decrions, is chbrfgang rapidly. Many of those changes will have

*Y-an effect on those career decisions.

Family patterns are changiN with nearly 23 percent of children sPending

part of their school y4\ars in a single parent home. Changed family patteV,

often involve a change irt--the role of work in the family in which influences

a child's perception of the work world.

Attitudes tewaid sex role stereotyping in jobs is also changing. Male

secretaries and mai/ nurses are increasing and women are findingtit easier
,

4
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tnat ca% Se best met; at least in part, prough strengthene4 qca n 1 Edu-

atisr..1 in general, and strengthened guidance and counseling programl as they

Are Administered oy Aocationai Education specifically. ',slat are some of

tnese individual needs They inc,1ude. a 10,:aNcor youth and adults to sort 4

..t\ind identifwwho they.are in terms of the.ir competencies, interests,

ia

t
ttitAdes And aptitudesp a need to develop career plannipg, goal setting,

and decis n-making skills: a need tC', have access to and know how to use.'
.- ..

,

,Ift -:gnt ai their self-knowledge, up-to-date, accurate national, state, and

local educonai, career, and Labor market informa'tion.so they can make

informed cnoices. and a need .to know how to use placement, follow-up, and

follow through resources.

These needs are common across all groups of people, including Young

oeople and adults, but they have speeial significance for disadvantaged

youth and adults and`for all individuals seeking equity. Thus, as we look

to ,,av, to rkspond to these 'needs through sirengthened Vocational Education,

inLuding guidance and counseling,programs,we have the dual responsibility

of r.sbonding to chest needs as all Individuals experience them and,,also.

co -ttend to these needs as they are felt by special needs populations. It

alsP is important to keep in mind that while these needs have t;een st.lted

in individual terms, these needs c'an be best understood and responded to in

the context of our national needs. There is an interaction among individual.

no,eis and tlatlonal needs that must be undere'tood and appreciated if we are

to resoond in'appropriate ways.

Ych and Adults Ved to 'Develop and Continually Re-evaluate Their Career

,

Young oebpie and adults need help in developing and continually re-'

evallpting their career identiyv. Included in,this orck_ess is the need to

about wnw lhes are- in terms of their competencies. interests. attitudes.

And aptitudes. ,This need is not a one time event In the lives of people, but

rathr ,ontpuing process that is done timm after time as new learning ex-

s., moes take place.

Aut, Ind Adulti \eed Hein in 'evelonIng Career Planning, tloal SettIngl Ind

"ok :ts:"C`,711

noi inl idults aood "kelp in develontn,1 cireer ni.anwng, goal

4
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setting. and decision-making skills:'-,Sometomes, it is assumed that all that

t/ is necessary is tnat we give people career and labor market imformation and

they will know how ta Lncorporate it aPpropriatelv into their career plan-

ning anikiecusia'n making. It is to state tnclobvious chit these sqlls are

not innate, cut are l'earn d: This mea.ris the. have to be employed 1..n a mptor /

if
,

4 o

4

way in our educational o ograms4

Youth and adults heed access to and Need to Know.abeut,How to lse Career and

' Labor Market Information E5fectiyely /

1 /Mk -

Youth and adulp ne4 -acce§s to up-to-date and accUrate national'. stat.

aind la.cal career and labor market information. They arso need help in learn-

, ing how to use career an.9,4bor market info.rZltion effgctivelv. In addition,

thes need nein en now to relateiJA to thel.r continually emergang picture of
.

themselves (their career identity) as well as how to incorporate such infor-

maiion into theitr present and future creer elanning end dec:sion making so

that the: can make'informed choices. This is critical rn light tf the rapidly

changing nature and structure of work and the work ptace in this country. It

* is cratisal too. because uf need for economic revitalizaylon in our country.
0,

Youth and adults Need Selo In Learrling How co ftse'Placement, Follow-up. and
u

Fallow'Thrdu n Resoorces '

-

youth and ults need'help in learning hoW ti use lacement. follow-up.
w

and foljots tougt resources. Thes rleed help in preparing for and making the.

transition from education to work, from work to education: and from education

to 'rurther education. Sometimes chebe transitions mav require additional

sunpvt. ,c) 4ellow tprough Ind lob, adiustment activities mas beyery important

:MAT SHOLTD BE THE FEDERAL ROLE IN

,BESPONDING To THESE NEEDS'

, k
L nave Identified and discussed yemv loriefls: some nteds that individuals

have that relate veri directls to current natnonal needs and that I feel Pan

hest hP responded to through strengthvied Vocational Lducation in which career

guidans0 Ind ,)unseling programs are integral and central. The questivi that

e3c_, 1, aow is "Alac should be the tederal rolo through :ocational flusaitiop

' islati ,n to respond to taese needs Ind uther sonilar Individual And nation 1

's rlos. I 11 th, CO ire ottwrs. %else

I lot - m'y Pri rm t of one )ver the otner b r

"'MOW

4

ft

4
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5.

listing tnem as 'no, tdo. three.

Rale One

The first federal role through Vocational Education legislation to
t

,crengtnen career guidance and counseling Irograms that . I.suggest is that
t

.t is,isting state Ind locay guidance personnel to improve,and sustain the

-capacity or career guidance and counseling Programs to keep up-to-date and

in tune with individual and national needs and priori5des. To Improve.and

sustain the capcitn of career guidance and counseling programs, to do this.

will,require Attention to such things a, iliservice crainingo scaff develop-

-era. and leadersnip workshops. it also will require that encouragemen be

given a, well as che wat be opened for interchanges among counselors and

4146her guidence 'ersonnel. business and industry personnel, governmenC agencies,
N

including the Department of6ucation and the Department of Labor. Ss well as

their inafterparts at the state level, plus, I am sure.,.manv other relevant

groups and organizations. ' - z.-
,

Role Two

Another teder:1 role through Vocational Education'legislation to strengthen

career guidance and counseling programs that I suggest is to islde th addi-

tional and crucial career guidance and counseling programming that man b re-

quired to help special nee s populations as they are finding dieir role in

society. Special attentio also will be required to help all individuals who

are striving for equity--e uitvfas a person and as a person Particularlyii.n

nontraditional occupation
4

Role Three

Tne third federal role through Vocational Education legislation to strerwthen

career guidance and counseling programs that I suggest is related to the first'

role but focuses more specificall% on the need for career'guidance and counselirr,

personnel to seep up-,to-date on career and labor market information. Recently,

an article in Time Magazine pointed out that there Is a shortage of skilled

foe,ers in this country. How does information like this get into the hands of

,areer guidance and counseling personnell so they, ln turn, c;u1 help individuals

maKe MI 4 choi.e.' There are i number of good mechanisms already In placo

1, t ,ut t'le need to ,e ecpanded and Improved. To thi, is i lear

.1 ral r,'..

,
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recommendations are based on the historic and continuing premis that career
guidance and counseling programs ate integral to the rengtheing and improve-
ment of Vocational Education and the employability, ent , and Job
satisfaction of the nation's work force.
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e
%IlAT ARE SOn RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

LEGISLATION TO RESMND TO THESE NEEDS AND ROLES' ;

ko tne form and language for the reauthorized Vocational Edu alien leg-
slation ts suing developed, there are A number of recommen/datio

1

s concerning
career guidance and counseling programs that need caretul donsid

1

r4ion. These

Recorzendat ion Lane

socieIf
career guidanc and counsel ing programs are t," such indivadualand

tal needs as ave been identif ied, then it 1, mAiidato v that the definition
of 'Vocational Education fn the proposeelegislation include career guidance as
an integral and central program. As a pr9gram,' It has ch racteristics similar

co other programs in 5'oeational Education, incluliing:, -
a. learner aut,,,,nes (competencies)

.aitivit ie, and proces,e, to a,s 1st% learners t achieve the
appropriate outcomes

/ d
c; protessiovially recognized and ,certilied pers nnel
.d materials and resources k

,

ii a, ii
..A mator purpose of tideral funds within claj tlasic State Vocation31 dr ants

lee, i 'to In, lude oroy is ions for ;Ire iraproveme t and espansiola .ot current guidance
pro.grams. This ins ludes, hut is not limited to. /

a
a.' erpanding access for all indiyidua s co Vocational EducatiOn,

through improved guidance programs

b. improving guidance programs for , udegt already enrolled
Vocat Iona l Education

c. improving guld9nce programs co ass! Vocational &Jai on
student-i make'-mtle triansit ion. trim i struction co war

.lacom6ntiat i Sn, 't,ree
../.Additional pro,,,,,f, tar federal t nd, /for sot-Ians e need t; include progr un,

r,r sattividual, sod srsunst. ./cosr% its debreed area, ,a/e4 ii ws.st., p01,,,,I,,t 1,,,,,
r -11,, ''..-o., , lc ,,so V.,. Ind sJss It .rso,, d'..vf:t ' rummy% 'Also csro.tr Ills, oftn lode, 'sot

4oAo'l so._ ',.. )sms'olli
- .

to
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:ireer awarene,ss, ina, ,r tencat ton

areer deci$ ion mak ine

caioer and laoZW market into rnat iOn

d placement, rollow-up. and rollow-chronila issist ince

e career assessmelt

f, o,unse?Ing

guid.ince-based curri,ulum emphasiiing such skIlls as job.
seeking and lob-keeping skills, tob dtustment, and lob-
changing skills to adapt to changing individual nerds and
the changing needs of ihe labor marker.

ornendation Four

ince,guidance is an integral part, of Vo.acional Educat ion, guidance Deeds

ne in, laded in fuCure federal programs ot .pational significance. I recom-

'read that such areas as the following be inclaed:

Anidan.e researth and development--Aw techniques.
methods, procedures

0 un se l u r educa4on Rreservi& and inseryice training

guldanco ladermhip dev opm'ent

d, ,g4idanceo program improybmenc.

*Ree,,mmendat ion Five

To insure that guidance programs are at integral Ind central part of

..:at ynat Edugacion, ;here is a need for state plfans to specify how guidance

Programs Are being implemented. This leans that guidan.e personnel need to

be lire, t 1, involved: it. the Seyelopment
, implementat'ion, and evalustion of

r4,, le -itato,plan.
,

A; the lo,a1 level, lit, re.ommended char lo,a1 plans show huw they will
,

-see t ai needs Perhaps. needs assessment should he required' to t Cnd out

wher,Atche gaps ar4e21.1iP((ade 'Oroeramming and then, as A part of the plan.

' It 1 1/e tipe steps to he";aken to till these, gaps.
4 .

f
mmmend,lt ion Sty,

IC, ill goyernttenral leje Is, guldan,e leadership ,st kir and budget' should be

,114 1 luality uid quanct is AS I re,sonable to sustain the planning. Program

lei o ,Tent totinL ml asa.lstani e, Ind interpal Ind esternal relationships es-

.. lc; t,, erre, tte onpr,'er.ent . ext en s t on \Ind espansion ,f mr.'er rimt.t mimic

,aas.111;! Pr ,gr ors)

2 2
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Re(' ommemdat ton Seven

iddt t tonal purpo,e tar tederal fund, co strengthen guidan programs
%no -)e to c /ntlnue to trapnlve the development and de tver% of lab market

.er tntormaC ton. ,NOIC.t_ and sOI1C, Ire already in ol e as ire .1 Min .r at
.nt 'Mat ion de IlverLi Previousl% a great deal ot labor ma et

,r1 available aa, tor planner. ot educat ion p-rograms. This use t..
or ourse, tnp.Titant. There is another use. hoC,ever, and that uie is with
aung :,eople and adult :. so they an become aware of occupat iona 1 opportunit tes

Ind then trwr.e Informed ..hott.eq ethic at fonall% and oo twat tocsts.'i:I4v. Th ts.la ter
use hts been recognIzed bY leader, in the t teld ior a Ions time and it ts now
be, 'rung re,il a v through pro je.-1, such a, the Imprc'Tve 4,are*c Decision %taking
Pr t ,Y the Department of Labor. the Diet-ton of lanor `larket
Int rmac 1 Ind the WICC'SOICC network.

1 FINAL FONT

.et. or, 1 I would.' 1 ike so.ur permission to inc lyde a dua ument itype
rd i it lel "Strengtnentag Work-Related Educat ton and Training hrough

Implt&ve..1 utSan.e Pr ,gram, tn the 1480',". It to: a joint publication ,t the
Vat ton 11 `. It/anal ,,nidan.e 1, soc tat ion and the talidanue tv is ton ,,t the ..\m'ert-
,..tn It Iona 1 toso..11-FrOn. In it are sect tonssdest.r thtug the ef fec t i ye part ner-
antp a 4uidante and Vocat ional Education, who the provider, of gutdance ate and
wnere :le% work. the cant r jIu t ion, ot guidance to the goal, at Var at tonal Eda-
.

,at top Ind to meeting aat Iona prior it les. and f inall% ,ortle hist, premise, tor
tutdan.e or,gr umat nit

rhury au tor the opportunif % to pretent nv vIew-u Oti, I would he
Pleased t que,t tons now or watt and inswer queit turns during a gerter ii
quest lOn oer,,1 it ter the other pre,entat ions have been tompleted.

-

flu3
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much. I was coMmenting to my col-
leagues up here that this panel Is a model of summarizing. I wish
mure panels would summarize, because we du pore through the
written testimony. I commend you for that.

With regard to your analogy, of smoking, Dr. Gysbers I was re-
mihded uf Thomas Aquinas, vvho divided man into intellect and'
will, and who said that the will was a blind faculty, which had to
be fed by intellect. The will is the one that sets our goals, but we
have to be informed first, and then.we can make that determina-
tion. L harken back tu my e4rly philosophical studies as a result of
your comment there.

I would like to start now with a few questions, and will ask my
colleagues for their questions following that.

Dr. Pinson, how will the changes in the Vocational Eduation
Act proposed by H.R. 497-1 aid that individual guidance counselor
in the performance of his ur her work, and what ways will, those
practitioners then be better able to deliver services4q the students
as a result of this act?

Dr. PINSON. Thank you for asking that question A very good
une. And it Is incumbent on us, all of us here, to know the correct
and logical response to that question. Basically, this bill would

_double the capacity of practicing counselors in school systems and
in other institutions serving vocational students.

Because it would literally take a 60-percent increase in the funds
and the authority associated without adding any money to the bill
itself. To allow these people tu move across a41 programs as opposed
to 20 percent of subpart 3, where i,t is now located.

This parucular strengthening of the authority and the salience
vf the counseloron the delivery of the vocational education would
'allow that ineCidual and that tearn of individuals concerned with

.counseling services to work closely with those people at State, dis-
trict, and building level to deliver, for_eiample, consumer and
homemaking programs, cooperative education programs, work-
study, all uf the other dimensions in the act which counselors are
only peripherally involved at the present time

What 'we are saying here is in the institutionalization of the
other counselor as part of the vocational education team the act as
it is now written somewhat limits the function uf the counselor to
swtion 13-1 and with an amendment that was added to Public Law
9-1-162, the State agency only had to select one of eight activities to
carry out counseling services.

And many States did just that, as opposed to stretching out
throughout the act, and offering counseling services to all those
people enrolled. I will stop at that point, and if I haven't been re-
sponsive, perhaps some other members of the panel can help.

Mr. KILDF.E. Apparently what we ve really trying to accomplish
in our work with you is to try to have this guidance element in-
fused thruughout the vocational education program, touching it at
certain,very critical points. ,

Dr. PINSON. Right.
Mr KILDEE. Could you, in elaborating on that answer, describe

more fully at what points vocational guidance will be infused?
Dr PINSON. I think perhaps the major focus would be A return to

the basic grant approach. In subpart 3, which is erititled "Progr`am
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Improvement and Soportive Services," perhaps Bob Stump can
help bear me out on this, the States are actually. spending, accord-
ing to the NIB study, less than 10 percent of their funds on actual
program improvement activities.

Thus, the set-aside currently existing in guidance is reduced, and
it is not affecting subpart; 2, where the major programs are located,
nor ip it affecting subparts 4, 5, or administration.

With the new bill that you and COngressman Goodling have in-
troduced, guidance would be institutpigialized across all the sub-
parts. If we are looking at current lav717kluiding administration, in
many States today, State ageney personnel.are being hired out of
guidance money. That is basically illegal.

Certainly, that guidanet money now as authorizedtan be spent
to hire people at .the local level to provide guidance services, but
not at the State level. That should come out of administrative
money.

In this new plan, that kind of authorization would be allowed, be-
cause that set-aside for guidance would apply directly to subparts 2
through.5, including 102(d), which is administration.

Mr. KILDEE. You agree then that infusion would be an appropri-
ate word to describe what we wish to accomplish with the guidance
element.

Dr. PINSON. Yes, it would. Infusion is correct. The set-aside, I
think, is a function of terminology we are all comfortable with,
both on your side of the table and ours, in that we wantto be sure
that attention is given to the guidance needs of people enrolled in
all of these programVs opposed to one peripheral aspect of the
law.

" Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Drake, would you li e to comment on how some
of the changes iproposed in this b. t affect the counselors and
t e counselees in your programs?

Dr. DRAKE I think that the changes in the'act Would really allow
counselors to more fully get to understand the kvorld of work, the
business community, industry and so forth, by first of all emersing
them in that kind of a situation, allowing them to better under-
stand what vocational education training is all about.

And as result, then, they can pass that kind of information
along to th
sion to tha
the vocati

tudents that they work with. I think a natural exten-
, too, will be thO manIof...the kinds of experiences that

nal guidance counselors will-be involved with, perhaps a
similar kind of experience can occur for the students they work
with, so they have a- y good awareness of not only what voca-
tional training progt
get to !laity see tb

ut there are'available, but also they will
. of what they are doing in school to the

world of work in the e nomy.
Mr..KILDEE. Dr. Gysbers, since you 'are representing TheNAmeri-

can- Vocational Association, which includes administratOrs, each-
ers, counselors, could you tell us whether the AVA will suppo t in-
creasing the percentage of set-aside for guidance?

I ask this because many ol the vocational administrators, espe-
cially on the State level, have been saying that.there are presently
too maw/ requirements in many set-asides..

Dr. GYSBERS. I think ATA feels that the set-aside is one mecha-
nism. There are probably t4her mechanisms that we may want to

ri I";
%.)
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consider. Once mechanism, for example, would be to make sure that
in the definition of vocational education, guidance and counseling
programs is very clearly there. So that guidance and counseling
programs are spread throughout, as the term was used.

I have not had the chance to see the bill specifically, so I cannot
react in terms of the specifics at this point. But, as I say, my under-
standing is that the AVA is saying that that is one mechanism,
there are probably others and there should be some additional dis-
cussion on that.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. I have two questions that I would like all of you

to respora to if you so desire.
Before I get to those two questions, my assistant handed me an

article that appeared in the Education,USA November 18, 1981
Digest. The heading says, "Coalitions far Business Grants," and
then the second heading is, "And ComPanies for Teacher Train-
ing," 'and Jay, what I am going to de is to mail it out to all of the
chambers in the 19th District, because I think it is touching on
what I hope we can bring about and I hope this legislation will
move us in that dixection.

Let me just point to a couple of things. The article starts out by
saying, "Business and industry are as willing to extend their finan-
cial angl technical support to schools as ever, say two corporate ex-... perts. But ther are no longer willing to give no-strings money to
school boards.'

Then he goes on, the gentleman says that establishing ongoing
communications with local industry rather than suddenly asking a
firm for a grant is the direction to go, and then he cautions, "Re-
member," he said, "it takes time for large companies to change
policies about public relations, and that won't happen overnight."

But let me, talk about a couple of little things that they are
doing that I think are also important. A math teacher in Lbuisville
developed a computerized system for numbering parts at Orexnord
Plant. A Milwaukee special education teacher streamlined claim
processing for a moving van company, ind so on.

The crux of it is last summer, about 100 teachers became employ-
ees of more than 40 companies throughout the country as part of a
special teacher business program. They obviously are not doing it
for the money, says Cal Carroller, one of the Milwaukee Orexnord.,
industrial firm, because the average salary for the teacher is only
about $6 an hour.

What they are getting is an appreciation of how business works,
which is why the chief executive of the company began the pro-
gram. Teaching students about the work ethic was a dilemma for
Ed Nelson, a social studies teacher in another Milwaukee school.
But after his summer experience with this company, he can now
attempt to explain to his students how buSiness operates in a com-
petitive environfnent.

Another one pointed out that not only are the teachers learning
from the companies, but the companies are also learning alot about
the problems'facing education.

That would lead me to one of the questions which .is going to be
very important. Do you think that this legislation could, in smile
way, encourage the sort of thing that I was just talking about.

I)
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Wouldit give you the flexibility and the opporiunity to do the
things that were mentioned in this article? .

Whoever would like to comment, all or--- '
Dr. PINSON. Let me begin with the response. But I am sure that

our colleagues here at the table would like to add. Yes, I do believe
this is true. Interestingly, the fact that the counselor is mobile,'per-
haps more mobile than the school-based teacher, the counselor,
through the training given, even the traditional training, which is
limited, but improving, that counselor does move out into the com-
munity with more frequency than perhaps the classroom teacher
or even the vocational education teacher, who is associated with a
laborptory setting.

Part of the counselor'Aole is to go up and.build new coalitions,
is to go out and communicate with business and industry. Part of
the provision of this bill would allow that counselor that opportuni-
ty, and as some of the witnesses this morning have described, those
things have already been occurring, interestingly, through other
parts of the legislative picture, under career education, under other
parts of laws that Bob Stump recommended.

Counselors have met with this commUnity, are beginning to be
excited and informed by that community, are getting better "at the
dialog; are reducing their own jargon tendencies, are pgying atten-
tion; are learning.

I think the bill does provide for that access. And 'because the
counselor is mobile, and citn leave the building, physically, and de-
velop these networks in the community, I think it will happen, and
must happen.

Mr. GOODLING. Jay. .

MT. STEVENS. If I could respond to that and add to that, I t nk
one of the problems that the counseling profession faces.is the ct
thai, counseling took a tremendous growth during the period en
the National Defense Education Act trained, it provided mon y for
training for a lot of counselors. .

And enough years have passed by that I think counselofs need
some retraining to keep up with technology, the computers, word
processing, some of the things that Dr. Drake 'referred to, counsel-
ors simply need the opportunity now to get back into learning
these things, because they have changed while the counselor has
been in his office; and he hasn't had the opportunity to get out and
learn them..

Dr. Dxmcs. I would like to add to that, as I mentioned in my tes-
timony, we now have our fourth Career Guidance Institute. And
we got started in that business through the National Alliance of
Business. The Flint Metro Office no longer exists, and fortunately,
this yezir, -we were able to find some funding to continue the proc-
ess because the educators in otir community, expecially the coun-
selors, have been demanding that we continue something like that,
because they are learning so much.

And I have also had the opportunity of learning about the Gener-
al Electric educators and industry program. I think those two
models can really be joined together, because the National Alliance
of Business model has seminars and tours, and the General Electric
educators and industry program has a job shadowing experience.

,?
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With those ,three kin?Is of
4
dimensions, you can Nally get that

counselor out into the business world, 1alking with the people in
the field, and it really opens their eyes. And we just enjoy opening
their eyes and then having that`kind of information passed along
to the students in,the schools.

So, it is something that they are really wanting to get involved
with, and in fact, as a part of mY testimony, I have a four-page
summary of some of the actual comments that those participants
have stated in the last Career Guidance Institute.

Dr. GYSBERS. I want to second and third and fourth the things
that have been said .here in response to your question, sir. We too
have been conducting at our university, for Brea counselor and
teachers, National Allianoe for Business Career Guidance Insti-
tutes. We are now doing it on our own, because of the impOrtance
of that kind of activity.

And if you wish, I could, too, submit comments and statements
on-those experiences, because they are very valuable.

And so I could only just say we,need to do more of it, our guid-
ance personnel need help in terms 6145eing upgraded and that is
one mechanism to Wit. Vital.

Mr. KILDEE. If you wish to submit some 4terial like that, we
-will hold the record open for 2 weeks for that p rpose.

Dr. GY$BERS. Thank you very much, sir. I will -so.
Mr. STUMP. One of the other questions that I took the opportrri-

.. ty to ask some of my professional guidance colleagues, while I was
doing this work Dr. David was is there anything that you would
like to do in terms of a program such as the,one that Mr. Goodling
has described, that you do not feel that the current legislation per-

-mits you to do?
And the response I got almost universally was in terms of the

framewolk of the legislation, they could do almost anything that
seemed to make sense in the local comMunity to that school dis-
trict and those employers.

So to the extent that the legislation under consideration, which I
have not had arkopportunity to review, allows the local practition-
er to continhe t6 do those thingskthat make sense in the local com-
munity, I think you will be maintaining the kind of latitude that is
beneficial. ;

In terms of the specific example that you gave, I will go back to
the smoking analogy, 'that a smoker can read and listen to non-
smokers, or exsmokers, about how nice it is not to have that terri-
ble taste in your mouth, and how wonderful it is to be able to taste
your food again, once you have stopped smoking.

But until you do.it, you don't really know what they are talking
about. And I think this is part of what this type of program can do
for the guidance 'counselor. You can read about jobs, read about
what it is like to be X, Y or,Z professional, but an ocrportunity such
as this to go there, 5 days a week or whatever, and to experience
that kind of work setting, which most counselors have not experi-
enced because of, their professional career tracks, to have that kihd
of experience is quite invaluable, and adds a dimension to the help
they are able to give to the students.

As far as the employers concerned, theycan get to 400 or 500
students by dealing with one counselor. One counselor, spending a
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summer in their place, will then affect all th.ose students that he or
she comes in contact with.

So the payoff to the employer is perhaps greater than having stu-
dents only be able to share in the experience on the worksite.

Mr. GooDuNo. The legislation, I believe, encourages the kind of
thing that you are describing.

Dr. PINSON. Yes.
Mr. Goommo. My second question, then, is, Dr. Pinson talked

about youth initiative, and I agreed with her when she said there
has to be a way) to get ev'erybody workingActether. Because the
educational community destroyed that whole possibility for that
bill to really get anywhere and do anything.

And it wasn't a case of not being able to get them together. Be-
cause all thege groups compromised and agreed each night The
problem was that each group then thought, 'Well, now, if I go out
and get some individual Congressman, I will not only get what I
compromised on, but I will get what I had to compromise on for
myself.",

And of course, the whole thing fell apart.
Unfortunately, it was the eduiators, then-- '
Dr. PINSON. Yes.
Mr. GOODLING [continuing]. At the last minute, that we couldn't

get together. And one of those groups I don't entertain in my office
to this date, they know that I am not interested in what they have
to say.

My second question, then, is can you get the vocational guidance
community together to accept such an approach as this' Because
we are talking about a set-aside. As I mentioned it is nothing new,

,there are many other set-asides in there. If after you fAudy the leg-
islation, and you think it is good, how successful do you think yoq
will be with the vocational community to be able to pull this thing
off?

Dr. PINsoN. I would say lot would be based *bn our ability to ex-
press to our vocational educator colleagues that we really want to
be as accountable for the delivery of good vocational education as
they have had to be all these years.

And that we believe vocational education, and that whole enter-
prise which is a fixed part of this society, and one in which we be-
lieve, as counselors, can be improved if we are legitimate offerers
cif vocational education through vocational guidance And it is
going to depend on our ability to persuade these colleagues that we

'want to be.,part of that team.
Mr. GOODLING. Rich was afraid I said vocational guidance cbm-

munity, and no, I said, entire vocational. It wouldn't be hard to
persuade vocational guidance--

Dr. 1311450N. Indeed.
Mr. GOODLING. It is persuading the whole vocational community

that-- ,

Dr. PINSON. I don't know, I cannot answer for them here at this
table this morning. I would hope that they would see that our long-
range objective is to help the people involved in these programs.
That we can double the capacity of that service.

Mr. GYSBERS. Representing AVA, I am not here-this morning in
a position to say one thing or another, but I can say that the guid-
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ance personnel within the vocational association, and others are
going to work very hard so that we can come with a united Oont.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you. r
Mr. KILDEE. This is my 17th year in legislative work. To the

degree that a group or,selated groups can come with one voice to a
legislative body, to that degree, their chances of success are greatly
enhanced.

I think that is something that you wdTk out internally with your
fellow educators. I would commend tha k to you.

Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First off, a general question. Is guidance counseling, or wore spe-

cifically, is vocational guidance counseling now available for most
kids in high school?

I see some heads nodding, but why don't we get it on the record,
if that, in fact, is thexase? Anybody wish to resfiond?

Dr PINSON Vocational guidance is generally available. That is
cbrrect. In a given high school, where most of our counselors who
work in schools are located. The-same is not 'true in, say, middle
schools, junior highs or elementary schools.

Mr. ERDAHL. That comes to the next question. I assumed that
was the case. As a group of professionals, do you advocate that we
lock our kids in, because we push them into adulthood to'o early
the way it is? Should there be counseling in elementary school, in
the upper grades, or in junioK high school?

Dr PINSON. Indeed. I think one of the most .grairely Tisunder-
stood pretnises behind the ideas of career education, of Jbcational"
ed4cation, and of vocational guidance is that the person from tha
outside may believe that wb are trying to force a choice for life, a
career choice for life at a given,. stage in \a person's adolescence.
That is far from true.

But the ability to make choices and look at alternatives, and con-
tinue to make tentative choices, test them out, rule them out,
throw them out, try again, all of that is a function of this system.

So I woul4 say that that would not apply. We are not trying ..to
lock hhany young person going through the school system.

Mr'ERDAHL. I didn't mean that you were, but I think in many
places in society we do, in a sense, push our kids, and I have sever-
al children in that age category of my own. Ithink it is algo well,
as you said, that we provide people with options. WeA adults, like
options, and I think as we look down the road, we see many times
that people will have several careers, some of them quite different.

I wrs a just t inking of looking over the members of this panel.
We have our chairman, who I think started out looking at the
priesthood; Mr Goodling, sitting next to him, they are having an
intense visit now, got into education, my colleague, Mr. Petri from
Wisconsin, into law; I was a farmer for a while. Sotnehow we all
went bad and got into politics.

nd so these things change as we go along, and I would trust
atand it is one of the things I am sure you emphasize in deal-

ing withjoung peoplethat is, emphasize the real possibility, that
they wilrbe involved in several different jobs, vdcations, maybe
quite different, along life's path.
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Dr GyssEas. I would just like to comment on that same point
that you are making. It is very clear from all kinds of research
studies that values and attitudes of young people, children, are
formed early, in terms of who they are, what the work world is
like, and I. think what you tend to find is many young peopJare
occupationally illiterate. -

They really know very little about the work world, and ,so e-
times the information they get is incorrect, it is partial. And go
there have to be efforts early to deal with that. Not in teims of, as
was said, "You are going to this or that at this age." But rather,
laying the foundation so that decisionmaking skills, self-knowledge
skills, will continue to develop. This is a continuing process.

So the idea of developing skills, of learning aboVelf, that begins
very early, and it needs to.

Mr STEVENS. Mr. Erdahl, the chairman, 'Mr. Perkins, has ad-
dressed that question in another piece of legislation, House bill
1598, the Elementary School Guidance and Counseling Act. One of
the problems that I think you are highlighting is the fact that, yes,
vocational guidance is very available at the secondary level.

We need to enhance it at ttie elementary level, because of the de-
velopmental needs of childre

Mr EROAHL. What you hav said rings up another question, Mr.
Chairman, if I might. In many high, schools, I am aware they have
a career day4during which people coming from the professions and
other occupationscome to talk to the kids.

And the question I have is. Does industry utilize people that qre
trained as guidance counselors, or vocational counselors, who tradi-
tionally have been involved in the educational system? I think that
there would be a real need for somebody who had a good academic
background as a vocational guidance counselor, to be on the payroll
of the chamber of commerde, a labor union, a corporation, does this
happen?

I ask, the question out of ignora e, but maybe you can enlighten
me.

Dr. GYSBERS. I can respond to that in part. As a trainer of coun-
selors, we are finding an increasing number of young,people being
trained as counselors going into business and industry, working as
'Career ddNelopment specialists. So, yes, business and industry are
focusing ill on that, because they recognize the need.

Mr. ERDAHL. I think tha d be veiy important. As several of
us have men ink this linkage should be put in the
minds of youn people,rnnecting their training and the counsel-
ing advice th th y gqt with a paycheck, With a job, with a fulfill-

\ ing experAy e.
And for sohi ople, I think that is not there. So I think that is

\moving in the right direction.
Thank you very much. Thanks to all of you for being with us

tOday, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr KILDEE. In conjunction with your remark about the pariel,

many people have heard me say many times that in real life, I was
a schooltehcher.

Mr. GOODLING. And in connection with your getting down in the
earlier years, cite of the most difficult things I Shad as superintend-
ent was to getrelementary teachers to understand that if we are
going to give the students an opportunity to make choices and deci-
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sions, not only guidance choices or vocational choices, they,liave to
stop this husiness of constantly lining everybody up and lock stock-
ing them and tnarching them, et cetera, et cetera. I have had a
problem with junior and senior hjgh school teachers doing, the
same thing. Then we expect students to carry out adult responsibil-
ities and plake their own decisions.

And that is difficult to break down, because that is a tradition
that has gone on and on and on, since the beginnipg of time, I sup-
pose.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goodling, would you yield to a
question at that point?

Mr. GOODLING. Sure.
Mr. ERDAHL. Would you respond to a question from your experi-

ence, and maybe the panel could respond to this as well. What type
of guidance training do teacherg recive? For example, people who
are teaching mlith or science. Maybe they areperceived as treading
on somebody else's turf, but it seems like that some skills in voea-
tional counseling would be important to teacher's in any field.

Mr. GO9DLING. Not nearly eniaigh and back in my ti,u'ie, very
little, if ariy.

Dr. PINSON. Right.
Mr. GOODLING. And the only teachers that I found that could do

a relatively good job of counseling in the world of work were voca-
;ional teachers .who had. been in the world of work, and are

-pow--
Dr. PINSON. That is correci.
Mr. GOODLING [continuing]. Teaching. That is why, ever since I ''

have been here, I have been trying to get more of this businyss of
,how do we get the teachers ilut into business? I know it is an ex-
pense process. Maybe 6 weeks, maybe 2 months. And how also to

. get industry in the schools. And I Auld say that perhaps since I
have left the field, they are doing dbetter job, perhaps, in training
teachers, so that they know something about the worl4 of Work.

But, basically, you know, we grew up as educators. And .an awful
lot of the 90 credits I had beyond my bachelor's degree didn't do
very much to help,7 talk about the real world to the youngsters
who were in front o me. I would be the first to admit it. I hope
that has changed, and Doctor, I think you said tI there have
been a lot of changes in the process.

In fact", you see, when I began in coureing, and ook ipy train-
ing in counseling, it was all new, and I would be the firSt to admit
that I really didn't get very much of anything. It was sort of,a
school of hard knocks, and you kind of learned as you went.

guess the greates asset I bad going for me was that I was dif-
ferent than I am now. I was a good listener. I didn't try tasoive the
youngsters' problerrs, I tried to help them bounce them off Of me
and solve them thetiselves. And tried to ge-Nny counselors to do
the same when I be me an administrator.

Mr. ERDAHL. W1I, B111, I think you are a good listener and a
good explainer, and I thank you for that explanation.

Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. The panel has been joined by the nfrene

onnecticut, Mr. Ratchford. Da you wish t ave questions now?
Mr. RATCHFORD. No, I will read the aterial, and then join you
ter.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. I just would like to thank you, as the others have, for

being here today, and sharing your perspectives with us.
I wonder if someone could in a word give the argument or the

reason for having a set-aside for vocational counseling, as opposed
to allowing flexibility and competition at the local level between
the various demands mid& funds available, since there would be
no increase in funds. -

Dr. PINSON. That is a tough and good question. Let me try to
answer it, and lirge the panel to join me if they wish to.

Before 1976, any provision of guidance and counseling services
was based on situational ethics. States could or could not provide
counseling services as they wished. The combined State, local and
Federal assistance to the vocational education student, prior to .
1976, in guidance was less than 3 percent, according to a GAO
report.

Because of that, when this Congress began to work on the
reauthorization which resulted in the amendments of 1976, data
had shown that the student need was there, that the set-aside
could no longer be situationaLor ethically based, so it was a moral
decision made back there, bSt these kids and these youngThdults
really needed guidance services.

We had to place somewhere in the law where attention would be
given to this. Thus was born the set-aside. We have, as I have re-
ported earlier in my testimony, we have found that because of an
amendment to Public Law 94-482, we have found that many States
have elected only one area out of a postible eight options they had
to use their 20-percent set-aside.

Moreover, 20 percent of 10 would be far less than the 4 percent
currently authorized. Would be something like 1, or 1.3.

This provision would request the State to take from the top ap-
propriation for each of the State broker programs. Six percent, at
least, to focus on guidance services for those enrolled in those par-
ticular State programs..

Mr. PETRI. What gives us superior wisdom, as opposed to 'the ad-
ministrators or the peopla-nf the Siate level in telling them how to
spend their money?

Dr. Pixsoil. Again, the wisdom is based on some 60 years of pro-
fessional experience, and finally, the ability among ourselves to
agree that'what wo41d be most effective was to present evidence
that guidance and Counseling does work, and does make a differ-
ence.

Some of the attachments upon our testimony here to provide
that hard data, showing tharif counseling is present' in these pro-
grams, vocational education graduates do achieve a greater place-
ment rate, are more satisfie71 in their work, and enjoy a longer
abor market advantage.

And that is about wherI am, and I hope T have beenTesponsive,
Congressman.

Mr. PETRI. You have.
Dr. PINSON. Thank you. \
Mr. PETRI. I had one other area, ana Cd`on'tknew if anyone on

the panel might help me in this. It is not directly related to the

z
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particular legislation we have been discussin , ut it is, I think, re-
a ? e to your area of professional concern- And that is Chat I have

observed on visits to the job' service offiCes, and other such agencies
in my own State of Wisconsin, that we do have a program within
the bordefs of our *State which enables these agencies to inform
people who are in the job market of employment opportunities in
various parts of the State, but beyonphe borde4 of their particu-
lar community or county.

This is on microfiche, but it probably will quickly be on computer
terminal And it occurred to me that whereas formerly this sort of
thing might have been technically possible, but probably would not
have been bureaucratically or administratively

i.possible
on a na-

tional level, that now it may well be that it s possible to have
some sort of national job market service. We know that we have
vast differences in employment conditions in different regions of
our country.

Our chairman for today's area is one of considerable unemploy-
ment, but if you go to Texas ancrtalifornia and even the Boston
area, yot discover zero or very low unemployment and a great
searching and reaching out for people with various ski.lts.

And yet _to put one together with the other is a problem, and
that might be something that would be a service that we ,could pro-
vide at the national level. Is that being provided, do yoesense a
need for something of that sort, or do you think we are getting
ahead of ourselves to think in those terms yet? Has it beim done on
an experimental basis9 Could you share with me the thinking of
your profession, as to whether this is an area in which we ought to
have hearings and try to make a contribution? If we do it, and they
are months behind, we are just fooling ourselves, and hiring a few
more people over at t e Labor Department. - .But if it can be dfie on an on-line current basis, so that some-
body can get in his car arld drive down to Texas and not duh dis-
cover that the jo a's filled 6 months ago, it would be worth, per-
haps, an.investment. of Federal resourbes.

r GYSBERS 'Let me commentdon That if I may, alld I, am sure
o er members wi l comment, too. Your State happens to be a
State that has excellent system. The Slate occupation informa-

3
tion coordinating committee, and the careef information delivery
system-- ..,

Mr PETRI But it is just within the borders of our State. There is
no reason it has to be accepted that the Federal Government has --
nevei done anything.

Dr GySBERs But it also is connected, in a sense, to other States
as well, through the national occupational information coordinat- .

ing committee So, there is a mechanism. In addition, your State
was one of the pilot States for the improved career decisionmaking
project, in hich groups of counselors mixed among school, reha-
bilitation c unselors, employment service counselors, and so forth,
were Invo ed in workshops over five different periods during the
summer, o receive training in labor market and career informa-
tion. .

So, your comment about the need for that is a very real one. It is
being done, but it needs to' be improved. It needs to be continued
and eipanded so that we can deliver better, more accurate, more
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up-to-date information. And the conthiction /among States is a verfy
important one, so that people in Wisconsin .cah look at other possi-,
bilities and vice versa.
..Mr. PETRI. Well, I notice in the grivate marketlarger compa-

riles, particularly if they have a number,- of jobs to fill, will place
ads on a nationwide basis, so that the,Milwaukee paper will carry
ads from some outfit down in Texas saying skilled welders needed,
or this sort of thing.

An think through labor organizations, unions, hiring hall
ehaffnels, and this sort of thing, it jor,9bably is being done as well.
My question was really whether the mechanism did exist on the
bu'reaucrat* or governmental level, or whether you could really do
anything better or more comprehensive than is already being done
in the private market?

There is no poi& in ou'r just duplicating what is 'being aone and
doing it a day Slate and a dollar short, so to speak.

Dr. DRAKE. I wbuld like to add to that. With the advent of word
and information processing that is occurriog, and our economy is
essentially changing from a product-base to an information-base
economy and society, the technology is there right now.

And if the proper mechanism were set up, this kind of thing that
you are describing is not only very real, but it could be very valua-
ble So I think 'as we look and we see the technology there, and the
experiences that people have had with it, along the basis that Dr. 1.
esysbers has descriked,--that I think would be "an impor.tant area toF
really move toward in the future:

asis whether there is a seat on any plane in the country at any7
Mr PETRI.. We know that the airlines can tell you on an on-time

b
particular time, so we certainly should be able to knpw if a job is
open or not.

Dr. DRAKE. That is correct. .%\Mr. GOODLING. Would the gentleman yield?
I wanted to respond, just a bit, to your first question, why the

need for the' set-aside. I am not necessarily wedded to the whole
idea of a set-aside. You can voluntarily bring about a change that I
think has to take place. At the present time, so mucn of the em-
phasis 4 on skills for trade and industry.

And the whole_ckmponent of career guidance is very criticaLis
left but. Two things then can happen when that part is left out of
the equation. No. 1, we probably are getting an awful lot of young-
sters being pushed blindly into a field where they are not going to
either be successful or happy.

Or second, they themselves may go blindly in that direction be-
cause of peer pressure or because of something at home, et cetera,
et cetera.

So I think if you can find a way to voluntarily get theln to do
this kind of thing, and link the two together, then we would be suc-
Cessful. We haven't been successful at voluntarily getting them to
do that,.tganfthing anywhere in the country.

And that is why I think you have so many misplaced and dissat-
isfied young people in the world of work, because they hey4en't
linked the two components. They are skilled to do someihing, utit
probably was not their bag, and they shouldn't have gone44,that
d irect ion. 14;

t)
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kMr KILDEE In my expeetence both as a teacher for 10 years, and
' a lawmaker for 17 years,t I have noticed regularly that when
schools find themselves in some type' of financial bind, an area like
counseling is mdre likely to suffer than other areas.

So for that reason, we have tried to shelter guidance and counsel-
ing in some way, in a reasonable and practical manner.

Mr. GOODLING. May I make one other statement? For, Jay, now
when I send these out to the chambers in the three counties, then I
am sure you know somebody in the other two counties, but counsel-
ors then should be pickingup this initiative, because if we can get
them excited in the priv te sector, then, of course, we hatre to
make sure that somebody coordinates it. It sure isn't, going to be
me.

Mr STEVENS. I agree with you, and thal certainly should fiot be a.
problem. The president of the Hanover Chamjier is a counsilor.

Mr. GOODLING. Yes. As a matter of fact.NiUtt you have got to get "
,up to Cumberland and Adams, then, also.

Mr. STEVENS. We can work on that.
Mr KILDEE Dr. Pinson, hew would the changes that we propose

for the age groups and the distribution of funds for those age
groups better meet the needs of the preadolescent students?

Dr PINSON Congressman, the Changes I think are fundamental'
to the whole piece of legislation you have offered. Essentially, you
have rpdefined the right of the preadolescent to also have explore-
tory experiences. To extend the definition of the postsecondary
school, student, beyond what might be the traditional age of 18 to
n, we\ Wave basicallir changed age groups because that is a reflec-
tion oft.he real world put there, the adult learner we see as the age
of' 35 tck mortality.

The postsecondary sohool student could be within range of 18 to
65 or older; but we have broken postsecondary and adult apart.

Essentially, what we are askinethe vocational community to
consider joiningtus on is the increased allocation for the person be-
tweep 18 and 60, attention to the person below 17, down as far as
the age of 11, where preadolescents should have some opportunity -

to explore what is out there, to look at some of the work values,
work ethics, and sc forth, out in the real world of work, before they!,
make any locked-in decisions.

So we have essentially described the consuming population of vo:
cational education differently hut, realistically based on what we \
have seen happening out in the field.

Mr. KILDEE Speaking of an 11-year-pld, I have on 11-year-old
Who has 'mastered the Rubik's cube, and is wondering what he
wants to do with his life. Very frustrating when you are sitting
downstiirs at night trying to get just one side of the Rubik's cube
the same color, and your 11-year-old upstairs has got the whole
cube mastered. .

Dr. PINSON. Yes, yes, yes.
Mr KILDEE. Dr Drake, what would you consider to be the young-

est age at which a student could benefit from a vocational guidance
experience?

Dr DRAKg. I think that when a student enters ele'mentary
school, that they, first of all, are coming' into the society of that
school, and they should start experiencingiat least to a minimal
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degree, some vocatio uidance First of all, to be aware of who
they are as a p , a self-aware iess. And then, very quickly fol-
lowed by what Inds of vocationa and career options there are
available to them.

And what that means in terms of lifestyle. Because these kinds
of things can be integrated right into n elementary curriculum,as
well as in secondary schools. So, I th k when they get to school,
that that would be the age for themNtso be first introduced to voca-
tional guidance.

Mr. KILDEE. There we could find a link between vocational edu-
scation, and career education.

Dr. DRAKE. That is correct.
But allowing the student to know tha ere is such a thing as

vocational education, that t ey can get,in lved with some prevo-
cational programs and s vocational pr grams, and they can
start to see these kinds o tions unfolding before them. So even
in elementary schools, I don't thiny that is to4 early to make them'
aware of that.

Mr. KILDEE. With a certain degree of provi cial. pride, I-would
like to ask you if you could tell us something About the Michigan
occupational informational system that you men ioned in your tes-
timony,. I, about 12 years ago$ helped Al Mallory of Genesee Inter-
mediate School District get the first State fundin for development
of that local component.

COuld you telf_how it ass'sts the students, and ho it is used?
Mr. DRAKE. Yes, very d,øiinitely. We use both syst ms. The Michi-

gan occupational infor ation system is an inform tion retrieval
system, computerized v rsion, and a microfiche versi, n. And it 'ba-
sically has six different files, one of theiw being the occupational
file, another ime being a chool and college file, and so forth

So basicelly, with that system students can retrieve 'nformation,
occupational, educational, types of inforination to hel them with
their career decisionmaking and pVanning. The educational and
career. exploration system, which we referred to, is a career coun-
seling system. And this- is more than an information, retrieval
system, it actually allows the students to look at their Work ,aoci
personal values, and integrate those work and personal vaIues into
making an occupational choice, teaching them how to loo1 at dif-
ferent options fur decisionmaking, and then taking them inp devel-
oping a career plan via using the computer, along with co selors
in group experiences to come out with a verified career plan ,

So, MOIS provides information, you can retrieve it from that, the
EC's program goes further. It is a caieer counseling system, using
the computer. It gets into not only exploration but 'in4plves
through a structured process a decisionmaking experienCe, well
as n ca rev; planning experience.

Mr. KILDEE. Are there any- further questions for people in, the
panel? Any closing remarks, anyone?

Dr. PirisoN. May I thank members' bf this committee and' m
bers of your staff. I look up there and I see Mends. I look up' th e
and I see people wlle believe-in educatiOn. We are honored to- ha e
been here this morning, arid thank yob for letting us talk with yo

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you:very much.
'De committee will now stand.adjourned.
[Whereupon, at,11:25 a.m., the subcommittee was adj6urned]
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